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NOMINATIONS HEARING
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 7, 1998
U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS,

Washington, DC.
The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:26 a.m., in room
SD-342, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Fred Thompson,
Chairman of the Committee, presiding.
Present: Senators Thompson, Cochran, Levin, Durbin, and
Cleland.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR COCHRAN
Senator COCHRAN [presiding]. The Committee will please come to
order. First, let me apologize for the delay in proceeding this morning. We have votes on the Senate floor. There are two consecutive
votes; one is in progress now and another will occur immediately
followingthis vote. I understand that Senator Lott was here to introduce Danny Covington and said that he would be coming back.
Also, Congressman Mike Parker indicated his interest in being
here as well. He stopped by before the hearing began to indicate
his support for Danny Covington's nomination to serve on the Postal Rate Commission.
This morning we are considering the nominations of Edward J.
Gleiman to serve a second term as Commissioner at the Postal
Rate Commission and Dana B. Covington to serve a 6-year term as
a Commissioner at the Postal Rate Commission. We appreciate the
attendance of the nominees and all of you who have come to the
hearingtoday.
The Rules of Procedure of the Committee on Governmental Affairs require that an inquiry be conducted into the experience,
qualifications, suitability, and integrity of each nominee to serve in
the position to which he has been nominated. The Committee has
received the information requested of the nominees. In addition,
they have responded in writing to pre-hearing questions that have
been submitted by the Committee. Copies of each nominee's biographical information and the pre-hearing responses will be placed
in the record as part of this hearing, and they will be available
upon request.'
The financial statements are available for inspection by the public in the Committee office. The staff of the Committee have reviewed all of this information. In addition the staff has examined
the financial disclosure report submitted by the Office of Govern'The biographical and professional information of Mr. Gleiman and Mr. Covington appear in
the Appendix on pages 36 and 64 respectively.

ment Ethics. The Committee's Ranking Minority Member and I
have reviewed the FBI background investigation reports.
The Committee Rules of Procedure require that all nominees be
under oath while testifying on matters relating to their suitability
for office, including the policies and programs which the nominee
will pursue if confirmed. So I would ask you both to stand at this
time and I will administer the oath.
Please raise your right hand. Do you solemnly swear to tell the
truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you,
God?
Mr. GLEIMAN. I do.
Mr. COVINGTON. I do.
Senator COCHRAN. Thank you.
Mr. Gleiman and Mr. Covington, I am going to let you, at this
time, make any statement that you would like to make on this occasion, any remarks or comments that you would care to have as
a part of our record.
Mr. Gleiman, you may proceed.
TESTIMONY OF EDWARD J. GLEIMAN, TO BE COMMISSIONER
OF THE U.S. POSTAL RATE COMMISSION

Mr. GLEIMAN. Before I begin with my prepared statement, Mr.
Chairman, I would like to acknowledge a number of friends and
colleagues who are here. One of my fellow commissioners, George
Omas, is here today, and I would list a bunch of friends, but I am
afraid I will forget somebody. I do have to mention one really good
friend, my best friend, my wife, Rhona, who is here today.
With that, I want to mention that I am honored to appear before
you today as one of President Clinton's nominees to serve as a
member of the Postal Rate Commission. I am particularly grateful,
having served as Chairman of the Postal Rate Commission since
February 1994, that I have been nominated to a second term.
The Postal Rate Commission is a small, but important, Federal
agency. The Commission's jurisdiction over rates charged by the
Postal Service, and other matters postal, is a responsibility with a
significant impact on consumers and the business community alike.
It is for this reason that the Congress stays attune to issues involvinq rates, operationsand services of the U.S. Postal Service. And
it is for this reason that I pledge to continue the current high level
of cooperation between the Commission and the committees, subcommittees, and personal offices of both the Senate and the House
of Representatives.
In my role as chairman, I believe that I have successfully led the
Commission's response to many challenges; the timely completion
and high quality of Commission decisions in rate and classification
cases; strengthening the dialogue between the Commission and the
Congress, as well improving communication between the Commission and the Postal Service; improving internal processes at the
Commission, including establishing electronic information systems,
to better serve the public; and, broadening the participation of interested parties before the Commission.
There are times when it has taken all of my 30 years of government service and experience to attain the best regulatory policy,
legal, or administrative results. At other times, I know it is simply

my role as a citizen, who happens to be a public servant, that
guides me in the right direction. After all, in our society, citizens
are the governors and the governed.
That said, allow me to recollect a phrase I recently heard used
by David Haley, who is the son of my friend and former colleague,
Ambassador George Haley. "When you find a turtle sitting on a
fence post, you know it did not get there by itself."
To the extent that my tenure as chairman is viewed as successful, please know that it is the Commission that has achieved the
success through the hard work of its dedicated career staff and
through the efforts of my fellow commissioners. If there is one goal
we have sought to reach, it is to improve the quality of the due
process, in order to forge the best possible results for everyone who
appears before the Commission and for the mailing public at large.
If I am fortunate enough to be confirmed again for this position,
I pledge to continue to do the best I can in maintaining the highest
standards the Congress and the American public have the right to
expect of me and of the Commission.
Thank you, sir.
Senator COCHRAN. Thank you for the excellent statement, Mr.
Gleiman. When you mentioned George Haley and that turtle story
on the fence post, it reminded me the first time I heard that-his
brother Alex said it. I think they have swapped that back and
forth. I do not know who really gets credit for that.
Mr. GLEIMAN. I suspect David Haley picked it up from his uncle
Alex.
Senator COCHRAN. They both got it from Alex. [Laughter.]
Well, it is a great story.
We had the pleasure of presenting him, George Haley, to the
Senate Committee on the occasion of his nomination and his hearing to be Ambassador to Gambia, and we were very happy to be
able to do that.
We are delighted, also, to be able to chair this hearing today on
the occasion of the nomination of Danny Covington, whom I have
known personally for a long time and have a high regard for him
and am very pleased that he is being appointed to this important
position.
Mr. Covington, if you have any comments or remarks to make,
this is the time for you to make them.
TESTIMONY OF DANA B. COVINGTON, TO BE COMMISSIONER
OF THE U.S. POSTAL RATE COMMISSION
Mr. COVINGTON. First of all, good morning, Mr. Chairman. I am
indeed grateful to be here today. I do not have a prepared statement, so to speak, but I would like to offer a few remarks to go
into the record.
First of all, there is an old adage that says, "Good things come
to those who have patience through hard works," and this entire
process has really tried my patience. I am thankful to God for having now arrived at the occasion that we are now undertaking. I,
too, am accompanied today by my wife, Joyce, who is 'seated directly behind me. She has been there with me 22-plus years. I
would like to say almost 23, but she reminds me that we have not

quite reached that juncture yet. And I, too, have friends and colleagues gathered here in the hearing room.
Being from Mississippi, you have heard the term used, "It is
hard to be humble whei iou are from Mississippi," and I guarantee
you, Senator Cochran, being from Mississippi basically speaks for
itself. Having been born in Columbus, Mississippi, and having been
afforded the opportunity to attend the same university that you
did, as well as Senator Lott, I feel fortunate, just a little disappointed that I was not able to share your classroom experiences.
I think you could probably say I was born a little late or you and
Senator Lott were born a little bit early.
Having worked in the Legislative and the Executive Branches of
Government, I think has prepared me for the challenges that lie
ahead. You know for a fact that being the aspiring politician that
I am, that I am never really at a loss for words. However, as the
hearing goes forward, and, hopefully, as you and other Members of
the Committee look at my suitability to serve, I would like to stress
my intent to always be fair, to always be impartial, and to always
make sure that I consider all material, all evidence, and consider
all stakeholders' opinions as we go about the work of looking at our
postal rate-making process and also looking at our overall mail
classification, and also considering things as to whether or not to
close or consolidate post offices that are spread throughout America.
I find it kind of interesting, in looking at the briefing book that
was prepared for me, that that sometimes can be a hot issue. But
you, representing the entire State of Mississippi, know that to undertake a closing of a post office in a town like Red Lick, D Lo, Hot
Coffee or, for that matter, Alligator, could have a profound impact
on that community. So I think all things considered, regardless of
which issues come before the Commission, you could expect me to
be well-versed, as knowledgeable as I can be, and to try to render
a decision or participate in having decisions arrive that consider all
of the facts and circumstances made available.
Again, I am glad that I have been afforded the opportunity to
come here. I look forward to serving, and I am glad that I have finally reached this juncture. Thanks a lot.
Senator COCHRAN. Thank you very much for-that fine statement.
I think you and Mr. Gleiman both share the background experience
of serving as a member of the staff here in Washington. I recall
Webb Franklin,' who was a member of Congress, that Mr. Covington served with for a number of years, was a fine and an outstanding member of the House of Representatives, and that experience
is very valuable.
I know Mr. Gleiman and I were talking about his mentor, Senator David Pryor, a while ago and how much affection and respect
I had, and still do, for David Pryor and the fine work he did here
in the U.S. Senate. We miss him a lot, and I am sure that Mr.
Gleiman has, like you, benefitted from that relationship and that
experience.
It is very helpful to be able to look through
some of the legalisms
and technicalities of the human side of questions and the practical
side and use common sense and good judgment, and both of your
mentors, I think, were amply endowed with a great deal of common

sense and good judgment, and I know that has rubbed on both of
you.
Let me ask you these standard questions, which we are required
to ask all nominees, and I will ask the question once and let each
of you respond.
Is there anything you are aware of in your background which
might present a conflict of interest with the duties of the office to
which you have been nominated?
Mr. Gleiman.
Mr. GLEIMAN. No, sir.

Senator COCHRAN. Mr. Covington.
Mr. COVINGTON. No, Mr. Chairman.

Senator COCHRAN. Do you know of any reason, personal or other-

wise, that would, in any way, prevent you from fully and honorably
discharging the responsibilities of the office to which you have been
nominated?
Mr. Gleiman.
Mr. GLEIMAN. No, sir.
Senator COCHRAN. Mr. Covington.
Mr. COVINGTON. No, Mr. Chairman.
Senator COCHRAN. Do you agree, without reservation, to respond
to any reasonable summons to appear and testify before any duly
constituted Committee of Congress if you are confirmed?
Mr. Gleiman.
Mr. GLEIMAN. Most certainly.
Senator COCHRAN. Mr. Covington.
Mr. COVINGTON. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Senator COCHRAN. Thank you. There are a number of issues that
are pending before the Rate Commission and will be, I am sure,
coming before you for a decision. I am not going to ask you what
your views are on any of those issues. I think Iwill ask, though,
just as a matter of personal information, Mr. Gleiman, whether or
not you have any opinions about what some of the most challenging
decisions that will be facing the Postal Rate Commission in the
near term and whether or not this Committee would have a role
in trying to help make those decisions any easier through legislative enactments.
Mr. GLEIMAN. Mr. Chairman, some of my friends and colleagues
would tell you that it is dangerous to ask me if I have any opinions[Laughter.]
Mr. GLEIMAN [continuing]. Because they claim I have more opinions than I ought to about most things.
But I would divide the challenges faced by the Commission into
two categories. Internally, we have some challenges to continue to
try and upgrade our systems and provide information to the public
in a timely and sensible manner. We also need to be aware at the
Commission of the fact that we have a good, but aging staff, and
I am somewhat concerned about the next few years holds for us in
the way of losing people who have been at the Commission for a
number of years, are a storehouse of knowledge and very capable.
So those are challenges that we have to deal with internally.
From the standpoint of issues that may be before us or are before
us, we currently have an interesting case, and I will not say anything more about it than that it is interesting and challenging in

that the Postal Service has asked us to approve a market test and
then a 2-year experiment of a hybrid mail system, mailing on-line.
This is an area that the Commission dealt with some years ago in
a slightly different format-back in the days of e-comm in the early
1980s-but times have changed, and the issues have changed. This
is a challenging case.
We currently have two complaint cases before us; one filed by a
business which feels that it did not receive the service that the
Postal Service had committed to with respect to delivery of that
business' mail; and just yesterday the United Parcel Service filed
a complaint case asking us to accept jurisdiction over a new service
that the Postal Service is offering involving point-to-point electronic
transmissions. It is going to be challenging to deal with these new
areas.
As far as the role of the Committee, well, there is a piece of legislation that has been banging around for a bit on the Hill. It was
marked up in subcommittee on the House side just a couple of
weeks ago, and I suspect at some point, perhaps in the next Congress, you all will be seeing that piece of legislation. I bring it up
in the context of the complaint case and the mailing on-line case
that we have. There are some public policy issues that I think the
Congress of the United States needs to address with regard to the
role of the Postal Service in future changes in technology and
whether they should be allowed to proceed into new areas or
whether those areas are best left to the private sector. So, I would
hope that at some point Congress will be able to step in and clarify
some of those issues.
Senator COCHRAN. That is very helpful to hear your reaction to

these questions. We had the opportunity to hear from the Postmaster General just the other day making the annual report to the
Congress, and some of these issues were raised at that time, and
he answered some questions regarding them.
But I think that, in this area, as much as anything in the communications area, and mail is communication, Postal Service responsibilities involve communication, the emerging technologies
have changed that so much it is just astounding, and it is hard to
keep up with all of the new technologies that are available now and
that people are using as alternatives to traditional mail service,
and the Postal Service is involved in some of that.
It will be interesting to see how we sort through the proposed
changes in the law and the statutory responsibilities of the Postal
Service and the opportunities the Postal Service has to meet some
of the competition. If we are to require it to be self-sustaining, it
has got to generate revenues, and if you have a continuing declining revenue base because you are involved in just providing outdated and obsolete services, well, you are not going to be in business very long, or you are going to require some huge subsidies
from the Federal Government.
We have been fortunate in not having the Postal Service requiring subsidization. It has actually been making a profit over the last
3 years, but it has a big debt and debt service is required and takes
up a good bit of that.
I know, also, that these closings of post offices, Mr. Covington
mentioned the challenges to the small communities where they

have very strong feelings about the importance of having a local
postal facility. We have had some new developments. But I would
say this, that I think that, on balance, the Postal Service has done
a better job here recently in trying to involve community leaders
and I would think-I am going to ask Mr. Covington if you would
continue to urge sensitivity to the interests of local leaders in the
community before decisions like that are made, involving them in
some deliberate way, and keeping them up-to-date on what the
Postal Service's plans might be, and getting their input, and considering that input, not just asking the question, but actually listening to the answers.

-

What is your reaction to that?
Mr. COVINGTON. Yes, sir. Well, having been born and raised in
Mississippi and having lived in particularly the Mississippi Delta,
I know how crucial and how integral it is that people are allowed
or afforded the opportunity to keep in touch with the outside world,
be it by way of a letter or a postcard or what have you.
In that Delta, in particular, Senator, we have some towns,
Mound Bayou--I know you are quite familiar with them-whereby
the post office serves as a nucleus, as a gathering place for the citizens and people in the community to actually come to. A lot of
times in those communities you may have a grocery store, a
church, or a place of worship, and the post office, and that is basically it besides the homes that the people actually reside in.
I am a strong fan and a strong believer in customer service and
customer satisfaction, and I believe that the government should do
as much as it can for the citizens in the delivery of goods and services as possible.
The Postal Service has always stated regardless of rain, sleet,
snow, gloom of night they will get that correspondence to you, be
it by way of in your hand or in a post office box or a mailbox that
is affixed along the road. But in these rural communities I think
that we have to be particularly concerned about the economical,
even sometimes sociological, effects that shutting down, consolidating, or moving a post office from that community would have.
A lot of the time citizens, they have fears, some realized, some
otherwise, but I would like to see the Postal Service, in conjunction
with the Postal Rate Commission, go out, even if it means actually
going out to that community and gathering information and letting
people voice their concerns firsthand, face-to-face, and one-on-one
efore we undertake such a task that could probably end up having
a draconian effect on the people's lives.
Senator COCHRAN. Thank you very much. Those are the only
questions I have at this time. There may be additional questions
that other Members of the Committee may want to ask or submit.
The record will remain open to allow Members of the Committee
an opportunity to submit written statements or questions for the
I am going to suspend the hearing at this time and let you know
that I will go over and vote on the second vote, and I will come
right back. If other Members come in the meantime, then they will
have an opportunity to ask you questions. So you ought not to run
off quite yet. But I will be back very soon.
The Committee will stand in recess.

[Recess.)
Senator COCHRAN. The Committee will come to order. I apologize
again for the disjointed nature of the schedule this morning. I did
not have anything to do with planning these votes. [Laughter.]
Senator Lor. Who did that, Mr. Chairman?
Senator COCHRAN. We are very honored in the Committee to
have the famous Majority Leader of the U.S. Senate, the Hon.
Trent Lott, here to introduce Danny Covington, who has been nominated to be a Commissioner of the Postal Rate Commission. We
have already heard from both witnesses, and we have had an opportunity to question them.
Senator Lott, we are very honored that you are here, and we ask
you to proceed in any way you wish and for any length of time you
wish to consume.
STATEMENT HON. TRENT LOTT, MAJORITY LEADER OF THE
SENATE, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF MISSISSIPPI
Senator LOTT. Well, thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is always a
leasure to appear before you, our senior Senator from Mississippi,

ut I must say the Chairman of the full Committee had already
asked that I put my 18-page statement in the record. [Laughter.)
And not bother to read its entirety. But having said that, I know
there is not a lot I can tell the Chairman about Danny Covington.
He has been a personal friend for a long time. I was a little
shocked when I actually went back and started thinking about
when I first met him, and it was 1976, when he was a studdh(at
our alma mater, Ole Miss. He still does not have many gray hairs
up there on his head, but he was a very young guy then. And, Mr.
Chairman, you would be interested to know now that his son, one
of his two sons, is at our alma mater, also. It is hard to believe because I remember when he was just a little, bitty guy.
But I knew the first time I met him, with his personality, and
his work ethic, even as a student, that he had a bright future
ahead of him, and he certainly has fulfilled that. He wound up getting a master's degree in criminal justice in sociology at the university. He worked for the State of Mississippi as a field probation and
parole officer with the Department of Corrections. He worked with
our former colleague Congressman Webb Franklin, both when
Webb was a judge and when he was a Member of Congress. Danny
was a district administrator in that Delta district there, working
out of Greenwood, I believe, at the time. He did an excellent job
in that position, and I got to know him even better.
Subsequent to that, he worked in the Bush Administration as
special assistant to the Secretary of Energy, and later as special assistant to the Commissioner of the Social Security Administration,
where I had occasion to call on him on behalf of people who had
problems with Social Security in our State. I watched him work
with the administrator and deal with the problems of our elderly
and our sick; he did an excellent job there in the Social Security
Administration, and I was very proud of what he did.
Since 1997, he has worked for the Senate as director of Communications, Planning, and Policy in the Office of Sergeant at Arms.
I know he can do this job with the Postal Rate Commission well.
He has got a diverse background. He has got the education. He has

got the personality. He has had the experience working with the
postal Service in his position with a former Member of Congress.
I know that this is an organization that does good work, too. I am
familiar with the people who are involved in it, and I think that
the will benefit from having Danny's presence. I know that his
feelfor the average person, the working person, will help him in
that position.
I also want to express my appreciation for his wife, Joyce. And
also recognize that they do have three children, Dana, Jr., Damon,
and Marty.
I think he will do a fine job as Postal Rate Commissioner, and
I appreciate the Chairman and the Committee moving this nomination expeditiously. I hope that we will find it possible to confirm
his nomination and send it on to the Senate, where I hope also it
can receive fast consideration.
Senator COCHRAN. Thank you very much, Senator.
Mr. Covington, you ought to be very proud of the honor of having
the majority leader of the U.S. Senate introduce you, and vouch for
you, and say such nice things about you and your qualifications for
this important position.
Mr. COVINGTON. Mr. Chairman, I am.
Senator COCHRAN. I have already asked the questions that I
have of the witnesses. Of course, Senator Lott is excused, unless
youDut.
have any questions of the majority leader that you would like
to
tenator LEVIN. I have got a lot of questions for the majority leader. [Laughter]
None of them relate to these nominations, but I have got a lot
of questions for the majority leader. [Laughter.]
Senator LOTT. This is not sworn testimony. [Laughter.]
Senator LEvIN. Not until now.
Senator LOTT. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much.
Senator COCHRAN. Thank you, sir.
Senator LOTT. If I could be excused, and we are hoping we will
have another vote on the floor in about an hour.
Senator COCHRAN. Thank you very much. If there are no questions of the witnesses-do you have questions of either of the Postal Rate Commissioner nominees? We have completed it.
Senator LEVIN. Has anyone asked about the Postal Rate increase, as to why we need one? Has anyone asked that question,
given the fact that we have got a surplus.
Senator COCHRAN. Mr. Gleiman is the Chairman.
Mr. COVINGTON. I would gladly defer to Mr. Gleiman. [Laughter.]
Senator LEVIN. I hate to do this, but I am going to have my staff
listen to your answer because I have to catch the majority leader
on a different issue. So I apologize for not listening to your answer.
Mr. GLEIMAN. Senator, I can answer that now, but we have already submitted a written response to that question.
Senator COCHRAN. I think you can be excused now. We have another nomination to take up, and the Chairman of the full Committee is going to preside in that instance.
Thank you very much. We appreciate your cooperation with the
Committee.
Mr. GLEIMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. COVINGTON. Thank you.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR THOMPSON
Chairman THOMPSON presidingg. The Committee will be in
order, please.
This morning we are holding a hearing to consider the nomination of David Walker of Georgia to become Comptroller General of
the United States. We have come a long way in this process to get
to this point to consider Mr. Walker's nomination. The Comptroller
Genera 1is appointed by the President with the advice and consent
of the Senate. However, because GAO is a Legislative Branch agency, the process works a little differently than with most nominations.
When the position of Comptroller General is vacant, a Commission is established to recommend individuals to the President to fill
the vacancy. This Commission is composed of the Speaker of the
House, the President Pro Tem of the Senate, the Majority/Minority
Leaders of the House and Senate, the Chairman and Ranking
Members of this Committee, and 'the House Government Reform
and Oversight Committee.
The GAO appointment process began with the formation of the
Commission on July 9, 1997. The Chairman of the Commission,
Senator Lott, designated the Governmental Affairs Committee to
administratively staff the Commission. A public announcement was
made for the position and applicant qualifications were received
during September and October of 1997.
Eventually, 13 candidates were interviewed by Commission staff
in November. These lengthy interviews were conducted after each
candidate submitted detailed answers to policy questions and biographical information. The Commission then winnowed down the
names to seven qualified candidates. From that list, the majority
of the Commission sent three names to the President on January
22, 1998. The remaining members of the Commission subsequently
submitted the entire list of names.
After considerable discourse between members of the Commission and the White House, Mr. Walker's nomination was sent to
Congress on Monday by the President.
The Comptroller General controls and directs the General Accounting Office. GAO's primary function is to provide support to
Congress. It does this in a number of ways, including auditing and
evaluating government programs prescribing accounting principles
and standards for the Executive Branch, advising other Federal
agencies on fiscal policy, and providing various legal services to
Congress. It is clear that the decisions and actions of the Comptroller General are extremely important to the public and should be
made by an individual who is particularly dedicated and able.
Mr. Walker has filed responses to biographical and financial
questionnaires, answered policy questions and had his financial
statements reviewed by the Office of Government Ethics.'
'The biographical and financial information of Mr. Walker appears in the Appendix on page

Without objection, the information will be made a part of the
hearing record with the exception of the financial data, which is on
file and available for public inspection in the Committee's office.
Senators Mack and Cleland are both here to introduce Mr. Walker. We are pleased to have them.
Senator Mack, would you like to make a statement?
STATEMENT OF HON. CONNIE MACK, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
0
THE STATE OF FLORIDA
Senator MACK. Mr. Chairman, thank you, first of all, for holding
this hearing, and before I read my remarks here I just want to say
I met David Walker at the beginning of this process as one of those
13 individuals that you referred to and was so impressed with his
resume that I went further talking with the company in which he
had been working to get a sense from them what their feeling was
about this individual. I am just saying this to express to you all
that I am extremely impressed with the capability of this individual. Again, thank you for holding this hearing this morning.
Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, I appreciate the
opportunity to be here today to introduce David Walker, the administration's nominee to be the Comptroller-General of the General
Accounting Office. GAO has been without a permanent Comptroller-General now for too long. It has been 2 years since Charles
Bowsher's term ended on September 30, 1996, and the public deserves and the Congress needs to fill this position with the most
qualified person possible.
David has impressive credentials, a diverse background, and a
proven track record of success, both in the private and public sectors, including serving as the head of two important Federal agencies. He has demonstrated his ability to act in a professional, objective, effective, and nonpartisan manner in dealing with a range of
important and complex public policy and operational issues.
In addition, he has been confirmed unanimously by the Senate
in connection with two previous Presidential appointments, as Assistant Secretary of Labor for Pension and Welfare Benefit Programs (1987-1989) and as one of two Public Trustees for Social Security and Medicare (1990-1995).
I believe David Walker is exceptionally well qualified to serve as
Comptroller General of the GAO. He has been a partner and global
managing director of the Human Capital Services practice for the
worldwide accounting firm of Arthur Andersen and Company. His
responsibilities span the audit, tax, legal, and consulting practices
for the firm. David has a strong commitment to public service and
is willing to make a substantial personal sacrifice to cap his professional career by serving in this important position.
I know he has the experience and the track record for this job,
and I believe he has the bipartisan support required to meet the
challenge associated with the position.
Mr. Chairman, of all of the individuals I have ever introduced to
the Senate committees for confirmation hearings, I know of no individual whom I feel is more qualified for the position for which he
has been nominated.

David Walker has been highly vetted by this administration and
its predecessors, and I am delighted for this opportunity to introduce him, with my enthusiastic support for his confirmation.
I thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman THOMPSON. Thank you very much. Our colleague and

fellow Committee Member, Senator Cleland is here.
Senator Cleland.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR CLELAND
Senator CLELAND. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. It is a
pleasure to join Senator Mack from Florida in introducing to the
Committee David Walker to be Comptroller General of the General
Accounting Office.
I may be one of the few people in the Senate that has ever had
a GAO report done on me, not done for me, but done on me. I was
head of the Veterans Administration at one time and GAO loaded
up on us from time to time. They never met a government program
that could not be improved. So we have a very distinguished individual here.
Mr. Walker lives in Georgia, which itself is a testament to his
good judgment. He has had a distinguished career, as Senator
ack pointed out, in both the public and private sectors and brings
invaluable experience to the Office of the Comptroller General of
GAO. Over the past 25 years his experience has included strategic
planning, financial and operational management, fiduciary responsibilities, and leadership experience in a variety of organizations.
In his current position as a partner with Arthur Andersen, he
serves as managing director for the firm's Human Capital Services
Practice. Mr. Walker is a CPA and a registered investment adviser
in several States. His previous public service includes 5 years as
a public trustee for Social Security and Medicare, which is an impressive public responsibility; 2 years as Assistant Secretary of
Labor for Pension and Welfare Benefits Programs, again, another
impressive responsibility; and 1 year as Acting Executive Director
of the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation-incredible responsibilities this young man has had.
The position of Comptroller General is a trusted position which
requires a great deal of financial acumen. This important position
has been vacant for 2 years now, as the Committee understands.
May I say that Mr. Walker was among a list of candidates referred to the White House, and he was selected by President Clinton and is supported by Senator Daschle. He enjoys bipartisan support in both the House and the Senate, As evidenced through the
experiences I have described, Mr. Walker is obviously well qualified.
I am pleased to support him for this position. My colleague from
Georgia, Senator Coverdell, joins me in supporting Mr. Walker. I
look forward to a quick confirmation. 1
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman THOMPSON. Thank you very much.
Do you gentleman need to be excused? Thank you for being with
US.
I Letter

from Senator Coverdell appears in the Appendix on page 34.

Our Committee Rules of Procedure require that all witnesses at
nomination hearings must give their testimony under oath. Mr.
Walker, would you please stand and raise your right hand.
Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you are about to give
will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so
help you, God?
Mr. WALKER. I do.

Chairman THOMPSON. At this point, Mr. Walker, I would like to
give you
an opportunity to introduce anyone you may have here
with
you today.
Mr. WALKER. Senator, I have a number of individuals from the
General Accounting Office that are here, the General Counsel,
Head of Congressional Affairs, etc. Also, some friends, both from
my experience in government previously, as well as the private sector, probably too many to introduce. But I appreciate that opportunity.
Chairman THOMPSON. All right.
Senator Levin, do you or Senator Durbin have any comments to
make?
Senator LEVIN. I do have an opening statement to make, Mr.
Chairman.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR LEVIN

Senator LEVIN. As I shared with you, Mr. Chairman, I am concerned about the speed with which the nomination of David Walker
to be Comptroller General of the United States is being handled by
our Committee. This is with no fault, whatsoever, on the part of
Mr. Walker or on your part, Mr. Chairman.
IThis is a result of the administration apparently not submitting
this nomination until 2 days ago, just Monday, which is the first
that at least some of us on this Committee knew anything about
this nomination or about this nominee.
I am aware of the fact that there was a long process that was
gone through relative to names of people who were being considered by a committee which had been appointed but in terms of the
consideration by this Committee, at least some of us on this Committee, I know on this side, learned for the first time Monday that
there was going to be a nominee submitted and who that nominee
was.

We had no materials. Nothing in writing about the nominee. And
I just do not believe we have enough time to dequately inquire
about Mr. Walker's qualifications. Again, this in no way, I assure
you, Mr. Walker, is intended to judge your qualifications or your
fitness to serve. You may, indeed, be extraordinarily well qualified

to serve.

We just simply do not have the usual period of time which allows
us to review those qualifications as we have with nominees. And
for an office of this importance, particularly, the Comptroller General of the United States, a 15-year position, it is important that
we have an opportunity to review these qualifications.
I think this is, if not the most important, one of the two most
important positions that this Committee considers. It is one of the
most important positions in our Federal Government. The GAO
serves the Congress. Its work affects every Federal agency and

every Federal program. Its responsibilities and jurisdiction are as
broad as they are deep.
We made the term of the Comptroller General a 15-year term.
We want the Comptroller Generalto be free of partisan influence
and when the person confirmed to be Comptroller General assumes
that position his or her loyalty must be to the facts, to the truth,and the best that reason and common sense can bring to difficult
problems.
That is why this Committee and its Members have an obligation
to act with confidence that we are voting to confirm the best qualified person for this position. And I, for one, just do not want to act
until we have that opportunity to act with confidence in the choice
that we are making. Indeed, I, again, want to state that it is very
possible that you do exactly fit that description but for us to have
2 days to determine that is just not adequate.
We have had a half day advance access to written materials.
Those written materials are truncated in terms of what we are
usually presented with. The Committee Rules of Procedure require
1 week's notice for a hearing. That rule is in there for a reason and
that is to give Committee Members adequate time to prepare for
a hearing.
Our Committee also has a special rule for the consideration of
nominations. Rule 8 of our Committee Rules of Procedures lists the
information that a nominee is required to submit to the Committee.
It provides that the Committee staff designated by the Chairman
and Ranking Member then prepare a report for the Committee
summarizing the steps taken by the Committee during its investigation of the nominee and identifying any unresolved matters
that were raised during the inquiry.
Rule 8 requires that no hearing shall be held until at least 72
hours after the following events have occurred: The nominee has
responded to pre-hearing questions submitted by the Committee,
the report of the staff has been made to the Chairman and Ranking Minority Member and is available to other Members of the
Committee upon request.
I do not believe that any of that has happened with respect to
this extraordinarily important position. And it may be that thereI am sure there are examples of where those requirements have
been waived for positions that just do not have this impact on our
entire government.
I would think that the waiver would be considered inappropriate
for-I do not want to call them lesser positions, because I do not
want in any way to denigrate other positions-but I would say for
other positions, I am sure that waivers have occurred.
But this position, Comptroller General of the United States, a 15year position, I think Members of this Committee ought to have
more than 2 days to consider this kind of a position.
I know that this has gone through a long process up to this
point. I deeply regret the White House not sending this nominee
to us until this week. I find that to be inexcusable. But that is
where we are at. That is the position that we are put in.
So, Mr. Chairman, as I shared with you, I do have objections to
this proceeding today on purely procedural grounds. You have been
kind enough to respond to those comments of mine and I appre-

ciated that. But I just want to express my concerns here for the
record.
Chairman THOMPSON. Thank you very much.
I agree with much of what Senator Levin has said in terms of
the timing of this. I think we would all have been better served if
it had worked out a bit differently. This selectionprocess did begin
back in July of 1997. Three names were submittedto the President
on January 22 of this year. And it was known, I believe, publicly
that Mr. Walker was going to be the selection in early September.
But be that as it may, because we are where we are now, in
terms of adjournment, it still is moving more rapidly than perhaps
some of us would like. The Committee Rules do require that at
least a week's notice be given in advance of the hearing. They also
state that the Committee may determine that there is good cause
to hold a hearing at an earlier date and the Committee staff has
determined and the Majority of the Committee believe the circumstances justified adding Mr. Walker's nomination to a nomination hearing which had already been scheduled.
The Comptroller General Commission on which this Committee
was represented by Senator Glenn and myself, actually recommended Mr. Walker, along with other candidates, to the President for his consideration of this position.
And if we waited for a full week to pass, prior to holding his
nomination hearing, we would, in fact, be waiting for another 3 or
4 months prior to filling this post of great importance to the Congress.
So, while I sympathize with much of what has been said, those
are the circumstances surrounding it.
Senator Durbin, did you have any opening statement.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR DURBIN
Senator DURBIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to join in the comments of Senator Levin. First, to say
how important this position is. In the time that I have served on
Capitol Hill the General Accounting Office has had an exceptional
responsibility and I have asked them on occasion to investigate
things and they have done, by and large, an extraordinarily good
job.
That is why this position is so important. The Comptroller General, a 15-year position, which will probably mean that if your
health is good and you are confirmed that you will be in here possibly after many of us are long gone, and that, I think, underlines
the importance of this.
But I am totally puzzled by what has happened here politically.
I took a look at the way that your name came to us and I assume
that you were somebody's brother-in-law who could not find a job.
And then I looked at your resume and it is a spectacular resume.
You have done so many good things.
And, yet, when you look at the process that was followed here
it-just to think that 15 years ago when this decision was made,
that the Commission unanimously sent eight names to President
Reagan on a bipartisan basis and now, in your situation, the insistence was made that only three names be sent, and that they be the
names reflecting the Republican majority position.
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That troubled me because as I look at your background you certainly can make claim on a bipartisan basis in terms of your own
experience and yet this was done in a way that suggested just the
opposite. I am also concerned about the fact that this is being
moved through so quickly for a 15-year appointment. That may be
no fault of your own. That may be the fault of many other people,
not even in this room today, but it raises so many questions about
whether or not this process is going to do you justice when this is
all over.
As I said before, reading your resume, it is extraordinary. And
I can see where SenatQrs Mack and Cleland would gladly endorse
your nomination, as others have. But the way and the circumstances this comes before us, it raises so many questions about
what the real agenda is here that it really does you a disservice.
I am afraid that if you are successful in this nomination, you will
start with a cloud that you really do not deserve because rules
have been bent and things have been done which are unprecedented.
And having said that, I feel as Senator Levin does, that the process should have been followed and I hope that when it is all said
and done in the next few days that you can be treated fairly and
that this appointment can be made in a way that does credit to a
very important agency.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman THOMPSON. All right.
Mr. Walker, I must say that I do not think that the rules have
been broken here with regard to you. I do not think there is any
taint hanging over your head. I mean we have got to remember the
fact that these three names were submitted to the President back
in January. So, as far as motivations are concerned, we are all entitled to our opinions about all of that but I do not think it is any
reflection on the ones who submitted your name in terms of it not
having been bipartisan. It takes two sides to make a bipartisan
nomination.
So, we would ask you to certainly go to extraordinary steps within the next few days to answer any questions that any Committee
Member has of you that is in any way relevant to this appointment. I understand that you have agreed to do that.
Mr. WALKER. That is correct.

Chairman THOMPSON. Do you have a statement that you would
like to make at this time?
Mr. WALKER. I do, Mr. Chairman, but before I do, I would like
to briefly respond to the process question and then go into my
statement.
I appreciate your concern with regards to the process. This has
been going on for 1/2 years. It has been extremely difficult for me.
It has been extremely difficult for other individuals that were being
considered for this appointment. The fact of the matter is I do not
control the process.
And Senator Levin, you are correct, I expected my nomination to
come down 3 weeks ago and you will have to ask the White House
wh it did not. But the fact of the matter is that, I think if you
look at the record: If you look at what was done with regard to the
Commission and the fact that I was the only individual that was

on the short list of three, the long list of seven, and the White
House's informal list; 'if you look at the record whereby after considering all seven individuals on the longer list, the White House
felt that I was the best qualified and the President selected me; if
you look at my background, m, proven track record and experience;
if you look at the fact that I have been confirmed unanimously
twice by the Senate; and probably the most important fact-that
this agency has been without a leader for 2 years-it is a critically
important agency, it is important tnat the Senate act.
Iam very concerned about the process. I want to respond to your
concerns. I am making myself available through Friday, Saturday,
whatever day I need to. And, Senator Levin, I think we are going
to have some time together this afternoon. Senator Durbin, I would
be happy to meet with you because I want to directly address any
concerns you have and hopefully make you comfortable.
That being said, Mr. Chairman, I would like to make a statement
which I would like to ask to be entered into the record in full.
Chairman THOMPSON. It will be made a part of the record.
TESTIMONY OF DAVID M. WALKER, TO BE THE COMPTROLLER
GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES
Mr. WALKER. Thank you, Mr. Chaiz man.

First, I would like to thank Senator Mack and Senator Cleland
for appearing here today and making remarks on my behalf. I
think it is critically important that I have bipartisan support. The
file will show that I do have significant bipartisan and bicameral
support. It is the only way to be because this is a job in which you
have to conduct yourself in a strictly non-partisan fashion.
I would like to thank you, Mr. Chairman, the Senate leadership,
and the Members of this Committee for scheduling this hearing on
such a timely basis.
As you know, it has been over 2 years since Chuck Bowsher's
term as Comptroller General expired. This is an important Legislative Branch position which needs to be filled in a timely manner,
and I appreciate your willingness to move quickly on my nomination by the President.
I also appreciate the confidence that the President, you, and the
other Congressional commission members have shown in my background and abilities. I believe that I have the needed public and
private sector experience and the personal attributes required to
successfully serve as the next Comptroller General of the United
States.
As you know, Mr. Chairman, the Comptroller General serves as
CEO of the GAO. While the acronym "GAO" stands for the General
Accounting Office, GAO is not just about accounting. It is about accountability.
This accountability has at least three dimensions. First, as a
Legislative Branch agency, the GAO is accountable to the congressional leadership on both ends of the Hill and on both sides of the
aisle. Second, the GAO serves as the Congress' accountability
watchdog over the Executive Branch, and finally, all of GAO's actions and activities should be designed to help assure the Federal
Government's ultimate accountability to the American people.
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GAO must conduct all of its affairs in a professional, objective,
and strictly non-partisan manner. Doing so is critical to GAO's effectiveness and credibility. GAO must also take a candid, but constructive approach to its audit and oversight activities of the Executive Branch.
In addition, the GAO must provide the Congress with timely, accurate, and useful information on a range of current emerging and
longer-range government operational and program issues. In this
regard, GAO needs to help Congress get the facts, understand the
options, and assess the relative need for action in connection with
a variety of important issues.
At the outset of my tenure, if I am fortunate enough to be confirmed by the Senate, I would have three primary goals for the
GAO.
First, I believe that the GAO should be a world-class organization that leads by example and serves as a best-practices model for
all of government in every major operational area.
Second, I believe that the GAO has a major role to play in helping to continuously improve the efficiency, effectiveness, accountability, and integrity of the Federal Government.
Finally, I believe that GAO's actions and activities can and
should be designed to improve the public's respect for and confidence in their government.
Mr. Chairman and Senators, I pledge to fully and faithfully work
with the Congress, appropriate Executive Branch officials, the over
3,000 professionals at the GAO and other interested parties in a
professional, objective, instructive, and strictly non-partisan manner to help assure that these three goals are fully realized.
In doing so, if I am confirmed, I commit to discharge my responsibility with energy, innovation, and integrity at all times. I realize
that this is a quasi-judicial position, and I can assure you that I
have a proven track record of being able to handle myself in that
manner.
I am proud of my track record. Check me out. I believe that you
will like what you see.
Working together and for the American people, I am confident
that we will not only get the job done, but we can and will make,
a positive and lasting difference for our country.
Mr. Chairman and Senators, thank you for holding this hearing
on such a timely basis. I would be pleased to answer any questions
that you or the other Senators might have.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Walker follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. WALKER
Mr. Chairman, I would like to thank you, the Senate leadership and the Members
of this Committee for scheduling this hearing on such a timely basis. As you know,
it has been over 2 years since Chuck Bowsher's term as Comptroller General expired. This important Legislative Branch position needs to be filled in a timely manner and I appreciate your willingness to move quickly on my nomination by the
President. I also appreciate the confidence that the President, you and the other
Congressional Commission members have shown in my background and abilities. I
believe that I have the required background of both public and private sector experience and the personal attributes required to successfully serve as the next Comptroller General of the United States. I hope to earn the support of this Committee
for confirmation as the next Comptroller General.

As you know, the Comptroller General serves as CEO of the GAO. While the acronym GAO stands for the General Accounting Omce, GAO isn't just about accounting. It's about accountability. This accountability has at least three dimensions.
First, as a Legislative Branch agency, the GAO is accountable to the Congressional
leadership on both sides of the Hill and on both sides of the aisle. Second, the GAO
serves as the Congress' "watchdog" over the Executive Branch. As such, GAO's actions help to assure the Executive Branch's accountability to the Legislative Branch
in a manner consistent with the separation of powers provisions within our Constitution. And finally, all of GAO's actions and activities should be designed to help
assure the Federal Government's ultimate accountability to the American people.
GAO must conduct all of its affairs in a professional, objective and strictly nonpartisan manner. Doing so is critical to GAO's effectiveness and credibility. GAO
must also take a candid but constructive approach to its audit and oversight activities of the Executive Branch. After all, we all have the same common goal to improve government and make it work more effectively for the American people. In
addition, GAO must provide the Congress with timely, accurate and useful information on a range of current, emerging and longer-range government operational and
policy issues. In this regard, GAO needs to help Congress get the facts, understand
the options and assess the relative need for action in connection with a variety of
important issues.
At the outset of my tenure, I have three primary goals for the GAO. First, I believe that the GAO should be a,"world-class" organization that "leads by example"
and serves as a "best practices" model for all of government in every major operational area (e.g., strategic planning, financial affairs, technology, human capital
practices, customer service). Second, I believe that GAO has a major role to play
in helping to continuously improve the efficiency, effectiveness fiscal responsibility,
accountability and integrity of the Federal Government. And finally, I believe that
GAO's actions and activities can and should be designed to improve the public's respect for and confidence in their government.
I pledge to fully and faithfully work with the Congress, appropriate Executive
Branch officials, the over 3,000 professionals at the GAO and other interested parties in a professional, objective, constructive and non-partisan manner to help assure that these three goals are fully realized. In doing so I commit to discharge my
responsibility with energy, innovation, and integrity at all times. Working together
and for the American people, I am confident that we will not only get the job done,
we will also make a positive and lasting difference for our country.
Mr. Chairman, thank you again for-holding this hearing on such a timely basis.
I would be pleased to answer any questions that you and the other Committee Members may have.

Chairman THOMPSON. Thank you very much, Mr. Walker.
As I indicated earlier, the Committee submitted some prehearing
questions to the nominee. 1 Mr. Walker has also indicated he will
respond for the record to any post-hearing policy questions the
Committee may submit to him. 2 Your written responses to these
questions, once received, will be placed in the record.
I will start my questioning with these questions that we ask of
all nominees, Mr. Walker. Is there anything that you are aware of
in your background which might present a conflict of interest with
the duties of the office to which you have been nominated?
Mr. WALKER. No, Senator, but I have also voluntarily said that
I will recuse myself from any specific matter dealing with Arthur
Andersen, who is my current employer, and Delta Airlines, who is
my wife's employer, for at least a year after all financial interests
have been dissolved. Nonetheless, I do not believe there is any area
of conflict.
Chairman THOMPSON. Do you know of anything, personal or otherwise, that would in any way prevent you from fully and honorably discharging the responsibilities of the Comptroller General of
the United States?
IThe prehearing questions referred to appears in the Appendix on page 76.
'The posthearing questions referred to apepars in the Appendix on page 110.
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Mr. WALKER. No, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman THOMPSON. Do you agree without reservation to respond to any reasonable summons to appear and testify before any
duly constituted committee of Congress if you are confirmed?
Mr. WALKER. I do.
Chairman THOMPSON. Mr. Walker, in 1994, the National Academy of Public Administration conducted a comprehensive review of
GAO at the request of this Committee and issued a report to us
that contained many conclusions and recommendations. Are you familiar with that report?
Mr. WALKER. Yes, I am, Mr. Chairman. I have read that report.
Chairman THOMPSON. I would like your overall assessment of the
report, and specifically on a couple of points, as to whether or not
you think you have sufficient information and understanding as to
whether or not these are still valid criticisms and what you might
plan to do in response to them.
For example, GAO, they found was increasingly involved in policy analysis and policy development instead of the more factual
audit-based analysis that traditionally had been its mission.
While we are at it, I will just mention one other area. GAO's
strategic planning, internal strategic planning of congressionally
requested work is not known to most congressional staff. In other
words, how you set your priorities and how you decide what you
are going to do and whether or not we might have a better system
to provide a plan perhaps to the oversight committees as to what
are your priorities and how you got there.
I understand this is a few years old now, but what is your feeling
about those things?
Mr. WALKER. I am familiar with the study. I do think that there
are a number of the recommendations in the study that are still
applicable. I have done a considerable amount of due diligence already, but, obviously, I hope to get to the GAO and to be able to
conduct additional due diligence, and I commit to you that I will
fully consider all of those recommendations.
It is interesting, Mr. Chairman, because when the Commission
asked me to fill out an extensive questionnaire over a year ago, one
of the things that I attached to that document, which the Senate
has had for some time, is my preliminary observations regarding
the GAO. At that point in time, I had not read the NAPA study.
It is amazing how many common elements there were between my
preliminary observations and the NAPA study.
With regards to priorities, one of the reasons why I think it is
critically important that the Senate act on this nomination before
you recess is because the GAO is set to update its strategic plan
in the next 3 months and is about to set its priorities for the next
3 years. I think it is critically important that the Comptroller General be a part of that process, and I commit to you and others that
there will be an active outreach effort at the outset to get input
from the Senate and the House on both sides of the aisle on these
issues if I am confirmed.
After all, the Congress is our client. You are who we work for.
When I say "you," I mean the Senate and the House and both sides
of the aisle. So I will commit to you that that will happen, if I am
there.

Chairman THOMPSON. I understand that GAO is considering discontinuing or substantially modifying its high-risk list, which highlights those Federal programs and activities that are most vulnerable to waste, fraud, abuse, and mismanagement.
I am concerned that eliminating or down-playing this high-risk
list would shift attention away from these extremely serious problems and reduce the pressure to resoly. them.
Do you know exactly what GAO is proposing to do, and will it
entail taking any areas off the high-risk list without resolving the
problems that got them on the list in the first place?
Mr. WALKER. Well, Senator, I do not have the details because obviously I am not there.
I will tell you this. I believe that the high-risk concept has significant conceptual merit. When you have limited resources, you
have to focus those resources in the areas that represent the highest risk and the highest opportunity. I know that the GAO on two
occasions in the past has done a thorough analysis of risk. I think
the last one might have been in 1995. They are in the process of
trying to update this series at the present time.
I do expect that we will continue the high risk series concept. In
general, I think we need to look at the areas of high risk and opportunity, as well as what the priorities of the Congress are in deciding how we are going to allocate our resources.
Chairman THOMPSON. Right. So any decision to do away with it
or modify it or treat it differently is something that we would want
to talk about.
Mr. WALKER. Absolutely, and another reason why I think it is
important to confirm a Comptroller General expeditiously.
Chairman THOMPSON. Clearly, GAO's products must be objective
and balanced. It is just as important for it to be straightforward
and fearless.
There has been some concerns, both within GAO and outside,
that sometimes GAO tends to shy away from controversy. It is in
a difficult position, in the middle, so to speak, sometimes.
What is your view of this? How can we ensure that GAO products are going to be as direct and plain spoker as you are here this
morning, and can you give us assurances that you will stay focused
on an honest and truthful and frank-no matter which way it
cuts-reporting system, despite whose ox is being gored?
Mr. WALKER. Senator, I have a track record of thinking straight
and talking straight. That is the motto of our firm. I speak very
directly, although I can be as diplomatic as I need to be at times.
I can assure you that that philosophy will pervade the GAO. One
of the most important things that believe the Comptroller General has to do is to look at people, process, priorties and technology.
Obviously, an important part of that are the issues that you are
talking about, and I can assure you, I will be fully engaged in those
areas.
Chairman THOMPSON. All right. We will count on that.
Currently, the vast majority of GAO work is done in response to
a specific congressional request, as you know. GAO cannot control
the nature of the requests that are made to them, and as a result,
it is said that sometimes GAO is forced to do work that does not
really play into its strengths.

It has been suggested that there be some way to confront that;
for example, that GAO disclose the cost of its jobs. And this would
provide a greater degree of accountability on the part of congressional requesters in GAO for the productive and effective use of
your resources or perhaps that a group of membei-of Congress
could serve as a board of directors and monitor a review for a request or develop a set of guidelines for congressional requesters.
This is something we would have to impose on ourselves basically,
-but do you see any need for something like that, in order that GAO
can more readily spend its time and efforts on things that not only
are being requested, but things that play into the expertise that
the GAO has on a subject?
Mr. WALKER. Senator, several comments. First, I think -it is important for any organization, whether it be the GAO, a private sector organization, or whatever, to focus on core competencies and to
make sure that it has a required expertise in order to do the work
in the area requested.
Second, I think it is important to install more discipline into the
process of deciding what projects are going to be undertaken. I
think that this is a two-way street. I think it is partially GAO's responsibility and partially the Hill's.
I do think that cost/benefit needs to be looked at up front. There
is a procedure right now where cost/benefit is looked at after the
job is done, but that is too late. I think we need to do it up front.
Third, I think that there are procedures that could be taken in
order to ensure that there are appropriate checks and balances,
both at the GAO and on the Hill, to make sure that the resources
are focused in the right areas. I believe that peer review is appropriate as well in this area. So I think there are opportunities here
for improvement, and frankly, I would have an active outreach program with the Hill to make sure that the Hill was part of that
process because ultimately, as I said, you are our client.
One thing I would add, which I think is very important, Mr.
Chairman, and that is, I look back at the statistics for the GAO,
and as you pointed out, a vast majority of the GAO's activities are
focused on requests by members.
In 1998, it is estimated that 96 percent of all the activities the
GAO was focused on specific congressional requests, down from 87
percent in 1997, and down from about 75 percent in 1995. I think
there is a happy median in there someplace, but I am very concerned that the GAO has extremely limited flexibility right now in
order to focus on high-risk areas and to focus on areas that have
medium- to long-range import that need to be focused on in advance, rather than when we have a crisis. So I would like to work
with you and others to try to achieve an appropriate balance there.
Chairman THOMPSON. Of course, that is coming at a time in
which you had budget cutbacks, also.
Mr. WALKER. There has been a 25-percent resource cutback since
1995. There has also been a 33-percent staff reduction since 1995.
Clearly, one of the major challenges of the GAO is to help deal
with that. I think they have done a very good job, given what they
have had, but they had a hiring freeze for 4 years. That leaves a
gap, a critical gap in our staffing pattern.

If you look at the demographics of the work force of the GAO,
we have a very high percentage of individuals who are eligible for
retirement and probably will retire, especially in the leadership
ranks, within the next several years.
In addition to that, we have some critical skill shortages, and we
really need to upgrade our technology. I had been told that GAO
was state-of-the-art in technology. I guess it all depends on what
you compare it to, but in the private sector, it is clearly not stateof-the-art. If you are going to have less resources, you have got to
have state-of-the-art technology to get the most bang for the Luck
out of the resources you do have.
Chairman THOMPSON. Thank you.
Senator Levin.
Senator LEVIN. Just a couple of process questions first, and then
a couple of general questions, and then I will have a number of
specific questions I hope within the next 24 hours that I would appreciate written answers to that we have just simply not had a
chance to prepare yet.
The first is on a process question, on how you became interested
in thisposition. How did you hear about it?
Mr. WALKER. It is interesting, Senator. I was very happy at Arthur Andersen. It is a world-class organization. I was doing extremely well.
I actually had some friends primarily in the Executive Branchwho made me aware of the fact that this position was open, as well
as some friends at the AICPA, the American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants. They felt that my background and interest in
public service was such that this might be a position I would be
interested in.
As a result, I initially was not, but I did some due diligence, and
decided that, in fact, I would be interested. I talked with my firm,
asked them whether or not they would be supportive, because I obviously did not want them to think that I was wanting to leave the
firm. They were supportive, and then the process began, and here
we are about a year and a half down the road.
I have a strong commitment to public service, Senator. There is
nothing that I have enjoyed more.
I had been in public service full time for 6 years, part time for
about another 6 years. I have run two Federal agencies, and I
think this is a unique job where one can make a difference for the
country. That is why am interested, and that is why I hope to
serve.
Senator LEVIN. As I indicated, a number of us knew nothing of
this nomination until this week, when it came to the Senate, and
through no fault of your own or anybody else in the Congress, as
far as I can tell, but that is fact. On the other hand, apparently
there had been a reference to it publicly. So I was interested because I had missed that, and apparently the Washington Post had
a reference on September 4 that said President Clinton has tentatively selected David Walker. Then it said that you would probably have to wait until next year for Senate confirmation hearings.
But then it said the following, and this is something that Senator
Durbin made reference to. I do not know that you would know anything about it, but in the event you do, would you let us know?
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It said that House and Senate Republican leaders sent President
Clinton a list of three candidates, al1 Republicans, in January, but
congressional Democrats objected to the short list and sent President Clinton an additional four names to consider.
Do you know anything about that background?
Mr. WALKER. I do, Senator. It is my understanding the Commission, as Chairman Thompson noted earlier, originally considered
about 50 people and sent out questionnaires. About 30 responded.
They culled that down to 13-20 and interviewed about 13. There
were seven individuals who were deemed to be possibly qualified
for the position.
There was evidently a difference of opinion between the Majority
and Minority about how many names to send to the White House.

The statute only requires that three be ..ent.

It is my understanding that there was an initial list of three that
were sent. Within a week, there was a list of seven. Importantly,
I was on both lists in January of last year.
There have been several things in the paper on this. There was
something in the Washington Post back in January on it. There
was something in April on it, and there was something in September on it.
I think it is unfortunate that there had been evidently communication breakdowns with regards to your being advised of this. As
you properly pointed out before, I have not had anyhing to do with
that, and by the way, I would commit that we would not have those
types of communication breakdowns with regards to activities between this Committee and the GAO in the future.
Senator LEVIN. The reference in this article, which my staff has
now obtained, says that congressional Democrats objected to the
short list and sent President Clinton an additional four names to
consider.
As far as you know-you may not know this, but if you do know
this, is that what happened, or was there a list of seven that was
sent, additionally?
Mr. WALKER. I know what I was told by the White House, and
what the White House informed me was that the official list was
three; that the congressional Democrats had sent down an additional four to be considered in addition to the three, not in lieu of
the three. Importantly, because of the controversy over the process,
the White House decided, to consider all seven.
I think that is critically important. They interviewed five of the
seven, and I was told by the White House that I was the best qualified.
Frankly, if I was not deemed the best qualified, I would not want
the job.
Senator LEVIN. So, as far as you know, then, there was not a list
of seven that was ever sent?
Mr. WALKER. I do not know, Senator, the answer to that question.
Senator LEVIN. All right. Just a couple of general questions.
Where do you think the GAO should put most of its resources?
Mr. WALKER. Well, if you look at the GAO'r statutory responsibilities, I think one of the things that I need to do, or whoever is confirmed as Comptroller General needs to do, is to assess to what ex-

tent does it already have certain mandatory responsibilities that it
has no discretion over.
For example, the GAO has a statutory responsibility to conduct
the consolidated financial audit of the Federal Government. The
GAO has a statutory responsibility to help with regard to the implementation of GPRA, the Government Performance and Results
Act, etc.
And so the first thing one has to do is find out what is mandatory and what is discretionary. I think there is some interaction
that we can have on that because maybe there is some mandatory
responsibilities now that may or may not continue to make sense
that we can work to eliminate.
Once one has gotten the mandatory number down, then I think
one has to focus any discretionary resources, first, on areas that
are the greatest need to the Congress because, after all, you are
our client, and second, on areas that represent the greatest opportunity for risk and return, to help manage risk and to enhance return.
Hopefully, there will be a correlation there, but I also think, as
I mentioned before, that it is very important that the GAO have
some discretionary resources to be able to address medium-range
and emerging issues that the Congress might not be focused on because it is focused more on the immediate demands, but I think if
we do that, we have to work with the Congress on determining
what those are and make sure that Congress concurs with regard
to our general direction.
Senator LEVIN. What do you think are the current GAO
strengths and weaknesses?
Mr. WALKER. Well, first, I think the GAO was comprised of a
range of multi-disciplinary professionals, CPAs, attorneys, Ph.D.'s,
etc., that are dedicated to public service, and I think the caliber of
people at the GAO is one of the best, if not the best in government.
Second, I think that Acting Comptroller General Jim Hinchman
and others have done an excellent job at trying to manage the
agency, given a 25-percent reduction in resources and a 33-percent
reduction in head count.
I think the GAO has made major contributions to improveing financial management, helping implement GPRA, and establishing
the process of doing the consolidated financial audit of the Federal
Government. It has come up with numerous recommendations that
result in significant savings to the taxpayer and significant enhancements to performance.
I think it has some challenges, though. Some of its challenges relate to what GAO had to do to meet that 25-percent reduction in
resources. I think GAO has some critical skills gaps. GAO has
some succession planning issues. GAO has some process issues that
it needs to deal with. GAO also has some technology issues that it
has to deal with on a going-forward basis. But, in order for those
to be effectively dealt with, they need to have a permanent leader.
Senator LEVIN. Could you give just a couple of examples? You
made reference to process issues.
Mr. WALKER. Well, one example would be an example of how
GAO does a strategic planning process every 3 years.
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Right now, for example, it is my understanding that there is
some interaction with the Congress with regards to GAO's strategic
planning, but it comes at the end of the cycle. I think it needs to
come at the beginning of the cycle, with a test at the end of the
cycle.
Second, with regards to projects undertaken by the GAO, do they
pass a cost-benefit test up front? Are the reports timely? Are they
fact-based? Are they concise? Do they add value? The value is not
in how long they are, but it is what they say. Are the recommendations implemented? Is there follow-up? So there are a number of
things, I think, that have to be looked at there, but in general, I
think the GAO is an outstanding agency. I think the professionals
are outstanding, but I also believe that there is always room for
improvement, and I am committed to the concept of continuous improvement.
Senator LEVIN. Just a couple more questions of a general nature,
just your own feelings about the general weaknesses of Federal
programs. What do you feel those weaknesses are in general?
Mr. WALKER. Well, I think that some of the weaknesses are intended to be addressed by GPRA in part. You need to have a mission. Agencies need to have a mission. You need to have objectives.
You need to have key performance measures. You need to have
people focused on what is their job in light of that mission.
You need to align performance measurement and reward systems. I think GPRA is intended to try to take a number of positive
steps in that direction, and we are moving now to implement
GPRA. GAO has an important role to play in making sure that
that is effectively implemented and to monitor related actions. As
a human capital specialist, I believe that the Federal Government
needs to do a better job of aligning its performance measurement
and reward systems.
No organization, whether it be the private sector, the government, or a not-for-profit entity, can get the most out of what resources they have unless they have effective alignment and performance measurement and reward systems.
I think that clearly there are some short-term challenges, Y2K,
the consolidated Federal audit, implementation of GPRA are examples of that, and there are a number of long-range challenges such
as entitlement reform and the continued defense restructuring that
have to be focused on. Those would be some of my preliminary
thoughts.
Senator LEVIN. Just very briefly, your experience, if any, in four
areas. One is defense issues; two would be environmental issues;
three, Federal procurement; and four, information management.
Mr. WALKER., With regards to defense, I have not served in the
military. I am a very well-read individual. But, I do not have direct
experience.
I did have appointments to the Naval and Air Force Academies
but could not serve because I am deaf in my left ear. My son is
a Marine ROTC candidate. My son-in-law is in military intelligence
in the Army. So, other than reading, I do not have direct experience in the military.
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With regards to the environment, I had some environmental
audit clients years ago, however, my more recent experience would
be primarily through reading and research.
With regards to informatIon technology or information management, significant experience in that area, and the third area, Senator? I apologize.
Senator LEVIN. Federal procurement.
Mr. WALKER. Procurement? Well, obviously havingrun two Federal agencies, I have had to be involved in some of the issues with
regards to procurement.
I think importantly, Senator, on your question, if you look back
before I joined the Pensiorr Benefit Guaranty Corporation, if you
look back before I assumed most of my responsibilities, I think especially if you go back to the PBGC, I was not an expert on those
issues before I joined that agency, but I think what you will find
is I have a very quick learning curve. I also know to reach out. I
also know to rely on other people who are more expert than I am,
and I am confident that that will not in any way limit my ability
to get this job done.
Senator LEVIN. Thank you.
I will have a series of questions that I will try to complete within
the next 24 hours for you, which you would need written answers
to.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.'
Chairman THOMPSON. Thank you.

Senator Durbin.
Senator DURBIN. Thanks, Mr. Chairman.
I have tried to read what I had before me here, and it is not complete, but I think it may answer a question or two raised by Senator Levin.
It appears to me that the process by which you were named
began with a staff interview of some 20 persons, and they selected
seven and listed them as qualified and you were on that list. That
is, I think the list of seven.
It was then that what I consider to be an unusual thing occurred,
and that was the insistence of the Republican leaders, Senator Lott
and Speaker Gingrich, that only three names be sent to the President of the seven, and that was the subject of some correspondence
between Democratic leaders, members of the Commission, and the
White House as to why only three that appeared to have Republican sponsorship were being sent for an office that was considered
to be non-partisan, as you have said, and for a 15-year period of
time.
Subsequently, the White House wrote back to the members of the
Commission and said send additional names if you would like to.
That may explain where the additional four came from. So you
were on the original list of seven, first the list of three from Senator Lott and Speaker Gingrich, and then, of course, four additional
names were submitted.
I, again, am concerned that we have to dwell on this, but it appears to be, as I look at your resume, the only thing that raises
IThe posthearing questions submitted by Senator Levin for Mr. Walker appears in the Appen.
dix on page 122.
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any question, because as I have said before, your resume is extraordinary, and it appears you have all of the qualifications necessary to do this job and do it well.
I cannot understand in light of that why this procedure was followed, this procedure of only sending three names that was apparently the decision of the two Republican leaders.
Having said that, it boils down to one basic question that those
of us on this side of the aisle have, and it is one which you have
spoken to, but I would ask you to speak to again. It is the question
of independence, and it is one that will come up, I am sure, in your
job many times.
No doubt, you will be asked, if you are given this position, to investigate things that are near and ear to the hearts of Democrats
and Republicans, and occasionally, they are going to think that you
and your agency have stepped over the line and give you a call and
tell you as much, asking you to pull back or change this or do that.
Having gone through a process where you have depended on
many of these same people to get where you are today, the bottomline question is, are you prepared to tell us in your testimony today
that you will be independent, and that frankly you will not be influenced by any type of importuning, direct or indirect?
Mr. WALKER. Senator, I fully commit to you and others that I
will be strictly independent. That is absolutely essential for anybody to be effective and credible in this job. I will be professional,
objective, and non-partisan, and in fact, two other comments.
I have got a track record of doing that, an absolute track record
of doing that in every public position that I have had, whether it
be an appointee position or whether it be on various national commissions that I have been on, including serving with Senator
Breaux, Congressman Stenholm, among others, on the Center for
Strategic and International Studies National Retirement Policy
Commission over the last year and a half.
In addition to that, I am head of Arthur Andersen's Independent
Fiduciary Services practice, and I think that is important because,
by definition, one as to conduct themselves in an independent
manner when you are dealing with other people's money and in situations involving conflict. I think one of my skills is to be able to
get the job done. Sometimes both sides area little bit unhappy, but
sometimes that means you did a good job.
Senator DURBIN. I would like to make one other observation and
then ask one question, and that is all I will have today. That observation is I am impressed by one thing that I found in going
through the information that you submitted, and it tells me something of your sincerity and genuineness. That is the financial sacrifice that is involved if you do take this position. It is a rather substantial pay cut for a 15-year period of time, and as unpredictable
as Congress is, it may be all that you will ever see, but it does tell
me that you are committed to public service. I admire you very
much for that because there are very few people who are willing
to make that sacrifice.
The question I have gets down to a point raised earlier in questioning from the Chairman. It is true that in the interest of balancing the budget, we have cut back in many areas of spending,
and you have cited some specific cutbacks in GAO. I personally feel
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that is a very short-sighted policy on our part. I really believe the
GAO can end up saving us more money than cost if they do the
job right.
It leads me to an observation which you made in the course of
our answers to questions. You said that, "Contracting out should
e encouraged." Is it your intention to turn over some of the responsibilities of the GAO in terms of investigation or more of those
responsibilities to the private sector?
Mr. WALKER. It is premature to say that. I think you have to
look at that in context. If you look at the entire statement, I think
what I said was that GAO, like any organization, has to focus on
its core competencies. To the extent that it has resources to staff
a certain level of full-time equivalents, e.g., right now 3,450 is our
target, although we have less than that on board right now, then
you need to make sure that those 3,450, whatever the number is,
are focused on the area that are the most essential, that you are
going to use on a full-time basis, and that you can attract, motivate, and retain an adequate number of people.
To the extent that you have needs that come outside of that, you
are going to have to contract for them. There are certain areas
where it is difficult, if not impossible, for the Federal Government
to attract, retain, and motivate enough quality people, where there
are skills gaps, for example. Those skills gaps have to be dealt with
through contracting out to have just-in-time services, but GAO
needs to have an adequate number of full-time professionals to get
their job done. Frankly, I will take a fresh look and give the Congress my considered judgment as to whether GAO's resources are
adequate or not.
One last thing on that Senator. When I was at the Department
of Labor, I oversaw the fiduciary rules and other rules dealing with
900,000 private pension plans, 4.5 million welfare benefit plans,
comprising trillions of dollars in assets, and they kept on telling me
when I came in there, "We need more people. We need more people.
We need more people." In fact, they needed technology.
And once you end up having technology working for you, then
you can assess how many people you need. I think we probably
have a similar situation at GAO.
Senator DURBIN. Well, let me say that I am glad that you are
coming to this with an open mind.
I have personal reservations about the prospect of contracting
out some of these investigations. Almost without fail, you are going
to find some conflicts of interest in the outside party that is being
considered, and that will raise some questions about the veracity
of their findings, but I, too, want to keep an open mind on the issue
as well.
Thank you Mr Walker, for appearing.
Chairman TiHOMPSON. Thank you, Mr. Walker.
We are going to have a vote shortly.
Just so the record is clear, the law requires the Commission to
recommend at least three individuals to the President. That is
what was done. More can be, but three are required, at least three.
That is what was done.
The law also says the President may ask the Commission to recommend additional individuals. I understand that was also done.
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Pursuant to that, the Republican leadership submitted an additional four names. So the President had the originalSenator LEVIN. The Democrats, I think submitted.
Chairman THOMPSON. Did I say "Republicans"? Well, I guess
both did. I am referring to a letter here, September 3, from Chairman Lott and Vice Chairman Gingrich to the President. 1
It says, "As Chairman and Vice Chairman of the Comptroller
General Commission, we would like to reiterate the Commission's
majority support

.

. . "-it mentions the three. "Other individuals

who were considered carefully and regarded by several members of
the Commission to possess the necessary qualifications to perform
the duties of the Comptroller General are in alphabetical order." It
mentions the four. "Their resumes are enclosed for your review. We
appreciate your attention to this matter and look forward to a
prompt resolution in the selection process."
So my understanding is that you then had seven names before,
and your selection was made from that seven. Is that correct?
Mr. WALKER. Senator, my understanding is that while there are
legitimate concerns that people have expressed about the process,
that in the end, if one looks at the substance rather than the
form-and I think that is important to look at the substance-the
White House considered all seven names, and after considering all
seven names felt that I was the best qualified. The President concurred, and that is why we are here today.
Chairman THOMPSON. OK. I think so. And there is a timeliness
issue here. There is no question about it, but we also know those
of us who are involved in the process, such as Senator Glenn, and
my staff, and Senator Glenn's staff, know that there was a lot of
give-and-take, and back-and-forth negotiating other positions and
everything else. I just do not want this record in any way to reflect
on you.
There are two ways that a person can be influenced. One is being
a ringer for some party, and another one is to be accused of being
a ringer for some party, and you do not need to be influenced either
way.
So thank you very much.
Senator Levin.
Senator LEVIN. Could I ask a real brief question?
I was interested that you said you were on both lists of seven,
you said a couple of times. My understanding is there was only one
fist of seven.
Mr. WALKER. Let me clarify, Senator.
Senator LEVIN. Excuse me. And that only three were sent from
that list, and apparently September 3 was the first time the White
House was sent the a ditional four names and selected then you
after that letter of September 3. That is my understanding, but you
said you were on both lists of seven, and that is what I am curious
about.
Mr. WALKER. Senator, I believe I said-but I could be mistakenI believe I said that there was a list of seven; that initially, there
was a list of three that was sent. I was on the list of three, and
IThe

letter dated September 3, 199 appears in the Appendix on pap 107.

then there subsequently was a list of an additional four, which
made a total of seven.
So I was on the longer list of seven. I was on the shorter list of
three, and I was on the informal list that the White House has had
for 2 years. And I believe I am the only person on all three.
Senator LEVIN. That is what I am curious about. I thought all
seven were on two of the three, but that is OK. We will figure it
out.
Thank you.
Chairman THOMPSON. You lost me on that one.

Thankyou very much. We look forward to working with you in
the next few days on any additional questions, and we will go on
from there.
We appreciate your testimony here this morning.
Mr. WALKixR. Thank you.

Chairman THOMPSON. Thank you.

We are adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:14 p.m., the Committee was adjourned.)

APPENDIX

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR ROTH SUBMITTED FOR NOMINATION
OF MR. WALKER
First, let me thank Chairman Thompson for having this nomination hearing
today. I understand that the Committee received the nomination of David Walker
on Monday and I commend the Chairman for moving quickly on this very important
position.
Mr. Chairman, the Comptroller General position is one of the most important positions within the entire Legislative Branch. The charter of the GAO is to provide
Congress with independent judgment and analysis of programmatic and financial
audits of Executive Branch agencies. The Comptroller General sets the tone for
GAO's work which in my view should be not bi-partisan, but NON-partisan in nature.
The success and Congressional reliance on the GAO depends on the degree to
which it is seen to be impartial and an objective finder of the facts. Unfortunately,
in the past the agency has sometimes been viewed as partisan and this view has
undercut the importance of its work. Recently, progress has been made in overcoming this concern.
However, it is important that the Comptroller General and all GAO employees understand that their riission is fact finding and not policy making.
As a former Chairman of this Committee I spent a considerable amount of time
reviewing the functions and mission of the General Accounting Office. In 1994 the
National Academy of Public Administration produced a report making recommendations to improve some of the procedures GAO utilized in data collection, report
methodology and audit techniques. I believe that GAO has made some improvement
sin its operations since my oversight hearings and look forward to working with the
new Comptroller General to continue the progress that has been made.
Also, over the past few years GAO has downsized its staff and closed some regional offices to improve efficiency and service its customers better. Congress is
GAO's sole customer. Committee Chairman and all Members are served by GAO in
a non-partisan fashion. One that I believe is essential to strengthen in the future.
Also, I want to say that agencies even as large and complex as the IRS can move
toward a management structure better suited for the 21st Century with new leaderhelm, Commissioner Charles Rosotti.
thinker
now at the
ship suchGAO
as the
Clearly
doesinnovative
not have the
institutional
problems
we found at the IRS, however,
I think Mr. Walker has a unique opportunity to restructure top management at the
GAO to more closely reflect private sector management models in order to better
serve the Congress.
This position has been vacant for more than a year since the departure of Charles
Bowsher and I firmly believe that we should move forward as quickly as possible
with this nomination.
Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to make this short statement and
I look forward to working with David Walker as the new head-of the General Accounting Office.
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LETTER FROM SENATOR COVERDELL INSUPPORT OF MR. WALKER'S
NOMINATION
U.S. SENATE

Oct. 6, 1998

HON. FRED THIOMPSON, Chairman

Committee on Governmental Affairs
340 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510
DEAN Fien: It has been my honor and privilege to support Dave Walker's candidacy and subsequent nomination to the position of Comptroller General of the
General Accounting Office (GAO). As I communicated to you early last year, Dave's
record of success in both public and private sectors demonstrates his unmatched
qualifications for the position.
Dave would come to this position as no stranger to Federal service and to the difficulties of handling complex public policy. He previously has served in two executive positions: First as Assistant Secretary of Labor for Pension and Welfare Benefit
Programs (1987-1989) and second, as one of two Public Trustees of the Social Security and Medicare Trust Funds (1990-1995). In both offices, I believe he served in
the most professional and effective manner possible.
I know Dave to be forthright and determined to serve the best interests of the
American people. Therefore, I respectfully urge the Committee to report his nomination quickly with a favorable recommendation. Morris Goff of my staff remains at
your disposal should you have any questions.
Thank you for your courtesy. I regret my comments cannot be made in person
during the Committee's consideration and hope they could be reflected in the Committee'sSincerely,
records.
PAUL D. COVERDELIL

U.S. Senator

Ms. Joham L Hardy
Counsel
Senate Governmental Affairs Committee
Senate Dirksen Office Building -.SD340
Washington, D.C. 20510
October 8, 1990
DELIVERED VIA MESSENGER
Dear Ms. Hardy;
After re-reviewing my nominee questionnaire and financial records, I would like to make the
following minor amendment to my previous answer to question 13.(c):
o
o

During the past five years my total contributions to Senator Graham (D-FL) have
been $1,000 rather than the $500 amount previously reported; and,
I made a $250 contribution to Sen. Ron Wyden (D-OR) during the past flye years
which was inadvertently omitted from my initial submission.

I apologize for the above corrections. As you know, I responded to the Committee's extensive
questionnaire within 18 hours of receipt. In addition, since the questionnaire included a
statement that my responses were true to the best of my knowledge and belief, I felt that it was
appropriate to make this amendment as soon as It came to my attention even though it is not
material. Importantly, I am not aware of any other amendments that are necessary.
I apologize for any inconvenience that this may cause you or the Committee. Please contact my
office at (404) 589-4170 if you have any questions or desire any additional information regarding
this matter.
Once again, thank your expeditious handling of my nomination. I hope to see you again soon.
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81OORAPHWCAL AND FINANCIAL WNORMAT10H REQUESMh OF NOMINEES
A.BIOGRAPHICAL DNFORMA71ON
1. Nams: Qacluan y biner names wst)
Edwad Jay Owman
Potion to whibhw mIalod
Member Potal Rae Comauiion
3.

4.

Data ofnomltioo:
Oc
2ob
, 991

Address: (List mmit place of presence and office addressee.)
R
!idmic.14921
Wellwood Road
SOv Spin& MD 20905
Oftle'Postal Rate Commision
1333H Savi NW Subse300
WahWgk^ DC 20248-0001

S.

Dae and place of blh:
Mirch 23, 1942; Baltimore, MD

6.

Ma

7.

Names and ae of childrm:

tsow: (Include maidensame of wift or husband's mane.)
Married to d. frmaer Rhova Sheer, August 17, 1%5

Sedi SheerOleliaopo26
Racbel SheerOlsimmageo 23
1.

Education: List secondary md highe education Inattudons dam atded, deee received and dam
• altimore Polytechnic Hig School,
1957.1960, College Prepaoy Coum
-Loyola CoUe of Batimors, 1960.196J, B.S. Msi n Biology, Minor InC misty
-Johns Hopkins University, 1965-167, pert-tim. spec aWY&rduat student, No degree
-University of Baltimore School of Law, 1%7-197 1, 3.D.

o7
9. Employment mo List all jobs held since college, hiding the title or decption ofno, nme of
mployw, location o work, and dtn of employment.
I965-1967

Rsab Assitm
Sina Hospital Baltmo,

Maryland

167.1968 Envronmenta Sanitarian
Baltimore County Hat Depament
Towson, Maryland
1968-1971

PatentExamina

U.S. Pant Office
Adington, Vigni
1971-1971 Atornwy/Advisor (D

n Office)
rom Paem

U.S. Office of Emerency Prepedne
Washington, D.C.
1971.1973 Coonat of Field Operations; Deuy
Director for Policy C=dWon ad Lii
U.S. Price Commission-Cost of Living Council

Wasbinto,. D.C.
1973-1974 Management Analyst. Management Control Staff

Departent of Heath, E atlo and Wolfa
Washington, D.C.
1974-1977 D actor, Far nfomation

ti

Staff

Department of Health, Education and Welfare
W i on, D.C.
1977-1987

Professional Staff Member/Cunsel Subcommitte ofOoveament Information,
Justice and Agriculture, House Govmment

Opeton Committee
Washington D.C.
1917-1994

StffDirctor

Subommitme of Federal Seirvic s, Post
Office and Civil Service, Senat
Oovnmental Aft rs Committee
Washington, D.C.
IM9pment Chairma

Postal Raft Commission
Washigton, D.C.

10.

Gov meteperince: List any advisory, consultstive, honovy or od par t e service or posidons
with Fdel, Stm, or local govemet, othmr dum tose ted above.
I9W 1999 Member, Eswsr Ara
i Advisy
Bo@K Montpmety County, Mmylm4
1993 Corms Wtl aff advisor on Natoal Healt Cae ReIbm Task Force
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1I.

Busam relationship: List all positions held m m officer, director, tuom parter, proprieo, aet

GrXe

v or consulan o any coporaon company, fm,partn
eshipi or other hu

eerprise,

edwuational or otw Instiawo
Non
12.

Member ips: List all memberships and office held tn professIonel business, fteal, sholaly, civic,

public, charitable and other organtions.

S1o1e!te Citzen' Association and the Stonepte Swim Club
13.

Political affiliations and activities:
(a) List all offices with a political party which you have held or any public office (or which you have been
a candidate
None
(b) List all memberships and offices held in and services rendered to all political parties or election
commitnees durin the last 10 years.
I am restee as nm
independent in Moctgomery County, Marylapd. I have held no offices In
my political party. I have no provided any services to apolitical pety orelction committee.
(c)Itemlz al political contributions to any Individual, campaign orgainton, political perty, potcal
action committee, or similar entity of0S or mor (or the past yea
1996. Clinton-Gore- $100
1997- DNC-S0
1998. Mark Pryor for Attorney General (AR)-$ 130

14.

Honors and awards: List all scholarship, fellowships, honorary deres, honorary society memberships, military medals and any other special recopitions for outstandinS service or achlevements
1998- President's Award, National Newspaper Association
1993. Public Employees Roundtable Chairman's Award
1973- U.S. Price Commisslon Distinguished service Award
1970. U.S. Patet Office Special Achievement Award

IS.

Published wridngs: List the titles, publishers, and date of books, articles, reports, or other published
materials which you have written. It would be helpiul for the Committee to have three copies of each
published writing. Please denote any of thoie for which you are unable to provide copla.
Scientific PubljgA§M0
-Modification of Ethocyte Membrane Acetylcholteras by Flourinatm Dinitrobazan, (with Heraz
and Kaplan). Fed. Proc. March-April 1967.
-Erythocyte Enzyme Activity InNeroes (with Herz and Kaplan) Lancet, March 4,1967.
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-Ace~IIN

Activity in Erythoy

of Fel,
4Nebor

d Adut Semp (wish Han end K plwe

Proc. So. 1967, vol. 124.

9-.4r, t1 .
- siwt Records Act of 397, Hose Report4
-Acceptance end Use ofRecord by te Gmed Services Adm sutrolon, House Report 95.1522.

-National Hi oical end Recos Commission, House port 96-141.
-National Achives Film-Vult Fire, Suilsnd, MeYlnd, December, 1978, House Report 96.547.
-oinud Need for he Vews AdmInistrtlon's Romr Proacessin Center InSL. Lous, House Report
96-1449.
-U.S Postal Service Pie for dte Nin-Digit ZIP Code, House Repor-96153 3.

-Eending te Adiorzation for' de NHPRC, Hos Report 97-39.

.Privacy Act Am demisi, House Report 97-147, Pw.t I -Th Nn-Digk ZIP code Investment: More

DiSits. Less aUvp House Report 97-397.
pFundiglternatives, House Report 97-732.
.Pmidtal Lti : Unexloed
-Posts Service Electroic Ma- no Price 1=1tRigt, Hous Report 97-919.
-Postal Service Elctronic Mallk h Price Still lm't Riglt, House Report 96-552.
-Intslpost A Postal Service Failure i IntertioaWEbctc Mail, House Report 9$-675.
-Natoa Ahives ed Recorts Administrtion Act of 1984 House pert 98-707.

-Presrvaion nd Mnement of Preidential

osrd, Houe Report 9-86.

-Buyng Blind end Flyinj Empsy The Postal Service Executive Jet, Houm Repast 99-915.
i Should Be Ooverued by NARA Regulations, Not 0MB or DOJ
-Aoses to te Nian PresidentlMat
Actions, Howe Repot 99-961.
-Hatch Act Refrm Amemdmhent of 1988-H.R. 3400, Seate Repot 100-417.

-Forest Wikfl

Pay Emegncy Act, Senate Rep t 100-546

-Feddal Employees Low Sharing Act of 1985, Senate Repot 100-437.
.Waleblower Protection Act of 19W1-5. 50C Senate Report 100-422.
-Poa Service Budgetary Tratment Act of 1988, Sme Report 100-427.
-Deceptive Mailin Prevention Acof 1990, Sma Repot 101-464.
Postal ReuCommision Diecslons:
R0.1 Ras Cm Renued Decision
R94-1RauS Canend Reconsieration Decisions
R97-IRmt Cone--nsidrao Decisions
MC9 -1 Clasficaton Reform Decision
MC96-IExperim tal Small Parcel Automation Discount Cae

MC96-2 Nonofit Reciasslflction Decision

MC96-3 Specia Services Clfsslikatlon Reform Decision
Matter Weight LImatkon Cme lcision
MC97-3 Bound Pr
MC97-4 Bulk Parcol Return end Forwding CoM Decision

MC97-5 Provisional Packaging Services CmsDecision
C96-1 Decision on Complaint of Coalition Aainst Unfr USPS Competition
Februay 10, 1994, Cairmation Hwin Before t e Sem Governmental AffWm Committee.
May 24,1994, Oversigt Hwinp on the U.S. Pol Sev I Before the House POstOffice and Civil

service Commimes

Mam 2,1993, GenoeOversight of the U.S. Postal Service, Before the Posta Subcommittee of the
e o Goveronent Reformnd Oversigh.
House Com
Much 13, 1996, OeM over iot of the U.S. PosWService, Before the Postal Subcommittee of the

House Commitee onyan

t Reform end Oversigt.

nl.L3717, Before the Postal Subcommittee of the House Committee on
uy 10,1996, Tsiony On

0overment Reform enLvusight
*AudWIn whale or put. *Authorw

inpe.
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Addkitincop will be =6,avMIeupon reque.
suAIIm-providag o
May 14, 1994
May 24, 1994
Aug123, 1994

-DiretMarketing Assoclalo(DMA), Oov't Afirs Conferen
-Testimony, House Post Oft ead Civil S Committee
-NadAtmal Mociatlon oftPosmmstws ofdie United Smtes(NAPUS)
-Stameonan bm . of-R94-I Recommended DecWo
&Ro
-Testimmy, House CommitteonOov'tOvW

(Sb comm

-Mldww DMA Confetec
farec
-DMA Oov'tAfh Cion
-Mailers,' Cocl, Summit an PrlvatizMion
-Semweonlsummof MC9S-I Rcmmended Decision
Commaicaton Society, Print MedwaExe, Cofrmm
-h
-Ameran Business Press Meetig
-Testmmy, born Subcnomme on the Potal Service

May 9, 1995
may 16, 195
May 25, 1"5
ho.26, 1996
Feb 17, 1996
Feb 27, 1996
Mar 13, 1996

Nwspqw Assoc G ov't AfIda Cohrom

Mar 22,1996

-Ntal

-DMA Oov't Aftis Conene
4' B-Amnal Confeene Postal Delivery & Ecoomks
-Testwiony, committee on d Postal Sevi

May iS, 1996
May 23.1996
July 10, 1996

-NAPUS

Aug127, 1996

De 4, 1996

-Naional Potl Policy C4Adl
-DMA Oov't P

May 14, 991

t Coeam

Oct 29, 1997

-CaWaAramosmPostal CustmarCow4il

May 13, 1991

-Smat oon lamm of R97-1PRocommamed Decimso

May 13, 3998
Jume 3, 1998

-DMA oy'St Affais C4nfe
-Advwsin Mall Makst Asociation
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4.
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NO

S.
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applicable?
YES
C.POTENTIAL CONFLICTS OF INTERS
all finwca ernenen, d rrod compensation ag mnts, and othrconiuinj deaUp with
I Describe
businessassociates, clients or cuomers.
ageem
Ihave no such ag m or'ants

2.

snena, obligations, liabilities, or otheroreatonsh~ps which ould involve potential
Izdlcateany
conflicts ofintmst inte position to which you hoae been nominated.
Ihave no Invesents, eto Which migt Involve a potential Conflict of interest.

3.

Describe my business roladtoip, dealing or 1nancial tasaction which you hayebad during the last 10
yws, w hr ftr youe on behalf of a client, or acting man akt, tt could inany way constitute or
result Inaposb conflict of interest Inthe position to which you have been nomhln d
or relatonslps.
Ihave hod no such business dal

4.

Desf my acivty ring the pea110 yers inwhich you have engaged for he purpose of dircly or
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andsxeuon of low or publ policy.
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SUnited Swes

s Office of Government Ethics
1201 New York Avenue. NW., Suite 500

Wsbdnpon, DC 200053917
October 5, 1998
The Honorable Fred Thompson
Chairman
Committee on Governmental Affairs
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510-6250
Dear Mr. Chairmen:
In accordance with the Ethics in Government Act of 1978, 1
enclose a copy of the financial disclosure report filed by
Mdward J. Gleiman, who has been nominated by President Clinton for
the position of Comissioner of the Postal Rate Commission.

We have reviewed the report and have also obtained advice from
the Postal Rate Commission concerning any possible conflict in
light of its functions and the nominee's proposed duties.
i

Based thereon, we believe that Kr. Gleiman is
with applicable laws and regulations governing
interest.

in compliance
conflicts of

Sincerely,

Potts

Director
Enclosure

cx0. 106
AugPW
I1992

Pre-heaing Questionnaie
for Edward Glelman to be Commisslonr
of the Postal Rate Commlmn

1.Nomination PrQa and Conflcs of intst
1. Why do you believe the President nominated you to serve as Commissioner of the
Postal Rate Commission (PRC)?
I believe that my nomination for reappointment reflects the confidence of the
President in my ability to continue to provide thoughtful and fairminded leadership In
the rate making arona and, more generally, on Issues of Importance to the Postal
Service and the mailing public.
2.

Were any conditions, expressed or Implied, attached to your nomination? If so,

please explain.
No conditions, either expressed or implied, were attched to my nomination.
3. What speft background and experience affirmatively qualifies you to be
Commissioner of the PRC?
I have served as Chairman of the PRC for the past four and one half years. Prior
to that I was Involved In postal Issues of both a legf ative and investigate nature
during fourteen of my alrnost seventeen years as a gaff member of first t House
Government Operations Committee and then the Senate Governmental Affairs
Committee.
4. Have you made any commitments with respect to the policies and principles you will
attempt to Implement as Cornmlse
If so, what are they and to whom have the
commitments been made?
I have not made any such comm

"nts.

6. If confirmed, are there any Issues from which you may have to recuse or dIsqualIfy
yourself because of a conflict of Interest or the appearance of a conflict of Interest? If
so, please explain what procedures you will use to carry out such a recusal or
disqualification.
I am not aware of any Issues that might require me to recuse or otherwM
disqualify myself from participating In PRC business. Should there be any question
conicering such a situation, I will conlu the PRC General Counsel who is also the
agency ethics office and take whatever action Is deemed necessary and appropriate.

1. How do you view the role of Comislsoner of the PRC?
The role of a PRC omnmssloner Is one of conliderable responsibility In that
Commison decisons can have fr reaching
a on many mailers, " large and
smoll. It Is, therefore, Important that commissioners always follow the specific of

applicable law and exercise discretion carefully and thoughtfully.

2. Whiat challenges currntl face PRC? How will you, as Commissioner, address
these challenges and what will your top priorities be?

I wil continue to fulfill the mission of the agency In Its responsibility to the public
and the Congress, by ensuring a regulatory process characterized by the highest level
of public participation and due process, and by providing the most effective, accurate,
and tknely analysis and decisions regarding all matters before the Commission. Within
this conta4 there are internal and "xrnal challenges being faoed by the Commission.
These range from indvdual cases, such as the Maling Online case currently pending
before the Commission, to professional staftng needs of the agency, and the possibility
of legislative reform. On the staffing front many of the Commission staff are retirement
eligible or approaching that milestone. In the past several years we have been able to
attract several very promising junior employees. However, it is Imperative that we
continue this process. With rasped to the possibNity of legislative reform, I hope to
continue to work closely with Interested parties In both the House and Senate In order
to ensure changes are clear and workable from the Commission's standpoint as a
regulator.
3. How do you pion to communicate to Congress on efforts to address PRC issues?
As hae been the case In the past, I will endeavor to keep In close touch with
Senate and House Members having jurisdiction over and/or an Interest in postal
matters.
•4. How do you plan to communicate to PRC staff on efforts to address PRC issues?
Because the Commislon Is a small agency, there Is ongoing contact and
discussion between Commlssioners and staff on a daily basis. In additional, I plan to
continue holding regularly scheduled staff neetIngs with office heads and periodic
meetings with the entire staff.
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1. Based on yourexps imi

on the Postal Rate Commissio, what aspects of the

ratemakng procae do you think work wel mid In what ares would you Nko tosm

The current r#0110n process provides an open forum for pubic porticion
by s3nteaed
parties: laremailers, competors, postal workers, and the mailing
public. The openness of the process and the developmentmofa record on which

decisions muirt be based, promotescot fidence Inthe Integrity of the ratemaking
process.
Improvements ar possible. Final Commission decisional
Like ll roc
authority would streamline the process. Some forTm of Commission subpoena power,
with suitable safeguards, could enhance the record onwhich decisions are based.
More Postal Service cooperation In the use of electronic transmison of flings and
discovery Infomatlon would make the process even more accessible and Inexpensive

for other parties, particularly les well fixnded participants.

2. You have stated in previous testimonies that the quality of data used In ratemaking
;eeds to be Improved. You also said In the recent rate case that postal offtals were
selectively providing data to support their proposed rate Increase. What is your
assessment of the quality of data used In the most recent rate case and what
Improvements, If any, do you believe are needed? Does the PRC need some recourse
to deal with data deficiency problems? If so, what would you suggest?
At the outset, I want to point out that House Subcommittee Chairman McHugh
has already taken steps to improve data quality. At his instigation, a data quality study
is now underway. A contractor Is currently preparing a report for the Postal Service with
ovensght contrlbuWns being made by the Postal Rate Commission and GAO.
During the rate case, R97-1, the Commission and the parties did Identtfy
Important data problems.
*

The Service used data from its Management Operations Data System (MODS) In an
econometrio analysis of mail processing operations. The Commission rejected this
analysis, In part because the record identifid quality problems with MODS data.

*

The record Indicatad potential data problems with the Service's primary data
collection system, the In-Offlce Cost System (IOCS). This system Is used to
distribute causally related costs to the various subclasses of mall. Problems

included underlying assumptions as wel as allegations that s
misideifief

- were being

In the data collection process. The Comission adopted

methodoloal changes to account for these potential biese.
At the conclusion of R97-1, I pointed out that the Commission was hampered by the
absence of the most current cost data. The FY 1997 Cost and Revenue Analysis
was not available until eight months after the end of the fiscal year, Immediately
after Issuance of the Commisslon's decision. Due to the many operational and mall
makeup requirement changes resulting from the major reclassification case,
MC9S-1, the Commission and certain parties considered the preclssafication data
used potentially flawed.
During the R97-1 case, Postal Service witnesses assured us that the Service would
spend a greatly Increased amount for special programs In FY 1998. The
Commission considered it unlikely that these costs would occur In FY 1998, or that
the $1.4 billion loss projected by the Service would be Incurrea. Shortly after our
decision was Issued. the Service reported that not all of the special programs
budget would be spent. The Service actually realized net Income of about $600
million In FY 1998.
One reason these data problems keep recurring In rate cases is that the
Commission currently does not exercise ongoing review authority over postal
operations as t would under the proposed legislation. If the Commission were made
responsible for providing regular reports on the Service, and given the concomitant
authority for obtaining reliable data for use In these reports, itwould be able to work
with the Postal Service to resolve these continuing problems. Another possible solution
for some of the data problems, as discussed In the previous question, would be

Commission subpoena power.

'There was no Question 3 In the prehearing question set provided to me.
4. In the pest, the Postal Service has filed rat cases every few years, rther than
trying to rase postage rates gradualy through a series of smaller Inoreas.
In your
opinion, could the Postal Service use the existing rate setting process to obtain PRC
approval for a series of smaller postage rate Increases?
I believe the existing ratesetting process could be used to set more frequent and
more gradual incrma.
The 1992 Joint Postal SevioeRate Commission Task Force
Report addressed this Issue and developed a procedure, for use under existing law,
called the *two by four.* It specified a major rate filing every fourth year and a minor
adjustment two years later. HoweVer, In my opinion, Interim adjustments would have to
be based on projected cost increases over a baseline established under current rules.
Also, any rate-phasing cycle would have be modest in length in order to ensure that
adjusted rates retained a reasonable relationship to underying costs. In periods of low
Inflation, however, it may not be necessary to have more frequent but smaller
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should the Posta Service and intevenors be allowed Jo use Ito
voldte datathatIs
Introduced midway through the
re thmelong process?
Using -to-dae ditacan be very Impott Setting rats to reco
monies
that wiN not be needed Is unfak to mailers, and may generateIfitenes'. Some data
Is amenable to updating mi-way through the Commission's hearings while other dat

Isless so. Standardbted data that are generated by the Postal Servie's data collection
systems, and whose reliabiity Ingeneral has already been examined in prevous
hearings, Isagood candidate for updating. An example of such date would be the
Postal Service's Revenue, Pieces, and Might (RP
data. It should be possine to
stipuletesuch- dainto the record, without Jeopardizing the hearing schedule of a tenmonth rate case, which typically is very tightly scheduled.

*r Other new ino mation may be more dff l to Incorpoate Into an evidentiary
record. The Commission and Intervenors must have a reasonabl opportunity to
examine the source of new kinration and evaluate its accuracy. Th Is an essential
asped
cons1-

of the due process right gu

WierIaIninthe House.

ranteed by both current low, and therevisions under

7. What Isyour asesent of the Impact that rcasfcto has had. on the
Arevenues,ost and efciency of potl

tions?

uope

Reclassification has had a beneficial t For example, InFirst Class and
Standard A,unit costa decreased between 1996 and 1997 as mailers shiftd volumes
from nonautmaton categories to automation categories Inresponse to the
clasifcatonand price Incentives. Lower unit ocostsIndicate improved efficiency.
Average revenue decreased during the same period because of Increased automaotion
discounts; but omtbblon perpiece to institutional costs increase as the Postal

a
S,,enkceaccrued cost savin

from the shitto at-omatlon.

8. Some observers of the currern ratamaking process have advocated he Commisio
recommend and the Board adc an indexing structure for postal raes, thereby
allowing fora series of smaller rte inreases over a period ofyeam as opposed to one
larger rate Increase every three to four years. Do you think the current ratman
stautory structure is flexible enough to alow this Innovation?
I do not believe that the Rate Commission has the authority under current law to
recommend rates that a Indexed to measures such as the CPI. First under currnt
law, the Commimson has no control over when rate changes may be considered, or
when rft Increases may go Into effect. Secondly, the Commission's recom
rates must cover attributable costs and make a reasonable contribution to overhead.
Since the costs of the various subclsses of mall do not all incmse at a onstant rate,
the Commission could not be sure that Indexed rates would meet these conditions.
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9. You have questioned whether the Postal Service should be allowed to raise postage
rates at a time when it Is making record profits. If the PRC did not believe that the
Service's rate requests were justied, why did the Commsimn recommend approval?
I assume this question pertains to my comments at the time the Commission
Issued Its R97-1 Recommended Decision that the Service should hold the line on rates

until at least January of '109.
The Commission is required to Issue a decision within ten months of the filing of
a request If the Commisson falls to issue a timely decision, the Governors may
Implement rates on a temporary basis for up to 150 days after the Commission finally
does Issue a decision.
In the R97-1 case, the Postal Service requested a set of rate adjustments
designed to generr~te an additional 2.4 billion dollars in annual revenue, with new rates
to going Into effect In June of 1998. In the absence of the requested Increase, troi
Service Indicated that It would Incur a 1.4 billion dollar loss for the just compW4d'Acal
year. With an Increase, the Service still projected a loss of more that 200 milil 0r
dollars. However, during the course of litigating the case, it became clear that
revenues were higher and costs lower than anticipated at the time the case was fled.
The situation was such that even ~
the Commission adjusted the revenue
requirement ( and proposed rates) down by one third to reflect *known and obtain'
changes (e.g., lower then projected Inflation), it still appeared unlikely that the Service
would incur a loss, even without an Increase.

50
Despits this, the Commission could not smply Ignore the sworntemony of
g revenue needs associated with ankictd dIcetionary
posta officisoc
spending during the remkider of the fiscal year. Some suggested that we disregard
these actions and eject the Serri's request In Its entirety. However, doing so

might have given the Governorm en opportunity toput higher rates Inplace immediately.
Likewise, Since the Commission had decided to cut the Service's revenue request and
recommenw rates genemlly lower than those requested, failure to Issue a timely and

complete decision would have permittd the Governors to Implement ie higher rates
as originally scheduled.

The Commission "-iudedthat our obligations to the public could best be met
by Issuing a timelydd ,.on and using the pubklcforum in an attempt to achieve what
the law did not permit us to do (La., to delay implementation of the recommended rate
Incase), while foreclosing the possibility of a larger than recommended Increase.
Consistent with the Commission's urgings and recommendations, the Board of
Governors voted to delay the smaller Increases we recommended until January 10,
I J0, and the Postal Service did finish FY 98 with a surplus.

10. What are your views on proposed changes to the role of the PRC under postal

reform to strengthen Its regulatoy oversight responsibilities?

While recasting the agency would be challenging, I am reasonable comfortable
with the role changes xoposed for the PRC. I am somewhat concerned about the
relatively short turnaround times imposed In connection with now responsblities.
11. As you know, proposed postal reform legislation would make a number of char ws
to the postal mtenaking process, Including adopting price cap regulation. What are
your views on using price cap regulation to set some postal rates?
I
At this point, I am agnostic about the delrablity of using price caps to set pos,
rates. I believe that If price caps are used, then an occasional rebalancing will be
necessary to ensure that rates remain fair and equitable, and that each subclass
continues to cover It cost and make a reasonable contribu ln to Institutional costs

12. The reform proposals ilso include new subpoena powers for the PRC. Do you
believe these powws are needed, and If so, why?
Under the reform proposals currently under consideration, the Postal Rate

Commission would hre new, ipotent responsibilties to monitor nd report In a timely
fashion on Postal Service finandal and service Peomanc.

The bet way to assure

tha the Commission Isgiven aces to raevan informaton Isto provide the
Commission with authoity to enloc Its requests for data. Asubpoena Isa somewhat
awkward device which wil ot be used lightly, or frequet y, but t provides a means for
the Commission to proceed with Its signed duties in those Instancs when the
Service might prefer to shield Imortant Information from the publk.

13. The Postal Service has undertaken a number of Initiatives to raise revenues, such
as developing an electronic postmarrk and seling a variety of merchandise In Postal

Stores. Do you think the Postal Service needs more Iseway to offer new Initiatives for
postal and nonpostal products or services? What role do you believe the PRC should
play in the Introduction or pricing of new products or services?

I seaa major distinction between postal and nonpostal products and seoaces. I
think the Postal Service should work to ldertfy areas where it can expand and Improve
the types of postal services Itoffem to thenAmerican public. In contrast, I do not believe
It should be expending Its resources to branch out Into non-postal sedors of the
economy that can be well served by private enterprises. The Postal Service has ample
leeway, in my opinion, to Introduce new and Improved postal products under the current
statutory framework. It Is appropriate to assure private enterprises that new postal
business initiatives will be offered In a non-dIscriminatory manner, and that the Service
will not be using monopoly revenues to cross-subsdilze Its entry Into competitive
markets.
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14. In your opinion, does the existing process for closing and relocating post offices
adequately protect the Interests of postal customers and the affected oommunitk?
Iam not aware on any formal process that permits postal customers and affected
communities to partcato In or appeal a decision by the Servce to relocate a postal
facility. With respect to closings, protections am generally adequate. One problem
area Is the requirwment that appeals be received by the Commission within thirty days
of the posting of a determination to close. In a number of cases, appeals have been
mall wfihln, but received after the thirty days period due to substandard mall service or
Intervening holidays. The low should be modified to permit the Commission to entertain

appeals postmarked wthin the thirty day period.
MRKING BELATIQWIIIP
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15. Do you think that the Postal Service or the PRC could do more to Improve their
working relationship, and if so, what positive steps could be taken?
Given the basic nature of our relationship-that of regulator and regulated-it is
neither unexpected nor unreasonable for some tension to exist. Nevertheless, I
believe we have good the working relationship with the Postal Service. There is, of
course, always room for Improvement. More frequent briefings and discussions at the
staff level are desirable, as are contacts between the Commissioners and Board
members, including the PMG. I would be remiss If I failed to mention positive
developments in this area since Bill Henderson's appointment as PMG.

16. What do you as a specialist in postal matters see as the future of the United States
Postal Service monopoly in a world of faxes, emals and data transmissions?
For thirty years or more observers have been predicting the Immanent demise of the
Postal Service. Notwithstanding, Postal Service volumes continue to grow. While the
rate of growth of First-Class Mail has slowed In recent years (no doubt due in large part
to electronic; competition), I believe that for the foreseeable future the Postal Service will
enjoy overall volume growth and financial health. It is Important to understand that not
all high-tech electronic traffic is volume lost from the hard copy mainstream, e.g., many
e-mail messages either would not have been sent or might have been phone calls and
faxes. Moreover, new technologies frequently generate additional hard copy volume,
e.g., cable TV billings and Interet service provider advertisements. Nonetheless, the
monopoly will continue to be a valuable asset. I see no need to change the status of
the Postal Service as a government entity or to abandon the monopoly.
17. Do you believe that the Postal Rate Commission should be setting international
rates?
It Is important that Americans pay fair and equitable rates for all their mail, regardless of
its final destination..Additionally, it is Important that private businesses that ship items
internationally not be disadvantaged by unfair competition from the Postal Service. The
Postmaster General recently acknowledged that there was some cross-subsidy in
current international mail rates. I believe such a situation is unfair to both captive, de
facto monopoly ratepayers and competitors, and should not be allowed to continue.
The Postal Rate Commission was created, in part, to protect these categories of
persons, and it has developed significant expertise in determining fair rates for using
the services offered by the United States Postal Service. Mail that is collected In this
country, sorted here, and transported to an international hub for eventual delivery In
another country Is not that different from mail sent by Americans for delivery in this

U
we3.
country. I think the Commnisln's expertise would reassure all Interested persons that
interaoon rates were fair and equitable.

18. Is the U.S. Postal Service surplus real? If so. should it be spent to reduce the
Postal Service Debt, Invested In capital investments, shared with labor In upcoming
negotiations, or used to hold the line on future rate increases?
The Postal Service surpluses over the past few years am, Indeed, real. They are
a reflection of a strong economy, low Inflation, management Initiatives and productivity
gains, It seem that the four isted of options for spending the surplus are Inter-related
and not mutually exclusive. Reducing debt results In kwer Interest costs. Investment
In well thought out capital projects has the potential to Increase productivity and kwer
costs. Holding the line on costs Is likely to enable the Service to hold the line on future
Increase. As for the surplus being shared with labor In upcoming negotiations, I
would simply note my understanding that most nonunion employees may benefit from
the surplus as a consequence of the bonus program. Consequently, Itwould not seem
unreasonable that labor and management discuss the sharing of surplus as part of
overall workforce compensation concerns.
IV Relations with Congress
1. Do you agree without reservation to respond to any reasonable summons to appear
and testify before any duly constituted committee of the Congress Ifyou are confirmed?
Yes.
2. Do you agree without reservation to reply to any reasonable request for information
from any duly constituted committee of the Congress Ifyou are confirmed?
Yes.

1. Are these answers your own? Have you consulted with PRC or any other interet ted
parties? If so, please indicate which entitles.
The above answers are my own. I have, however, discussed the subject matter
of many of the questions with my colleagues and Commission staff from time-to time.
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October I, 1998

TO:

The Senate Governmental Affairs Committee

FROM:

Dana B. Covington Sr., Nominee to Postal Rate Commission

SUBJECT:- Ansesto Commian:' Big

icand Financial

Irt

A. BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION
Dads Bruce "Danny" Covington, Sr.

1.

Name:

2.

Position to which nominated: Commissioner, Postal Rate Commission

3.

Date of nomination:

4.

Address:

October, 1998

5203 Bradwood Street
Springfield, Virginia 22151
(703) 914-0360

(home and office)
September 30, 1955, Columbus, Mssippi

5.

Date and place of birth:

6.

Marital Status:

7.

Names and ages of children: Dana, Jr.
Damon
Jovita

Dona B. CovIbwoa Sr.

Married to Joyce Marie Martin Covington, a U.S. citizen
Age 18
Age 15
Ap 11

1LVO1198

8.

Education:
S.D. Lee High School, Columbus, Mississippi 1969. 1973
H.S. Diploma
University of Mississippi, Oxford, Mississippi 1973 - 1976
Bachelor of Arts in Political Science
University of Mississippi, Oxford, Mississippi 1976. 1977
Master in Criminal Justice

9.

Employment Record:

10.

Government experience:

Resume attached.
See Resume.

I1. Business Relationships: D&J Associates, Springfield, Virgini (Partner)
12.

Memberships:

Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc., 1973 -present

13.

Political affiliations and activities:
1996 U.S. Congress, Republican Candidate, Second District, Mississippi
1997 National Republican Congressional Committee
1989- present
Republican National Committee
1995 -present
Mississippi Republican Party

14.

Honors and awards:

None

15.

Published writings:

None

16.

Speeches:

None delivered in the last five years which Ihave copies or are
relevant to the position to which I have been nominated.
17.

Selection:

(a)

Do you know why you were chosen for this nomination by the
President? I betleve h feelyI could make a contribution to the
Postal Rate Commis-ion.

Dan B. Covin

Str.

10/01/98
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(b)

What do you believe in your background or employment
experience affirmatively qualifies you for this position? The
knowledge I have gainedfrom working inthe Executive and
Legislative branches of the U.S Government. My past service
has been customer oriented

B. FUTURE EMPLOYMENT RELATIONSHIPS
1.

Will you sever all connections with your present employers, business fims,
business associations or business organizations if you are confirmed by the

Senate? Yes
2.

Do you have any plans, commitments or agpeeme s to pursue outside
employment, with or without compensation, during your service withr the
government a

3.

Do you have any plans, commitments or agreements after completing
government serviceto resume employment, aff[liation or practice with your
previous employer, business firm, association or organization? No

4.

Has anybody made a commitment to employ your services in any capacity
after you leave government service? No

5.

If confirmed, do you expect to save out your fll term? Yes
C. POTENTIAL CONFLICTS OF INTEREST

1.

Describe all financial arrangements, deferred compensation agreements, and
other continuing dealings with business associates, clients or customers.
None

2.

Indicate atay investments, obligations, liabilities, or other relationships which
could involve potential conflicts of interest in the position to which you have
been nominated None

3.

Describe any busin

relationship, deaor financial transaction which you

have haduring the Last 10 years, whether for yourself or on behalf of a

Dana B.Covlngtoo, Sr.

1O/Ol/91
Q01

client, or acting as an agent, that could in any way constitute or result in a
possible conflict of interest in the position to which you have been nominated.
There ore none. .
4.

5.

6.

Describe any activity during the past 10 years in which you have engaged for
the purpose of directly or indirectly influencing the passage, defeat or
modification of any legislation or affecting the administration and execution
of law or public policy. None
Explain how you will resolve any potential conflict in interest, including any
that may be disclosed by your responses to the above items.
I willfollow the advice of the Ethics Officer au/or Legal Counsel.
Do you agree to have written opinions provided to the Committee by the
designated agency ethics officer of the agency to which you are nominated
and by the Office of Government Ethics concerning potential conflicts of
interest or any legal impediments toyourserviginthisposition7 Yes
D. LEGAL MATTERS

I.

Have you ever been disciplined or cited for a breach of ethics for
unprofessional conduct by, or been the subject of a complaint to any court,
administrative agency, professional asso
, disciplinay committee, or
other professional group? No.

2.

Have you ever been investigated, arrested, charged or held by any Federal,
State, or other law enforcement authority for violation of any Federal, State,
county or municipal law, regulation or ordinance, other than aminor traffic
offense? In 1973,1 was chared with possession of a razor. I never
appeared in court on the charge nor was Ifined ThLs occurred in
Columbus, MLisstppi.

3.

Have you or any business of which you are -or were an officer ever been
involved as a party in interest in any administrative agency proceeding or civil

litigation? No
4.

Have you ever been convicted on any cnminal violation other than a minor

trfflc offence? (See question 2Inthis section.)
5.

Please advise the Committee of any additional information, favorable or
unfavorable, which you feel should be considered in connection with your

nomination. My past work history and experiences qualify me to undertake
the tasks that lie ahead
E. FINANCIAL DATA
Vhandml Dst Retaio oo fib with tw Committnem Go wmtAl Affi

DANA BRUCE COVINGTON, SR
5203 Bradwood Street
Springfleld, VA 22151

, 02) 228-1008 Work.
(703) 914-0360 Home

EDUCATION
University of.Misdppi

Oxford, MIssissippi

Master Degree

Criminal Justice and Sodoloy

1977

Bachelors .ofArts Deg

Poltical

1976

Science
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199-19

Special Assistant, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services,
Social Security Administration
Washinton, D. C.
Worked directly for the Commissioner of Social Security. Interfaced with
senior management In order to apprise Commissioner of urgent matter.
Participated In Issue Identiflcation, assessment, selection, and prioritization.
Developed special studies and prepared reports/position papen on sensitive
matters which Impacted SSA. Served as a liaison representative for the
Commissioner with other orginzitions in theqdepartmen. Attended all
congressional and senatorial hearing dealing with Social Security issues.
Monitored legislation and offered recommendations. Performed liaison duties
of a sensitive nature with members of Congress and other governmental bodies.
Prepardconstituent and congressional correspondence for the Commissioner
and other executive staff. Scheduled meetings and visits with congessional

members and staffers.
1988-199

tended special workn sessions andstate mmeetnL.

Staff Assistant, U. S. Dprtment of Energy

Office of the Secretry, Office of Minority Economic lopad
Washngton, D. C.
Initiated and maintained contact with key congressional and executive officials
as necessary ininaugurating and conductingspeclfl projects. Particpated with
senior staff in the development of office and program procedures. Conducted

speci projects related to ulaorlty business enterprise, public or community
interest groups. Carried out appropriate liaison assipments with departmental
officials and prsou el of other federal aMncs , as well s, the minority,
business, academic communities and the corporate sector. Repreaented the
Director in meeting, dbcussions, and conferences to explain office policies and
Repted energy Issues to the Director and provided
programs.
conducted
recoImoedatlonskfor actions. Attended all senior levd staff m

by the Secretaryof Ener,

performed inter.pvrum

t related operations and

publc/pdvate partnership fctlona. Worked extensvey with HistoIry
Black Colleges and Unlverside, minority financial Institutions and with the
Natiod
Energy Information Claringhouse. Provided management and
technle assistnce to educational Institutions and minority business

entrprbm.
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1987-1988

PoUtical Consultant
Worked on various projects and campaigns In the states doMissouri and
MlsslsslppL

1982-1987

District Administrator, Congressman Webb Franklin
Second Congressional District, Mississippi
Greenwood, Mississippi
Responsible for supervision of district staff and coordination of four
congressIonal offices in a 21 county amea InMllsulpL Planed and monitored
work schedules of stal Met with city, county, state, and federal offcdals and
agencies. Responsible for pbuaing the district schedule of the Congressmasn.
Reviewed al correspondeme. Maintained officefilm and records. Represented
the Congressman at various public speakers' forums and traveled extensively
throughout the dbtct.

AFFIDAVIT

being duty sworn, hereby plates that he/she has read and signed Wo foregoing Statement
PCA
on Biographical and Financal Infornato and that the information provided therein Is. to the best of his/her knowledge.
current, accurate, and compete.
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ONnitcd States
Office of Government Ethics
1201 New York Avenue, NW., Suite 500
Washington,DC 20005-3917
October 5, 1998

The Honorable Fred Thompson
Chairman
Committee on Governmental Affairs
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510-6250
Dear Mr. Chairman:
In accordance with the Ethics in Government Act of 1978, I
enclose a copy of the financial disclosure report filed by
Dana B. Covington, who has been nominated by President Clinton for
the position of Commissioner of the Postal Rate Commission.
We have reviewed the report and have also obtained advice from
the Postal Rate Commission concerning any possible conflict in
light of its functions and the nominee's proposed duties.
Based thereon, we believe that Mr. Covington is in compliance
with applicable laws and regulations governing conflicts of
interest.
Sincerely,

Director
Enclosure

ME - 106
AWM 1992

51494 96-3
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Pre-hearinhg Questionnaire
for Dana Covington to be Commissioner

of the Postal Rate Commission
I. Nomination Process and Conflicts of lntere
Why do you believe the President niminated you to serve as Commissioner of

the Postal Rate Commission (PRC)?

I believe because ofmy work history andpast experience.

I have worked In

the legislative and executive branches of the U.S. Government. I have
worked closely with local, county, state andfedeial officials. My approach
has always been customer service oriented
2.

Were any conditions, expressed or implied, attached to your nomination? If
so, please explain.
No.

3.

What specific background and experience affirmatively qualifies you to be
Commissioner of the PRC?
I have workedfor the Commissioner, Principal Deputy Commissioner and
Deputy Commissioner ofthe Social Security Administration. I
communicated with the U.S. Senate and House ofRepresentatives daily. I
worked closely with beneficiaries and claimants and wrote decisions for

adjudlcatedcases.
4.

Have you made any commitments with respect to the policies and principles

you will attempt to implement as Commissioner? If so, what are they and to
whom have the commitments been made?
I have made no commitments with respect to the basic policies and
philosophy which I willfollow once a Commissioner of the Postal Rate
Commission

Ad%
5.

If confirmed, arethere any issues from which you may have to recuse or
disqualify yourself because of conflict of interest or the appearance of a
conflict of interest? If so, please explain what procedures you will use to
carry out such a recusal or disqualification.
No.
11. Role and Responsibilities of Commssion

I1. How do you view the role of Commissioner of the PRC?
To be objective andfair when considering postal rates and equitable mall
classification. Also, to adhere to provisions of Chapter 36 of Title 39 of the
1970 Postal Reorganization Act and relevant Amendments.
2.

What challenges currently face PRC? How will you, as Commissioner,
address these challenges and what will your top priorities be?
Staying abreast of technical aspects ofpostal rates and classifications. I
intend to be as well versed on any matter that comes before the commission.

3.

How do you plan to communicate to Congress on efforts to address PRC
issues?
Only when called upon/I The Commission routinely presents testimony
before the House and Senate Postal Oversight Committees and provides
technical assistancewhen requested I will always be available to assist
Members' offices with constituent inquiries about postal ratemaking.

4.

How do you plan to communicate to PRC staff on efforts to address PRC
issues?
I anxiously await the opportunity to work with a staffIfeel has the
education, training and expertise to help me cany out my responsibilities. I
will maintain as open door policy and will interactwill all staff as we
perform our duties.

64

POSTAL RATEMAKING
The postal ratemakig process has been frequently criticized for being too
cumbersome, taking too Iong and being too adversarial to best serve the
financial interests of the Postal Service. Do you aW~e and, iftso, what should
be done to improve the process? Are any legislative changes needed?
The Postal Reorganzation Act of 1970 established both the Postal Service and
the Postal Rate CommLsslon as Independenentiteswith the Executive Branch,
and charged each with separate but complimentary responsibilities in the
conduct ofpostahalrs. In rate proceedings, the Commission must objectively
attributeandfairly assign costs to mail classes. The Commisson procedurese,
in accordance with the 1976 amendments to the Postal Reorganization Act,
requires that a decision is issued within 10 months. This, I believe, promotes
timeliness and allows consideration of all relevant and material evidence.
Congressman John M. McHugh, Chairman, Committee on Governmental
Reform and Oversight, Subcommittee on the Postal Service, has been
developing legislative proposals to improve and update the laws that shape the
operation of the nation's postal system. This is critical as the system directly
impactsprivate express companies, hundreds of regional and local delivery
services and small businesses alike. I am committed to examining any
legislative suggestions that provide for an efficient and effective delivery of
postal services.
2.

What administrative changes do you think the PRC could make to improve
the postal ratesetting process?
I do not posses first hand knowledge of the Commission's specific
administrative procedures. However, I am familiar with budgeting, human
resources and general office procedures. I have worked closely with local,
county, state and federal entities. Hopefully, after assuming the post, I can
ensure that the Commission's operations are as unencumbered as possible.

3.

Do you think any changes are needed.in the nine ratemaking criteria included
in the law that are used for allocating overheard costs and setting postal rates?

*

The Postal ReorganizationAct of 1970 gives guidance to the Commission asfar
as rateinaking. The Acts most basic ratemaking principle is the "Postalrates
andfaresshall provide sufficient revenues so that the total estimated income
andapproprtionswill equal as nearly as practicabletotal estimated costs of
the PostalService." 39 USC 3621. 1 tend to agree with this which has been
referred to as the break-even requirement.
4.

GAO has said that if the Postal Service is to be more competitive, it needs
more flexibility in setting postage rate and that postal rates should be based to
a greater extent on economic principles that consider volume discounting and
demand pricing. What are your views?
Information available to me suggests that the Commission includes a variety
offactors in its model to forecast volumes. I have no problem with the belief
for any particularOy of mail or special service, the primaryfactors affecting
the projected volume include the price paid by mailersfor that type of mail
service; the pricespaid by mailersfor other types of mail service; the prices
paidfor substitute services, such as electronic communications; the number of
potential mailers (i.e., the adult population level); and the growth of the
national economy. Either way, volume discounting and demand pricing
requiresclose scrutiny. Both can be non-existent or unreliableforforecasting
purposes. I am prepared to use substantialjudgement to address earh In a
reliable manner.

NEED FOR POSTAL RAE INCREASE
5.

What are your views on what factors the Postal Service should consider in
requesting an increase in postage rates at a time when it is making record
profits?
The Postal Reorganization Act requires that postal rates and fees provide
sufficient revenues so that total estimated revenues from all sources equal "As
nearly aspracticable"total estimated costs, including a reasonableprovision
for contingencies. My view is that, under the act, the PostalService should
submit a requestfor changes in rates only when It is determined that such an
action us in the public interest. I would oppose any increases that poses
hardship on the postal community.
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6.

Should the Postal Service hold the line on spending and use any profits to
defer a rate increase as long as possible?
As with any business entity, I believe the line should be held on spending.
"Income must balance with outgo ". Profits, no matter how large or small, can
always defer an increase in rates.

7.

Do you favor small annual rate increases or larger, less frequent increases,
and why?
"Less frequent increases" is my preference. However, the current market
would dictate any rate increase. I am realistic enough to know that demand,
competition and needs can come into play.

POSTALREFORM
8.

In general, do you support the status quo for postal ratemaking, or do you
think the time has come for legislative reform?
Postal ratemaking are responsive to five major elements:
a. Costing
b. Volume requirement
c. Revenue requirement
d Pricing
e. Rate design
These elements are interrelated and changes in the results o/one process may
affect the other. These criteria's appear to be adequate, however, I would
welcome the opportunity to look at any and all new legislative proposals.

9.

Price cap regulation is commonly used in public utility regulation. What are
your views on the desirability of using price cap regulation to set some postal
rates?
The general public and mailers must be protectedfrom large andprecipitous
rate increases. However, I could not supportprice cap regulations if they will
be anti-competitive or unfair. It would be conducive if/it results in improved
productivity and service and lower rates for customers.

10.

Do you believe that the PRC should be given more of a regulatory role,
similar to independent agencies such as the Federal Communications
Commission? Should the PRC have subpoena powers, and if so, why?
The Commission, like the Postal Service, is an Independent establishment of
tbe Executive Branch. However, the Commission is unique among executive
branch agencies in two respects: 1.) It regulates only one entity, and 2) That
entity is another federal agency. This within itselfIs an enormous role. The
Commission does not have authority to subpoena Postal Service records and
I can only envision this power being granted under highly unusual
circumstances.

11.

Do you believe that the Postal Service should have more flexibility in setting
rates for its competitive products? If so, how much authority should the PRC

retain over ratesetting for these competitive products?
I thinkflexibility us essential. The Board of Governors is allowed to institute
temporay rates under certain circumstances. It is known that the Commission
recognizes that some of the powers vested in the Postal Service are exclusive.
Flexibility is goodjbr competition and customer service.
MARKTING INITIVS
16.

The Postal Service has undertaken a number of initiatives to raise revenues,
such as "Pack-N-Send" and selling a variety of retail merchandise in Postal
Stores. Do you think the Postal Service needs more leeway to offer new
postal products or services? What role do you believe the PRC should play
in the pricing of new postal products of services?
Some products and services must be priced at or near what competitors would
charge. Iam not sure and have notformed an opinion as to whether the Postal
Rate Commission should regulate this. Quite naturally, the Postal Service
wants leeway to offer new postal products and services. The Commission's role
should be to ensure that any initiative is reasonable and fair minded.

POST OFFICE CLOSINSAND RELOCATIONS
17.

In your opinion, does the existing process for closing and relocating post
offices adequately protect the interests of postal customers and the affected
communities?
The PostalReorganizationAct's promise of a more business like approachto
providing the nation'smail service prompted considerableconcern over the
fate ofsmallpost offices, particularlyruralones. Section 101 (b) of the Postal
ReorganizationAct reflects this concern by providingthat:
No small post office shall be closed simply for operating at a deficit, it
being the spec#fc intent of the Congress that effective postal services be
Insuredto residents of both urban and ruralcommunities.
I support thefact that the Commission must affirm the determination to close
or consolidate a post office unless its inquiry discloses inconsistency with the
law or the Postal Service'sfallureto comply with due process requirements.

18.

Does the process for closing and relocating post offices need to be improved?

If so, why?
Yes. We have to assess the sociological, economic and individual effects of
proposedclosing and/orrelocations. Affected communities often fear and will
voice concern overthese post office'sfate.
WORKING UALATEONSHM WITM THE POSTAL SERVICE
19.

Do you think that the Postal Service or the PRC could do more to improve
their working relationship, and if so, what positive steps could be taken?
Improvement is always helpfid, no matter how large orsmall. The C7ommission
must function in a broad community and a good working relationship is
essential.
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IV. Relations with Congress
1.

Do you agree without reservation to respond to any reasonable summons to
appear and test before any duly constituted committee of the Congress if
you are confirmed?
Yes.

2.

Do you agree without reservation to reply to any reasonable request for
information from any duly constituted committee of the Congress if you are
confirmed?
Yes.

1.

Are these answers your own? Have you consulted with PRC or any other
interested parties? Is so, please indicate which entities.
The answers to the questions are my own. I had an introductory meeting
with each ofthe following: Ed Glelman, Chair of the PRC; George Haley,
flce Chair ofPRC and George Omas, Commissioner of the PRC. I have
read a recent PRC briefing book as well.
AFFIDAVIT

I, kt34 eot'Wro..J
being duly sworn, hereby states that I have read and signed the
foregoing Statement on Pre-hearing Questions and that the information provided therein is, to the best
of my knowledge, current, accurate, and complete.

Subscri

dswmbeiforeutme

7
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DAVID M. WALKER
NOMINEE QUESTIONNAIRE
SENATE GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
OCTOBER 5, 1998
A. BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION
1. Name: David Michael Walker
2. Position: Comptroller General of the Unites States
3. Date of the Nomination: October 5, 1998
4. Address: 997 Peachtree Battle Avenue, Atlanta, Georgia, 30327 (Home)
Arthur Andersen LLP, 225 Peachtree St. NE, Suite 1800, Atlanta, Georgia,
30303-1731 (Office)
5 Date and place of birth: October 2,1951; Birmingham, Alabama
6 Marital status: Married to the former Mary Etheredge of Jacksonville, Florida for
over 27 years.
7. Names and Ages of Children: Carol Marie Walker Williamson (24) and James
Andrew Walker (21)
8. Education: B.S. in Accounting, Jacksonville University (5/73)
S.M.G. in Public Policy, JFK School, Harvard University (8/86)'
*-Not a degree
Numerous professional education and credentialing programs involving accounting,
finance, investments, human resources, information technology, legal, management,
negotiations, strategic planning, fiduciary, governance and other topics.
9. Employment record (Employer, dates, most recent city and primary position):
Arthur Andersen LLP (7/89-Present), Atlanta, GA, Partner - US./Americas
Managing Director, Human Capital Services Practice; U.S. Department of Labor
(8/85-6/89), Washington, DC, Assistant Secretary of Labor for Pension and Welfare
Benefit Programs; Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation (10/83-8/85), Washington,
DC, Acting Executive Director and Chief Negotiator; Source Services Corporation
(7/79-10/83), Washington, DC, Eastern Regional Manager; Coopers & Lybrand
(8/75-7/79), Houston, TX,Regional Director of Practice Management; Price
Waterhouse & Co. (5/73-8/75), Jacksonville, FL, Exp. Auditor.
10. Government experience: Public Trustee of the Social Security and Medicare Trust
Funds (10/90-5/95); Co-Chairman of the Mayor's Pension Review Task Force, City
of Atlanta, GA (1994); Vice-Chairman of the Secretary of Labor's ERISA Advisory
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Council (1989-1992); Assistant Secretary of lAbor for Pension and Welfare
Benefit Programs (1987-1989), Deputy A.sitant Secretary of Labor for Pension and
Welfare Benefit Programs (1985-1987); Acting Executive Director of the Pension
Benefit Guaranty Corporation (1985) and, Deputy Executive Director and Chief
Negotiator of the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation (1983-1985).
11. Business relationships: None
12. Memberships: Arthur Andersen Financial Advisors (Board of Directors);
Association of Private Pen.ion and Welfare Plans (Executive Committee and Board
of Directors); Womens' Institute for a Secure Retirement (Board of Directors);
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (Past Committee Chairman),
several state societies/institutes of CPA's; Council for Excellence in Government;
Kiwanis International (Past Vice-President); Southern Employee Benefits
Conference (Past Committee Vice-Chairman); International Foundation of
Employee Benefit Plans; National Academy of Social Insurance; the Concord
Coalition; the International Platform Association; and, the Carter Center.
I have also served on a number of national commissions and task forces addressing
a variety of retirement security and related issues. Examples include the
Committee for Economic Development's (CED's) Private Pension and Social
Security Reform Task Forces, the Milbank Memorial Fund's Task Force on Pension
Portability for State and Local Governments, the Center for Strategic and
International Studies' (CSIS') National Commission on Retirement Policy
and various other Congressional, governmental, not-for-profit and private sector
task forces or committees addressing a range of retirement and health security
reform issues (e.g., women's pension equity, pension education and assistance
initiatives, negotiated rule waking).
13. Political affiliations and activities:
a. Offices held - Republican Executive Committee - Duval County, Florida
(1975-1976); Democratic Executive Committee - Duval County, Florida (19741975).
b. Memberships and services rendered (Past five years)- Republican National
Committee and various related organizations - Campaign Council,
Presidential Task Force, Senatorial Committee and Congressional
Committee; Georgia Republican Party; Virginia Republican Party - All
memberships. I have not held any offices or rendered any services to political
organizations during the past ten years.
c. Political contributions (Est. totals for the past five years) - Republican
National Committee and various related organizations - Campaign Council,
Presidential Task Force, Senatorial Committee, Congressional Committee,
Candidate Trust ($6,750); Republican Party of Georgia ($500); Republican
Party of Virginia ($100); Sen. Paul Coverdell, R-GA ($2,750); Dole
for President, R-KS ($1,000); Alexander for President, R-TN ($500); Dave
Baker for PSC, R-GA ($500); Guy Milner for Governor, R-GA ($250); Cong.
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John Linder, R-GA ($500); Sen. Don Nickles, R-OK ($250); Cong. Earl
Pomeroy, D-ND ($50); Atlanta Mayor Bill Campbell, D-GA ($650); Sen.
Bob Kerrey, D-NE ($250); Sen. John Breaux, D-LA ($250); Sen. Judd Gregg
R-NH ($250); Cong. Charlie Stenholm, D-TX ($250); Cong. Jim Kolbe, R-AZ
($250); Sen. Bob Grahami, D-FL ($500); Arthur Andersen PAC, D/R
($2,600); Arthur Andersen Atlanta Office Candidates Action Fund, D/R

($750).
Importantly, I have not made any political contributions to any political
organizations or candidates since October 1997. As Comptroller General, I
would refrain from involvement in or contributions to any political party or
candidates.
14. Honors and awards: Who's Who in the World (Publication pending); Who's Who
in America; Who's Who of Emerging Leaders in America; Who's Who in Finance
and Industry; Who's Who in the East; Who's Who in the South; Notable
Personalities in America; American Biographical Institute's Presidential
Seal of Honor; pesin World Public Policy Award; Council on
Employee Benefits- Most Outstanding Government Official Award; and, Secretary
of Labor's Outstanding Achievement Award.
I also frequently receive invitations from a number of organizations and groups to
participate in various invitation-only conferences and events, including the
Renaissance Weekend program.
ty - Understanding and Planning You
15. Published writings: Retirement S
Finacial Future John Wiley & Sons - 10/96); Delivering on the Promise Attracting, Managing and Retaining Human Capital (The Free Press - 10/98); LT
Director - The Arthur Andersen Guide to Human Capital (Profile Pursuit - 1997
and 1998); Audits of Employee Benefit Plans training course (AICPA- annually since
1990) and, numerous articles on pensions, employee benefits, investments,
retirement security/planning, fiduciary, governance, accounting, auditing, human
capital and other matters.
16. Speeches: I am a frequent speaker on a variety of pension, employee benefits,
investments, retirement security/planning. fiduciary, governance, accounting
auditing, human capital and other matters. I do not believe that any of these
present a conflict or problem in connection with my serving as Comptroller General.
17. Selection:
a. I have been advised by several White House officials that the President and
his advisors felt that I was the best qualified candidate of those referred by the
Congress for appointment as Comptroller General.
b. I have a broad range of functional and leadership experience in both the
public and private sectors. I have successfully served as head of two federal
agencies, which like the GAO, were comprised of a significant number of
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multi-disciplinary professionals (e.g., attorneys, CPAs, economists, actuaries,
social scientists, statisticians). I have relevant professional credentials (e.g.,
CPA) and a trackrecord of making a positive difference in the public and
private sector organizations for which I have held leadership responsibilities.
I have a proven track record of being able to address difficult operational and
policy issues in a professional, objective and non-partisan manner (e.g., Public
Trustee of Social Security and Medicare, CSIS National Retirement Policy
Commission).
B. FUTURE EMPLOYMENT RELATIONSHIPS
1. Severing Connections: Yes
2. Outside Employment Plans, Commitments or Agreements: No
3. Post-government Service Plans and Commitments: No
4. Commitments for Employment: No
5. Full term: Yes
C. POTENTIAL CONFLICTS OF INTEREST
1. Financial and deferred compensation arrangements: Once Ileave Arthur Andersen,
I will be entitled to the normal payments applicable to partners with my years of
experience and compensation level. Specifically, I will be entitled to payment of any
accrued and unpaid partner earnings and expenses as well as distribution of my
partner capital account and Keogh/401(k) plan assets.
I am currently serving as an expert witness in two cases on behalf of clients of Arthur

Andersen. These clients have asked that I be available for appearance in Court, if
and when, such an appearance proves necessary. Importantly, the US. Government
is not a party to either of these cases. In addition, I would not be compensated for my
time in connection with any such appearances. I believe that my fiduciary
responsibilities to these clients require me to honor their reasonable requests (e.g.,
one day each) for a Court appearance, if necessary) provided that, after consultation
with appropriate GAO ethics officials, they believe that any such court appearance
would not raise any real or perceived conflicts of interest with my responsibilities as
Comptroller General.
2. Investments, obligations, liabilities or relationships - None. I do, however, plan to
recuse myself form dealing in any particular matter relating to either Arthur

Andersen or Delta Airlines, Inc. (my wife's employer) until one year after all direct
financial interests in these entities have been terminated. I will take this action in

order to avoid any potential appearance of a conflict of interest
3. Business relationships, dealings or financial transactions - None

4. Legislative or public policy action - Ihave testified on a number of occasions in
various government and private sector capacities in connection with proposed
legislation and other public policy and operational matters. A significant majority of
my private sector, testimony has been on behalf of certain industry or professional
associations (e.g., Association of Private Pension and Welfare Plans, American
Institute of Certified Public Accountants). I have also been asked on a number of
occasions to testify as a recognized and objective expert on a variety of retirement
security (e.g., Social Security, private pensions, Medicare, retiree health care),
fiduciary, governance, accounting, tax, health, other policy and various operational
issues. I do not believe that any of these raise any potential conflict with my serving
as Comptroller General.
5. Proposed resolution of conflicts - I would resign from any positions and refrain
from any activities which would divert my energies from being appropriately
devoted to the position of Comptroller General or which could create even the
perception of a conflict of interest. I would be willing to divest and refrain from
any investment holdings or activities that might create any perception of a conflict of
Interest. In addition, I would be willing to consider setting up a "blind trust" or
other appropriate investment vehicle, if deemed necessary or appropriate.
6. Agreement to written opinions: Yes
D. LEGAL MATTERS
1. Disciplinary action - None as an individual. As a partner of the world's largest
multi-disciplinary professional services firm, I may have been included in some
litigation or proceedings merely due to my status as a partner of the firm. However,
if that has ever occurred, none would involve my personal conduct.
As a matter of interest, I also run Arthur Andersen' independent fiduciary services
practice and serve as a fiduciary on behalf of the firm (e.g., major employee benefit
plan transactions with potential conflicts for which the firm is hired to address and
resolve). These capacities require me to maintain a reputation and professional
approach that is beyond question.
2. Investigations, Arrests or Charges - None
3. Administrative agency proceeding or litigation - None
4. Criminal Convictions- None
5. Other information - I am a CPA with significant leadership, management, public
policy and technical/functional experience (e.g., strategic planning, accounting,
financial, human resource, information technology, legal) spanning a variety of
industries (e.g., government, financial institutions/services, insurance, institutional
funds, defense contractin& transportation, environmental, energy, manufacturing,
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health care, energy, agri-business, real estate, retail, professional service firms). I
have a proven track record of success in both the public and private sectors,
including a demonstrated ability to achieve positive results In a professional manner
and on a nonpartisan basis. I have run several organizations In both the public and
private sectors, including two federal agencies, that were comprised of a variety of
mult..disciplirtary professional personnel (e.g., accountants, auditors, investigators,
actuaries, lawyers, economists, social scientists, Information technologists). I also
have extensive testimony, expert witness, public speaking and media experience.
Ihave traveled extensively both domestically (Le., 47 states) and internationally
(approximately 70 countries). I have also served as an official delegate for the
US. in connection with international delegations to lapan, the Netherlands, NATO
and the European Community. These delegations were sponsored by the State
Department and the American Council for Young Political Leaders.
In addition to my qualifications and personal attributes, Iam deeply committed to
serving my country and would like the opportunity to work with the Congress to
improve the efficiery, effectiveness, fiscal responsibility, integrity, accountability
and credibility of the federal government I would also like to help the Congress
address the many public policy challenges that will face our nation in the 21st
Century through the conduct of timely, professionaL high quality and objective
research, reviews and analyses In a non-partisan manner.
. FINANCIAL DATA
Financial Data -Retained on File with the Governmental Affairs Committee.
AFFIDAVIT
I,David h. Walker, being duly sworn, hereby
the foregoing Candidate Questionnaire and tha
the best of his knowledge, current, accura n

that Ihave read and signed
hnormation provided therein is, to
lete.

David M.Walk
Subscribed and sworn before me this 6th day of October1998.

Notary611'
OV 02MO
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Pr.earilg Quesdonna

for

David X Walker to be Comptrolier General
of the UnVld States
1. Nominaflon

e and Conflicts ofngre

I.

Why do you believe you were nominated you to save as Comptroller General?

2.

Were any conditions, expressed or implied, attached to your nomination? Ifso, please
explain.

3.

What specific background and experience affirmatively qualifies you to be Comptroller
General?

4.

Have you made any commitmets with respect to the policies and principles you will attempt
to implement as Comptroller General? If so, what are they and to whom have the
commitments been made?

5.

If confirmed, are there any issues from which you may have to recuse or disqualify yourself
because of a conflict of interest or the appearance of a conflict of interest? If so, please
explain what procedures you will use to carry out such a recusal or disqualification.

II. Role and Responsibilities of Comptoller General
1.

How do you view the role of Comptroller General?

2.

What challenges currently face OAO? How will you, as Comptroller General, address these
challenges and what will your top priorities be?

3.

How do you plan to communicate to Congress on efforts to address GAO issues?

4.

How do you plan to communicate to GAO staffon efforts to addressGAOissues?

M. Policy Questions
Because of time constraints between the receipt of your nomination and the time
Congress adjourns, the Committee realizes it will be difficult for you to adequately
respond to a fall range of written policy questions in advance of your hearing. There are,
however, many issues that the Committee believes should be addressed by you and made
a part of the record. Do you agree to answer additional post hearing questions posed by
the Committee within 30 days?
LIV. Relgtionx with Conn=
mons to appear and test
Do you agree without eservation to respond to any reasonable
before any duly constituted committee of the Congress if you are confirmed?
2.

Do you agree without rfervaion to reply to any reasonable request for information from any
confirmed?
duly constituted committee of the Congrs iffyou are

Are these anwm your own? Have you consulted with OAO or any other interested

parties? If so, pleaseindicate which entitles.
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DAVID M. WALKER
NOMINEE QUESTIONAIRE
PRE-HEARING QUESTIONAIRE
OCTOBER 5,1998
L

Nomination Process and Conflicts

I believe that I was nominated because I was the best qualified person presented to the
White House by the Congress for possible appointment as Comptroller General of the
United States.
2.

None involving me.

3.

I have a broad range of functional and leadership experience in both the public and
private sectors. I have successfully served as head of two federal agencies, which like
GAO, were comprised of a significant number of multi-disciplinary professionals (e.g.,
attorneys, CPAs, economists, actuaries, social scientists, statisticians). Ihave relevant
professional credentials (e.g., CPA) and a track record of making a positive difference in
the public and private sector organizations for which I have held leadership
responsibilities. I have a proven track record of being able to address difficult
operational and policy issues in a professional, objective and non-partisan manner (e.g.,
Public Trustee of Social Security and Medicare, CSIS National Retirement Policy
Commission).
In addition to my qualifications and personal attributes, I am deeply committed to
serving my country and would like the opportunity to work with the Congress to
improve the efficiency, effectiveness, fiscal responsibility, integrity, accountability and
credibility of the federal government. I would also like to help the Congress address the
many public policy challenges that will face our nation in th,- 21.' century through the
conduct of timely, professional, objective, fact based, high quality reviews and analyses
in a non-partisan manner.

4.

I have not made any commitments other than to reaffirm my commitment to assure that
GAO operates in a professional, objective and non-partisan manner. I made this
commitment to several Senators and Congresspersons on both sides of the aisle. It
would be inappropriate and premature to make any specific commitments regarding
specific policy or operational issues until I have been confirmed and have an
opportunity to fully assess such matters.

5.

Yes
IL

Role and Responsibilities of Comptroller

The Comptroller General is the CEO of the GAO. As such, he/she is ultimately
accountable to assure that the GAO meets its stated objectives and complies with all
applicable laws and regulations. The GAO is a legislative branch agency and as such

51494 98-4
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the C4igess is the agency's direct client. GAO performs a variety of functions (e.g.,
audit of the federal government, promulgation of accounting and information systems
stMndards, oversight of GPRA implementation, program reviews and evaluations,
nwestiptons, and operational and policy oriented studies. All of these activities are
designed to support the Congress in meeting its oversight and legislative
possibilities under the Constitution.
As CEO of the agency, the Comptroller General should takes steps to assure that GAO' s

people, technology, processes and financial resources are designed to maximize the
efficiency and effectiveness of the agency consistent with the needs of the Congress and
the nation. The Comptroller General should also assure that appropriate outreach
efforts are in place with the Congress, appropriate executive branch officials (e.g., CFOs,
Inspector Geatl CIOs, OMB) are taken to achieve the agencies mission and
objectives. This includes an active an ongoing outreach program with the Congress to
assure that the agency has adequate resources, focused on the right issues/areas and

providing measurable results and quality customer service.
I have attached a draft of my opening statement. This statementnincludes some guiding
principles and preliminary observations which are relvint to this question.
2

I will need some time after I start at the GAO to fully and fairly assess GAO's current
challenges and to set my rrlorities. On a preliminary basis, GAO faces internal
challenges due to the effect of the significant reduction in its appropriation and
personnel levels since 1995. In addition, GAO has a number of important initiatives
which currently underway (e.g., completion of the first consolidated audit of the federal
government, overseeing the implementation of GPRA, assessing the effect of the Y2K
challenge) which will require my attention.

3.

I will assure that the GAO has an active and ongoing outreach program with the
Congress. This will include efforts to obtain input at the planning&execution and
post-execution stages. I will also assure that appropriate steps are in place to provide
for timely and accurate customer service feedback from the Congress..

4.

I will work with the existing leadership staff to assess the above and other issues and to
communicate and co-ordinate any related actions. Iam a strong believer in a temr
approwh and in conducting appropriate due diligence and consultative sessions before
making major decisions. I also plan to address the GAO personnel early in my tenure as
Comptroller General and will do so on a recurring basis.
IIL

Policy Questions

IV.

Relations with Congress

Yes.

1.

Yes.

2.

Yes
V.

1.

Assistance

Yes. I have prepared these responses on my own and without consulting others as to
my specific responses to this questionnaire.
AE1ADAVMI

I

d M. Walker, being duly sworn, hereby states that I have read and signed the foregoing

;t
on Pre-heming Questione and that the information provided therein is,to the best of
m~ledge, current, accurate, and complete:

Subsribed and sworn before me this 6mday of October, 1998.

Notary Public
op

com
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on,
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DAVID M. WALKER
CANDIDATE QUESTIONNAIRE
COMPTROLLER GENERAL - GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE
SEPTEMBER 3, 1997
A. BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION
1. Name: David Michael Walker
2. Address: 997 Peachtree Battle Avenue, Atlanta, Georgia, 30327 (Home)
Arthur Andersen LLP, 225 Peachtree St. NE, Suite 2200, Atlanta, Georgi,
30303-1731 (Office)
3. Date and place of birth. October 2,1951; Bir ngham, Alabama
4. Marital status: Married to the former Mary Etheredge of Jacksonville, Florida for
over 26 years. Mary and I have two children, Carol Marie (23) and James Andrew

(20).
5. Education: B.S. in Accounting Jacksonville University (5/73)
S.M.G. in Public Policy, JFK School, Harvard University (8/86)*
Not a degree
Numerous professional education and credentialing programs
involving accounting finance, investments, human resources,
information technology, legal, management, negotiations, strategic
planning, and other topics.
6. Employment record (Employer, dates, most recent city and primary position):
Arthur Andersen LLP (7/89-Present), Atlanta, GA, Partner - Global Managing
Director, Human Capital Services Practice; US. Department of Labor (8/85-6/89),
Washington, DC, Assistant Secretary of Labor for Pension and Welfare Benefit
Programs; Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation (10/83-8/85), Washington, DC,
Acting Executive Director and Chief Negotiator, Source Services Corporation
(7/79-10/83), Washington, DC, Eastern Regional Manager Coopeis & Lybrand

(8/75-7/79), Houston, TX, Regional Director of Practice Management; Price

Waterhouse & Co. (5/73-8/75), Jacksonville, FL, Exp. Auditor.
7. Military service: None. I did receive a Senatorial appointment to the U.S. Air Force
Academy and a Congressional appointment to the US. Naval Academy, however, I
was not able to attend due to a hearing loss in my left ear.
8. Government experience: Public Trustee of the Social Security and Medicare Trust
Funds (10/90,5/95); Co-Chairman of the Mayor's Pension Review Task Force, City
of Atlanta, GA (1994); and, Vice-Chairman of the Secretary of Labor's ERISA
Advisory Council (1989-1992).

9. SecurIty dearancr. Yes, either Secrt and/or Top Secret as a-part of my past
Presidential appointment
,processwSee
item 10 below for appointment date.

10. Previous appointments Yes, Public Trustee of the Social Security and Medicare
Trust Funds (Nomination, hearing and confirmation in July -October, 1990); and,
Assistant Secretary of Labor for Pension and Welfare Benefit Programs
(Nomination, haing and condition in July -October, 1M).
11. Business relatiowhipe None
12. Curent MemberoWps Arthur Andersn Financial Advisors (Board of Directors);
Association of Private Pension and Welfare Plans (Board of Directors); Womens'
Institute for a Secure Retirenent (Board of Directors); American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants (Past Comnittee Chairman), several state
societies/institutes of CPA's; Council for Excellence in Government Kiwanis
lnterntional (Past Vice-President); Southern Employ" Benefits Conference (Past
Committee Vice-Chirma); International Foundation of Employee Benefit Plans;
National Academy of Socia Insuranc,; the Concord Coalition the
International Platform Association and, the Carter Center.
I have also served on a number of national commissions and task forces addressing
a variety of retirement security and related issues. Examples include the
Comzrittee for Economic Development's (CED's) Private Pension and Social
Security Reform Task Forces, the Milbank Memorial Fund's Task Force on Pension
Portability for State and Local Govm'meants, the Center for Strategic and
Internatonal Studies' (CIS')current National Commission on Retiremwt Policy
and various other Congressioa governmental, not-for-profit and private sector
task forces or committees addressing a range of retirement and health security
reform issues (e.g., woman's pension equity, pension education and assistance
initiatives, negotiated rule making).
13. Political affiliatons and ativ/tie:
a. Offices held - Republican Executive Committe - Duval County, Florida
(1975-1976); Democratic Executive Committees- Duval County, Florida (19741975).
b. Memberships and srves rendered (Past five years) - Republican National
Committee and various related organizations - Campaign Council,
Presdential Task Force, Senatorial Committe and Congrmssona1
Coni-ttee Georgia Republican Party;, Virginia Republican Party - All
hsh not rendered any services to political organizations
I have
entI
during the past five years.
totals for the past five years) - Republican
c. Political contributions (
National Committee and various related organizations - Campaign Council,
Presidential Task Force, Senatorial Committ", Congressional Committee,
Candidate Trust ($6,750); Republican Party of Georgia ($500); Republican
Party of Virginia ($100); Sen. Paul CoverdeU, R-GA ($2,750); Dole
for President, R-KS ($1,000); Alexander for President, R-TN ($500); Dave
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Baker for PSC, R-GA ($500); Guy Miliner for Governor, R-GA ($250); Cong.
John Linder, R-GA ($500); Sen. Don Nickles, R-OK ($250); Cong. Ead
Pomeroy, D-ND ($500); Atlanta Mayor Bill CampbelL D-GA ($650); Sen.
Bob Kerrey, D-NE ($250); Son. John Breaux, D-LA ($250); Sen. Judd Grea
R.NH ($2.110); Cong. Charlie StenhoLm, D-TX ($250; Cong. Jim Kolbe, R-AZ
($250); Athur Andersen PAC, D/R ($2,600); Arthur Andersen Atlanta Office
Candidates Action Fund, D/R ($750).
14. Honors and award.: Who's Who in the World (Publication pending); Who's Who
in America; Who's Who of Emerging Leaders in America; Who's Who in Finance
and Industry; Who's Who in the East; Who's Who in the South; Notable
Personalities in America; American Biographical Institute's Presidential
Seal of Honor, &rmin Wodl, Public Policy.Award; Council on
Employee Benefits - Most Outstanding Government Official Award; and Secretary
of Labors Outstanding Achievement Award.
I also frequently receive invitations from a number of organizations and groups to
participate in various invitation-only conferences and events, including the
Renaissance Weekend program.
15. Publshed writings: Reiment Security - Understanding and Planing Your
E1ianciFut (ohn Wiley & Sons - 10/96); and, numerous articles on pensions.,
employee benefits,investments, retirement security/planning, fiduciazy,
governance, accouttin& auditin& human resource and other matters.
16. Congresional testimony: Numerous Congressional hearings since 1986 in my
government and private sector positions on a variety of Social Security, Medicare,
private pension, health, employee benefit,investment, auditing and other issues.
My testimony was either in an official government capacity, as a representative of
a professional or other organization (e.g., American Ltitute of Certified Public
Accountants, Association of Private Pension and Welfare Plans) or as an individual
expert witness.
B. FINANCIAL INFORMATION
I have completed the required financial disclosure and other forms in connection with
two previous Presidential appointments. I am willing to do so again, as required.
C. POTENTIAL CONFLICTS OF INTEREST
L Investments, obligations, liabilities or relationships. None, however, see answer
to question number 4 below.
2. Business relationships, dealings or financial transactions - None
3. Legislative or public policy action - I have testified on a number of occasions in

various government and private sector capacities in connection with proposed

legislation and other public policy and operational matters. A significant majority of
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my private sector testimony has been on behalf of certain industry or professional
associations (e.g., Association of Private Pension and Welfare Plans, American
Institute of Certified Public Accountants). I have also been asked on a number of
occasions to testify as a recognized and objective expert on a variety of retirement
security (e.g., Social Security, private pensions, Medicare, retiree health care),
fiduciary, governance, accountin& tax, health, other policy and various operational
issues.
4. Proposed resolution of conflicts - I would resign from any positions and refrain
from any activities which would divert my energies from being appropriately
devoted to the position of Comptroller General or which could create even the
perception of a conflict of interest I would be willing to divest and refrain from
any investment holdings or activities that might create any perception of a conflict of
interest. In addition, I would be willing to consider setting up a "blind trust" or
other appropriate investment vehicle, if deemed necessary or appropriate.
D. LEGAL MATTERS
1. Disciplinary action - None as an individual A. a partner of the world's largest
multi-disciplinary professional services firm, I may have been included in some
litigation or proceedings merely due to my status as a partner of the firm. However,
if that has ever occurred, none would involve my personal conduct.
As a matter of interest, I also run Arthur Andersen' independent fiduciary services
practice and serve as a fiduciary on behalf of the firm (e.g., major employee benefit
plan transactions with potential conflicts for which the firm is hired to address and
resolve). These capacities require me to maintain a reputation and professional
approach that is beyond question.
2. Arrests - None
3. Administrative agency proceeding or litigation - None
4. Criminal convictions- None
5. Other information - I am a CPA with significant leadership, management, public
policy and technical/functional experience (e.g., strategic planning, accounting,
financial, human resource, information technology, legal) spanning a variety of
industries (e.g., government financial institutions/services, insurance, institutional
funds, defense contracting, transportation, environmental, energy, manufacturing,
health care, energy, agri-business, real estate, retail, professional service firms). I
have a proven track record of success in both the public and private sectors,
including a demonstrated ability to achieve positive results in a professional manner
and on a non-partisan basis. I have run several organizations in the public and
private sectors, including two federal agencies, that were comprised of a variety of
multi-disdplinary professional personnel (e.g., accountants, auditors, investigators,
actuaries, lawyers, economists, social scientists, information technologists). I also
have extensive testimony, expert witness, public speaking and media experience.
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I have traveled extensively both domestically (Le., 40 states) and intermatIonaly
(approximately 70 countries). I have also served as an official delegate for the
US, In connection with international delegations to Japam the Netherlands, NATO
and the European Community. Ths delegation were sponsored by the State
Department and tw American Council for Young Politcal Ladem.

In addition to my qualifications and personal attributes, I am deeply committed to
serving my country and would like the opportunity to work with the Congrm to
improve the eftclency, effectivas, fiscal rsposbityintegrity, accountability
and crodibi1ity of thi tfderal government. I would also like to help the Congrm
address the many public policy challenges that will fam our nation in the 21st
Century through the conduct of timely, professonal, high quality and objective
rsarch, reviews and analyses in anon-partsan manner.
AFFIAVIT
[, David K. Walker, being duly sworn, hereby states #4tI have read and signed
the foregoing Candidate Questionnaim and that the Ad
tmaion provided therein is, to
the best of his knowledge, current accurate and cou .

David NVWalker
Subscribed and sworn beforeme this 2nd day
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DAVID.K WALKER, CPA
(404) 223-770 (Office)
(404) 5 4303 (Fax)
(404) 350 6 (Home)

9/2/97
Mr. Walker is a Partner and Global Managig DirSctor with Arthur Andersen LLP, an
international accounting and consulting firm. Mr. Walker has a number of significant
executive management and leadership responsibilities which span the audit/assur4ace,
tax/legal and consulting practices of the flrm. For example, he/is Global Managing Director of
the Human Capital Service (HCS) Practic. The HCS practice helps organizations improve
their performance through maximizing the value of and return on their direct and/Indirect
investments in human resources while managing the related costs and risks. Mr. Walker also
heads Arthur Andeman's employ@* benefit plan audit/assurance and independent
fiduciary/risk management practices and serves on the Board of Arthur Andersen Financial
Advisors, a register9dInvestment advisor.
experience with a wide range of engagements, including strategic
Mr. Walker has dir
planning, performance managment, organizational effectiveness, audit/assurance,
compliance/risk managementinvestment, independent fiduciary, benchmarklng/best
practices and litigation/enf6rcement support engagements. His overall professional
experience is global in scope and includes exposure to a wide variety ofindustries including
govermnt,nanca services, institutional funds, insurance, transportation, manulcturing,
health cam, professional services, telecommunications, utilities, agr-business, defsm
contracting, rtail realestate and energy.
Mr. Walker held a number of executive level management and policy positions in the federal
government from 1983-1995, including two Presidential appointee positions which required
Senate confirmation and FBI fullfield investigations. For example, he has served as one of two
Public Trustees of the Social Security and Medicare Trust Funds (1990-1995), as Assistant
Secretary of Labor for Pension and Welfare Benefit Programs (1907-1969) and as head of the
Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation (PBG') (195). His government experience includes
serving as head of two federal agencies which were comprised of hundreds of professionals,
including accountants/auditors, lawyers, economists, investigators, actuaries, financial
analysts,investment managers; health cam experts and other specialists. The Assistant
Secretary of Labor position held by Mr. Walker Included overall management responsibility for
the U.S. Department of Labor's Pension and Welfare Benefits Administration with 15 offices
sEmployee Retirement Income Security Act
throughout the U.S and policy respolblity for the
by Independent parties as one of the
rated
(ERISA). This position has beenconsistently
in the federal government. In addition, as
positions
making
policy
and
toughest management
was responsible for protecting the
he
Medicare,
and
Security
Social
for
Trustee
Public
a
inteets of the general public and acting in anindependent, professional, oective, fact-b"ae,
candidconstructiw and non-partisan manner.
Prior to his tenure with Arthur Andersen and in the federal government, Mr. Walker held
international
reonal operational management positions with Source Services Corporation, an
professional
initial
His
Lybrand.
&
Coopers
and
human resources consulting and search firm,
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experience was gained in the audit divisions of the international accounting and consulting
firms of Coopers & Lybrand and Price Waterhouse.
Mr. Walker is a recognized leader in his firm th accounting profesion, the employee benefits
field and the retirent security community. He eIactively involved in a variety of
professional, industry, civic and other organizations. He has served in a variety of leadership
positions and has won several awards for his leadership and accomplishments both in the
government and the private sector. For example, he is on the Board of the Association of
Private Pension and Welfam Pans (APPWP) and has served as Chakman of the American
Institute of Certified PublicAccountants' Employee Benefit Plans Committee. In addition, he
was awarded the National Employee Benefit Institute's Outstanding Official in Goverrnmt
nW orld's Public Policy Award in 1992.
Award in 1909 and
Mr. Walker is a results oriented individual who "gets things done." He has a proven track
record of improving th performance of the entities, areas or matters for which he has
responsibil!o. For example, during the past ten years he has:
o Re-defined the strategic direction of Andersen's HCS practice and spearheaded an
almost tripling of the practice since September of 1994 and its expansion to 19
countries;
o Led the re-engineering of Anderson's employee benefit plan audit practice and the
related audit approach/processes;
o Created Andersen's institutional investment consultin&, independent fiduciary
and benefit plan risk management review practices;
o Wrote, along with several other Arthur Andersen professionals, the AICPA's
training materials for employee benefit plan audits and compliance reviews;
o Led the APFWP's Board level Task Force on federal income tax m-structuring
and, as Charman of APPWP's Accounting and Investment Issues Committee,
coordinated the APPWP project on pension savings in the U.S. economy;
o Contributed to two major Committee for Economic Development (CED) studies on
private pension and Social Security reform;
o Enhanced along with his former co-public trustee, the professional outreach, public
reporting and Congtsional briefing activities relating to the current and projected
financial condition of the Social Security and Medicare program;
o Led a number of efforts asAslstantSecretary of Labor,uChirmanof the AICPA's
Employee Benefit Plans Committee and within Arthur Anderson to improve the
efficiency, effectiveness and value of employee benefit plan audits;
o Re-structured and rudirected the U.S. Department of Labor's ERISA enforcement
and regulatory programs to improve their efficiency, effectiveness and economy.
One of Mr. Walker's related program initiatives was awarded a "Hammer Award"
by Vice-President Gore
o Led svel major legislative, regulatory, research, operational and enforcfmant
initiatives in connection with a vAriety of pension, health, investment, employee
ownership, corporate SoveMance and relate/dmatters, and;
o Initiated a comprehensive effort to improve the efficiency, effectiveness, economy
and financial reporting of the PBGC's insurance operations, employer ability,
benefit claims payment and participant appeals processes.
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Mr. Walker is a frequent spmw, writer, government wbms, media commentator and policy
advisor on a variety of human capital rfetren, health, employee ownership. investment
fiduciary, governance and oths matter. Mr. Walker has advised a number of Republican and
Democratic elected and appointed officials at several lmis of government (Le., federaL, state
and local) on how to addres a variety of public policy and operational matters. He has also
served on a number of bi-partisan task force., commissions, advisory councils and working
groups to address a variety of public policy and operationalissue (e.s., Social Security, private
pensionshealth cam, tax reform national savings; enforcement effectivemregulatory
reform,iniormatton systmenmhancment). Fr example, he was recent appointed to the
Center for Strategic and International Studies' (CSIS') National Commission on Retirement
Policy. Mr. Walker is author of the rectly released book entitled, Eging" AWurttv:
UndUMOWdn ad Plm/n, Your l=nmxW l Fture (John Wiley & Sons, New York, NY-

20/96).
Mr. Walker is a Certified Public Accountant and a Registered Investment Advisorin a number
of states. He has a B.A. degree in Accounting from Jacksonville University (1973) and an SMG
certificate in Public Policy from the John F. Kaendy School of Government at Harvard (1986).
He has traveled to approximately 70 countries throughout the world and has represented the
U.S. on official delegations sponsored by the American Council of Young Political Leaders and
the U.S. State Department to Japan, the Netherlands, NATO and the European Community.
Mr. Walker, who is 45, has been married for over 26 years to the former Mary Etheredge of
Jacksonviule, Florida. Th&y have two children Carol (23) and Andy (20). Mr. Walker is listed
in a variety of "Who's Who" publications, including "Who's Who in Anrica." In addition, he
has recently been accepted for inclusion in "Who's Who in the World."
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DAVID M. WALKER

POLICY QUESTIONS
SEPTEMBER 3,1997
RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE COMPTROLLER GENERAL
1.

Mission of theGAO:
From a statutory perspective, the GAO is an investigatory and research arm of
the U.S. Congress. It performs a variety of functions associated with the receipt
and disbursement of federal funds (e.g., audits, investigations, program
reviews) and the operations of the federal govenment (e.g., accounting
standards, auditing approaches, information systems, stritegic planning&
program performance and compliance). The GAO also provides certain types of
other related support services to the Congress (e.g.. legal analysis).
The GAO is required to conduct certain audits and reviews by law. Other GAO
activities are performed at the request of Members of Congress or at the
discretion of the GAO (e.g., audits, reviews, investigations, research, analyses).
In my opinion, the GAO's primary mission should be to help the Congress
initiate and oversee efforts to improve the efficiency, effectiveness, integrity,
accountability, fiscal responsibility and credibility of the federal government.
The GAO also has a responsibility to assist the Congress in researching and
analyzing various legislative proposals and public policy matters in a
professional, objective and non-partisan manner. Finally, the GAO has the
responsibility to work with other legislative and executive branch agencies and
officials (e.g., OMB, CFOs, Inspector Generals, CIOs) in connection with certain
issues of mutual interest and concern (e.g., accounting/auditing standards,
financial statement audits of federal agencies, information technology issues,
agency strategic planning, program administration, performance
improvement efforts, investigations of waste, fraud and abuse).

2.

Most important functions and role of the Comptroller General:
As CEO of the GAO, the Comptroller General has overall responsibility and
accountability to assure that the GAO effectively carries out its primary
missions. The Comptroller General also serves as an objective and non-partisan
professional who serves the Congress and the nation in addressing a variety of
issues central to the GAO's missions. As such, the Comptroller General must be
an effective and respected leader, negotiator and manager who can achieve
positive results in dealing with a wide range of issues, professional disciplines
and types of individuals/personalities.
Given the above, the Comptroller General must be a person of unquestioned
professionalism and integrity who can work with the Congress on a partnership
basis and in a non-partisan manner. The Comptroller General should also be
committed to making the GAO "a world class organization" which "leads by
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example" in connction with important accounting,financial, fiscal
responsibility, human capital, information technology, customer service,
strategic planning&performance improvement and other issues.
3.

Why serve and dedred accomplishments;
I have a strong commitment to my country and to public service. While I have
enjoyed all of my professional and managerial positions, I have enjoyed my
public service positions the most. Several individuals both within and outside
of government advised me that my past experience and personal attributes may
make me particularly well suited for the position of Comptroller General After
serious consideration and discussions with members of my family and Firm, I
believe that they may be right and have decided to "throw my hat into the ring."
I am confident that I could make a positive contribution and meaningful
difference to the Congress and t.e nation if I am nominated and confirmed as
Comptroller General Finally, despite the fact that the Comptroller General
position would require me to take &Aover 70% cut in annual compensation, my
wife and I have accumulated an *d 'ate amount of financial resources to allow
me to pursue ths
positionn,
If I am appoited, my ob active would be to work with the Congress to/improve
the effciency, effectiveness, accountability, fiscal responsibility, integrity and
credibility of the federal goverunt. This would include efforts to assure the
effective implementati of and/or ongoing compliance with a number of
federal statutes (e.g., 'e inspector General Act, The CFO Act, The Government
Performance and Results Act, The Government Management Reform Act, The
Federal Financia Management Improvement Act, The Chief Information
Officers Act). I would also take steps to assure that the GAO provides the
necessary support (e.g., reviews, research, analysis) to the Congress to enable it
to effectively address a variety of public policy issues designed to improve the
growth, prosperity, fairness, security, environment and competitive posture of
the U.S. in the 21st Century. Finally, I would endeavor to assure that the GAO
sets the standard for excellence in government through "leading by example" in
connection with a vwitty of important management, operational and other
issues (e.g., strategic planning, performAce improvement, accounting, finance,
fiscal responsibility, information technology, human capital, customer service,
contracting and other matters)-*

4.

Background and experience:

'

i

I have a proven track record of success in both the public and private sectors.
My leadership, management and professional experience spans a number of
functions (e.g., strategic planning,,actounig, audition&investigations, finance,
human resources, operations, legal, information technology, marketing,
public/government relations, negotiations/conflict resolution) and a variety of
industries (e.g., government,.financial institutions, insurance, investment
companies, employee benefit pfaris, real estate, retail, manufacturing, defense

contracting, transportation, eWg, environmental, professional Service firms).
I have a proven trck record of being able to deal effectively with a variety of
complex operational, policy and other issues in a professional, ob-ective and
non-partisan marmi This includes seMig in two previous Presidential
appointed positions which required Senate confirmation (Le., Public Trustee of

the Social Security and Medicare Trust Funds, Assistant Secretary of Labor for
Pension and Welfare Bnefit Programs), spanned three Administrations (I.e.,
Reagan, Bush and Clinton) and demanded a professional and non-partisan or
bi-partisan apprpah to be successfuL I have also consistently applied a

professona objective and non-partisan approach in c=nnection with a variety of
other public polky related activities (e.g., Acting Executive Director of the
Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation, CSIS National Commission on
Retirement Polk'y, CED Social Security and Private Pension Task Forces, City of
Atlanta Mayor's Pension Review Task Force).
Desired backgoud
I belig that the Comptroller General should have ar established record of
success in both the public and private sectors, including at least one executive
level position in the federal sovementL The ideal candidate should have a
broad range of functional (e.&, accounting, finance, auditin& investigations,

Information technology, human resources, operation., legal,strahec
planning, government relations) and industry experience. The nominee should
also be knowledgeable of the federal legislative procos, have significant
testimony experience and strong communication skills. Importantly, the
Comptroller General must also posses that right type of personal attributes
(e.g., profesional, objtive, non-partsan, decisive, rtxngm leader, effective
communicator, real motivator, solid numager, succeisful negotiator, team
player) in order to be both effective and respected by the Conress and other
key parties (e.g., Executive Branch officials, professional/governmental
organi=tion, pas).
while Ibelieve that it would be highly desirable for the Comptroller Geneal to
have some accounting and auditing expereinc, I believe that the nominee
should have a background that spans far beyond accounting and auditing
issues. Given the nature of the posdtion and the challenges that the federal
government willface over the next fifteen years, I bil/ve that it is important to
select an individual who has a diversity of experie&e, a proven track record of
success, maninul federal government experience at the executive level, and
who possesses certain personal attributes (e.g., professionism. objectivity,
credibility, integrity, non-partisan approach, intelle.tual capacity, high
energy level, sound judgment, positive attitude, reults oriented approach, open
minded, decisive, strong communication skills). I believe that these represent
more important factors than accounting and auditing experience for the
Congress to consider.
I also believe that it would be inappropriate to select anrindividual whose
expe-enc. has been overwhelmingly in the government sector or who"
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background is primarily focused on accounting and auditing matters. In my
opinion, the position demands a diversity of experience and a person who can
bring a fresh perspective and an objective viewpoint when addressing a range
of federal issues (e.., accountin& auditin& investgations, stratogc plannn&
performance managemantntormation systems). Finally, if a person with
some accounting and auditing experience is seecd I believe that the person
Public Accountant (CPA). The CPA designation is
a
should be iCeti
generally recognized within the accounting/auditing profession and by the
general public as being the highest designation for such professionals. As such,
possessing a CIA should provide an added degre of credibility and enhanced

public understanding of and confidence/in the nominee.
6.

Key relationships and responsibilities to the Executive Branch

The Comptroller General's primary relationships should be with the Congress.
This should include active and ongoing outreach and communication efforts
with key members in both the Senate and the House and of all major political
parties. It also includes being responsive to requests by Committee Chakmen
and Ranking Members as well as other members of the Congress consistent
with the GAO's overall mission, policies, priorities and resources. These
policies, priorities and resources will be subject to periodic revision based on
ongoinginteraction and communications with the Congress.
The Comptroller General also has a responsibility to maintain ongoing,
professional and constructive relationships with various members of the
executive branch (e.g., OMB, Inspector Generals, CFOs, CIOs) consistent with
the Comptroller General's primary obligations to the Congress. Maintaining
constructive and co-operative relationships with these executive branch officials
will be key to efficiently and effectively meeting the Congress'/intent in
connection with a variety of important federal stutes (e.&, The Inspector
General Act, The CFO Act, The Government Performance and Results Act, The
Government Management Reform Act, The Federal Financial Management
Improvement Act, The Chief Information Officers Act). These relationships will
prove to be of increasing importancein addressing the government's ongoing
efforts to improve the efficiency, effectiveness, accountability, fiscal

responsibility, credibility and integrity of the federal government both in reality
and in the eyes of the general public.
The Comptroller General is appointed by the President and confirmed by the
Senate. While the Comptroller General is appointed by the President and
has a duty to provide appropriate respect for the office of the President and its
occupant, the Comptroller General is a non-partsan agent of the Congress. As
such, the Comptroller General's actions must be consistent with the GAO's
primary mission and responsibilities. At the same time, the Comptroller
General should make every effort to work in a professional, constructive and cooperative manner with the President and key executive branch agencies and
officials (e.g., OMB, CFOs, Inspector GenerI CIOs) to address issues of mutual
interest and concern. In fact, as noted above, maintaining constructive and
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ooperative relationshIps with these executive branch officials will be key to
effickntly and effectively meeting the Congre' intent in connection with a
number of important federal statutes. At the same time, the Comptroller
General must maintain a professional, objective, independurit and non-partisan

posture while keeping in mind that the GAO is within the Islslative branch of
govenment.
7.

GAO reputation and personal background:
The GAO must conduct itself in a professlonal objective, fair and non-partisan
manner in order to be both respected and effective. I will assure that all GAO
policies, programs and procedures am consistent with these principles. In
addition, I would commit to an active, ongoing, bi-partisan and bi-cameral
outreach program with the Congress in order to assure that the priorities of the
GAO ore consistent with the needs of the Congress and the nation, and that the
GAO's products and services are both responsive and of the highest quality.
I would also commit to work with key executive branch officid and other
appropriate parties to efficiently and effectively achieve the intent of the
Congress in connection with a variety of important federal statutes.
Finally, I would be committed to assure that the GAO leads by example in

connection with governmental professionalism, efficiency, effectiveness, fiscal
responsibility, credibility and integity.
From a personal perspective, I have a demonstrated track record of being able to
deal effectively with complex and controversial operations, policy and other
issues on an independent, ob* ve, professional and non-partisn basis in both
my governmental positions and private sector activities. This includes my
actions during my service as a Public Trustee of Social Security and Medicare,
Assistant Secretary of Labor for Pnsion and Welfare Benefits, Acting Executive
Director of the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation and as a member of
various commissions, task forces and advisory committee (e.&, CSIS National
Retirement Policy Commission, CED Social Security and Private Pensions Task
Forces, Secretary of Labor's ERISA Advisory Council). In addition, I believe
that my personal integrity is beyond question.
8.

GAO accomplishments:
The GAO has taken steps over the past few years to streamline its management
and field office structure improve its information "sys and focus more of its
audit and revieW efforts on areas, programs and issues of higher risk. The GAO
has also played an important role in helping to improve the accounting,
auditing&
finania information systems and investigatory standards and

approaches tn the federal ov

t.

The GAO is currently taking the lead on achieving the first consolidated
financial statement audit of the U.S. Government. This audit represents an

important fundamental elemet in nhancn

nancal reporting and
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accountability; improving the ccuracy, tinuliness and usefulness of financial
and management information;ancing the efficiency and effectiveness of
o t;and,in combating waste, fraud and abuse in connection
the federal
with various govenent program (e.g., Medlcae audit). The succmsful
completion and communication of and follow-up on this consolidated audit
effort will be critical to achieving the Congress' intent in connection with the
requamet to conduct finanial statemnt audits of federal agencies and
other entitim.
The GAO has also played an important role in listing the Congress inits
eforts to Improve the way in which the federal governurant agencies define
their musion allocate their resources, set twr ob* ves and measure their
resuts. This includes providing support to the Congress in connection with the
passageimplementation and monitoring of the Government PUaning and
Results Act (OPRA) and otherimportant pieces of legislation.
9.

GAO needed imnprovements
While it is premature to deal with this issue with too much specificity pending a
more complete review and concerted du*'diligence efforts, my preliminary
views are that the GAO needs to assure that it operatesin a manner consistent
with certain important principles, including those listed on Attachment A.
In addition to the above, basd on my prelimina due diligence efforts, it is my
understanding that some members of Congress feel that the GAO has at
time gotten too "out fronr on sensitive policy issues and that the agency may
not have always conducted itself IMa fully non-partisan mane. A
number of members of Congress and their staff believe that the GAO needs to
improve its communications, responsiveness and quality in connection with
Congmsiong requests. Some have stated that the GAO has, at tiams, appeared
to have forgotten that it is part of the legislative rather than the executive branch
of government. The are serious customwr service concerns which must be
addressed. I belive they can be successfully addressed through adoption of an
active and ongoing Congresional outreach effort, including appropriate
personalinvolvmment by the Comptroller GeNLr ehaned management
formation and reporting systems and other appropriate stops.
I understand that so Congressional members and staff (We that the GAO may
need to assure that its reports arereviewed with relevant official of the
orgniztion before beingreleased to the public. In addition, somembs
and sUff believe that on occasiam certain sensitive (e.g, national security
matters) GAO poM should have been treated in a more confidential manner.
Theseissues should also be addressed through review and amendment of
tandad GAO policies and procedures (see Attachment Afor selected
prjinps), as appropriate and through adoption of an active and ongoing
program While differences of opinion on selected
oue
CongssMi
policy and opertoda issue relating to the GAO carmot be avoided given the
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number, nature, complexity and diversity of the issues and persons in olved,
they can be minimized and must be managed through concerted effort.
From an operational perspective, I believe that the GAO's current organizational
structure, staffing patterns, information systems, contracting policies,
resource allocations and other matters need to be periodically reviewed in order
to assure that they make sense in light of the evolving role of the federal
government, the changing nature of the GAO's responsibilities, overall federal
budgetary constraints and the needs of the Congress. I am committed to the
concept of continuous improvement and would assure that such concepts are
fully implemented at the GAO.
From a more targeted perspective, a number of individuals believe that the
investigatory arm of the GAO is in need of additional attention and that the
organizational structure of the GAO may need to be reviewed and possibly
revised in light of its evolving role, reduced staffing levels, and recent and likely
federal legislation (e.g., various financial, management and other statutes
enacted into law). I have overseen or conducted such organizational reviews in
connection with several of my private and public sector positions.
I understand that the GAO has experienced a significant amount of turnover
of experienced personnel and that a large percentage of its current senior
management may be eligible for retirement within a few years. This issue needs
to be addressed via a manpower and succession planning review. Importantly, I
understand that many people feel that the general morale level at the GAO has
declined during the past few years. Steps must be taken to improve the GAO
morale and 'esprit de corps," to retain and attract additional "A players" and to
achieve an orderly turnover and transition process. I have an established history
of being able to effectively deal with such challenges in both the public and
private sectors.
Finally, the GAO has had an acting Comptroller General for about one year.
This lengthy delay in filling this important position can serve to adversely affect
agency morale, especially in light of recent cuts in the GAO's appropriation and
the periodic introduction of legislation which could have a significant effect on
the GAO (e.g., the recent McCain Bill). The absence of a confirmed Comptroller
Generalcan also serve to place the agency in a more cautious, defensive and
weaker position in connection with any important and controversial legislative,
operational or other matters. It also can serve to significantly increase the risk
associated with effectively implementing GPRA and addressing the
communication of and potential "expectation gaps" associated with the first
consolidated financial statement audit of the federal government.
I understand that Jim Henchman, Acting Comptroller General, may have acted
on some of the above referenced items during the approximate one-year period
that he has served as Acting Comptroller General Importantly, the items listed.
on Attachment A and my comments noted above are preliminary and would be
subo to review atnd comment by appropriate parties (e.g., bi-partisan
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Congressional leadership, GAO personnel, other knowledgeable and objective
outside parties) if I am nominated and confirmed as Comptroller General.
Subsequent to receiving such input, the attached preliminary list would be
subject to additions, deletions and amendments.
10.

GAO priorities and vltaity
My priorities as Comptroller General would be to assure that the GAO
discharges its statutory and other responsibilities to the Congress and the nation
to the best of its ability, including assuring that the GAO operates in a manner
consistent with the principles noted in Attachment A. GAO's efforts should be
designed to improve the efficiency, effectiveness, accountability, fiscal
responsibility, integrity and credibility of the government both in reality and in
the eyes of the general public. I would also seek to make the GAO a "world
class organization". As such, it would have to excel in a number of areas,
including such areas as strategic planning, performance improvement, customer
service, financial management, information technology and human capital
strategies.
I am confident that, based on my experience and attributes, I could enhance the
GAO's reputation as a professional, objective, non-partisan, effective and
respected organization. In addition, as the former head of an executive
recruiting and search firm and an individual with significant expertise and
experience in dealing with human capital (resource) matters, I am confident that
I can improve the GAO's vitality and ability to attract, motivate and retain a
competent work force aid deal with any change management issues that
may be necessary.

11.

GAO statutory changes:
While I am aware that various GAO related legislative proposals have been
considered or introduced from time to time, I do not believe that it is
appropriate for me to make any specific legislative proposals at this time. I
believe that it would be prudent for me to more fully examine this issue and
consult with appropriate members of Congress, GAO officials, and other
interested and knowledgeable parties before suggesting any specific legislation.

12.

Period of service:
I would commit to serve the entire fifteen year term.In addition, Iam
not aware of any personal factors (e.g., health or family considerations) that
would prevent me from serving a full fifteen year term. Given the nature and
importance of the Comptroller General position, I believe that any candidate
that is nominated should be both committed and able to serving a full-term. I
also believe they should have the energy, enthusiasm and other attributes
necessary to serve with both vitality and creativity throughout the entire term.

ATTACHMENT A
GAO
PRELIMINARY PRINCIPLES/POLICIES
SEPTEMBER 3,1997
o I would seek to assure that the GAOstrives to become a "world class organization"
and that it "leads by example" in connection with all relevant major federal
government initiatives (e.g., strategic planning, performance improvement, financial
management, information technology);
O

I would not allow the GAO to be manipulated for partisan purposes (e.g., details of

staffinherantly partisan issues);
o The GAO must have the requisite expertise to perform any requested review (e.g.,
additional use of outside contractors/experts to supplement internal resources);
o The GAO should allow the applicable agency to comment on potential findings
before they are released to the public (Le., fundamental fairness, quality assurance);
o Sensitive reports and findings must be handled in a manner that does not
compromise national security (e.g., military and economic);
o All GAO products must be professional objective, fact-based, responsive,
non-partisan and of the highest quality;
o The GAO-should seek. to hire the best and the brightest from colleges and the private
sector (e.g., individuals dedicated to public service, early retirees);
o The GAO should aggressively pursue tours of duty and other arrangements with
leading accounting, consulting, law, technology and other firms;
o The GAO must keep members appraised of the disposition and status of review

requems;
o The GAO should advise requesters of the estimated cost, timing and deliverables

relating to all requests;
o The GAO must have state-of-the-a technolQgy;
o The GAO must be professional and constructive in dealing with the executive branch;
o The GAO must reach out to Congressional leaders to identify and address current

* and emerging issues;
o The GAO should seek to address important current and emerging issues which need
to be addressed on a discretionary basis while keeping the Congress advised of
the nature and extent of such reviews, as appropriate;
o The GAO should employ TQM techniques in connectionwith all
requesters/reviewees;
o The GAO should be sure that it "right-sizes and re-prioritizes" for the 21st Century;
o The GAO must clearly demonstrate that it is adding value both objectively and
subjectively; and,,
o The GAO must stay within its authorized budget.
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Office of Government Ethics

1201 New York Avenue, NW.,
DC 205-i917
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October 6,

199a

The Honorable Fred Thomson
Chairman
Committee on Governmental Affairs
United States Senate
Washington, VC 20510-6250
Dear Mr. Chairman:
The provisions of Title I of the Ethics in Government Act of
1978 do not clearly specify that the Office of GovermentM this
ahquld review public financial disclosure reports of the few advice

and consent nominees to legislative branch positions. However, it
is the practice of this Office, if the appropriate Senate comittee
requests, to review such financial disclosure reprt. and to
forward them with our opinion.
We understand that your Committee does desire our review and
inon.
Therefore, I am forwarding a copy of the financial
disclosure report of David M. Walker, who has been nominated by
President Clinton for the position of Comptroller General of the
United States.

we have reviewed the report and have also obtained advice froc
the General Accounting Office concerning any possible conflict in
light of its functions and the nominee's proposed duties.
Also
enclosed is a letter dated October 6, 1998 (with its enclosure, a
draft recusal statement fromM r. Walker), frog the ethics official
of the agency, which discusses Mr. Walker's ethics agreements with
respect to recusals and resignations.

Based on the' foregoing, we believe that Mr. Walker is in
compliance with applicable laws and regulations governing conflicts
of interest.
Sincerely,
Stephen D. Potts
Director
,Enclosures
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ON

GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS
WASHINGTON, DC205104Z5

The Honorable Fred Thompson
Chairman
Committee on Governmental Affairs
SH-340
Washington, D.C. 205 10
Dear Fred:
We were advised yesterday that the hearing on the nomination of David Walker to be
Comptroller General is scheduled for tomorrow morning at 1000 A.M. As you may know,
yesterday I objected to this hearing under Rule 4A of our Committee rules, which requires notice
of"at least I week in advance of such hearing."
I am objecting to the scheduling of this hearing because of the lack of time to prepare for
it. For instance, my office was not even aware of Mr. Walker's nomination until the last few
days. We have received no written information on Mr. Walker, nor have we been given the
opportunity to submit pre-hearing questions and receive pre-bearing answers. Neither have I
had an opportunity to meet with Mr. Walker. I believe the same thing is true for other members,
at least on the Democratic side.
This nomination is unique. The Comptroller General serves for a term of 15 years in a
position that affects almost every aspect of the federal government and every federal agency.
When we act to confirm the Comptrollei General, we must do so with complete confidence that
we have selected the right person for the job. In this case, that might very well prove to be Mr.
Walker, but it is appropriate that members have a reasonable time to consider written information
on his background and to personally meet with him before we proceed with a hearing.
Sincerely,

Carl Levin
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WASHINGTON,
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October 6, 1998

The Honorable Carl Levin
United States Senate
Washington, D.C.. 20510
Dear Carl:
Thank you for your letter expressing your concern about the
Committee holding a hearing on the nomination of David Walker to
be Comptroller General so soon after receiving his nomination.
I
understand your interest in being fully informed as to the
nominee's qualifications and appreciate the fact that you and
your staff are making room in your schedules to meet with him.
Because his initial pre-hearing questionnaire was sent out on
short notice, Mr. Walker has promised to respond to written
questions prior to Committee action on his nomination.
Further,
he has promised to respond to all additional questions by the
Committee within 30 days.
While I would normally agree that an important position
should be given additional time by the Committee, I believe the
current situation presents a case which permits and calls for
expedited action.
First, Mr. Walker's nomination came to the committee as a
result of a statutory search and selection process which formally
began in July of 1997. Governmental Affairs was assigned the
administrative tasks of the nominating Commission. In that and
other Commission activities the Majority and Minority Staff
Directors of Governmental Affairs represented our Committee. The
position was publicly advertised in early August, 1997.
Candidates were queried in biographical and policy questionnaires
and individual interviews, each of which lasted for an hour or
more. At the conclusion of this process last January, the
Commission staff representatives unanimously agreed on 7
finalists, including David Walker. While there was initial
disagreement as to how many names to send to the President, the

full list was eventually sent and the White House interviewed the
5 individuals wishing to remain as candidates.
Discussions
proceeded among Commission members and the White House and
resulted in agreement this past August, which included the
nomination of Mr. Walker. Although this was made known early in
September, the nomination was not sent to the Committee until
yesterday afternoon.
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The Honorable Carl Levin
October 6, 1998
Page Two
Second, as you know this position has been filled on an
acting basis for two years.
If a nominee is not confirmed now,
it will become two and a half.
Further, there is no deputy in
place at GAO. My strong belief is that we are derelict in our
duty to let this matter go unresolved. GAO and its staff need
the leadership and moral support that only a confirmed head can
provide.
I hope this adequately explains my reasons for working to
complete Committee action on this nomination prior to the end of
this Congress.
I look forward to working with you to ensure GAO
gets the leadership it needs.
Please call me if you wish to
discuss the matter further.
Sincerely,

red Thompson
hairman
FTdck

Committee Rule 5A

-

The Committee rule requiring that at least I week notice be given
in advance of a hearing also states that the Committee may
determine that there is good cause to hold the hearing at an
earlier date.
Committee staff determined that a majority of the
committee believed the circumstances justified adding Mr.
Walker's nomination to a nomination hearing which had been
previously scheduled.
-The Comptroller General Commission, on which this committee was
represented by Senator Glenn and myself, actually recommended Mr.
Walker, along with seven other candidates, to the President for
his consideration for this position.
-In addition, if we waited for a full week to pass prior to
holding his nomination hearing, we would in fact be waiting for
another three or more months prior to filling this post of great
importance to the Congress.
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January 16,1998
The Honorable Trent Lott
Majority Leader
United States Senate
The Honorable Newt Gingrich
Speaker
United States House of Rppresentatives
Dear Senator Lott and Speaker Gingrich:
We are in receipt of your letter of January 9, 1998, stating your intention to send
only three names to the White House for the President's consideration as the next
Comptroller General of the United States. The peremptory nature of your letter evokes
some surprise, as it appears that staff discussions were still ongoing looking toward the
development of a bipartisan list of qualified candidates formed by consensus.
In any event, we are unable to accede to your new proposal. In our opinion, your
insistence on limiting our choices to three candidates and deciding this matter by
majority vote presents the distinct possibility that a candidate with substantial, but not
majority, support among the commission members would not have his or her name sent
to the White House for consideration. This is unacceptable to us.
The General Accounting Office has nov. conducted its unique mission without a
confirmed Comptroller General for over 16 months. At this crucial time In its history,
when the GAO Is being called upon to provide expert and non-political analysis and
advice to a Congress rapidly heading Into the 2111 Century, it cannot continue to
respond competently to our needs without the guidance and vision that can only be
provided by a permanent chief in whom both the Congress, GAO employees, and the
President place confidence.
Through a comprehensive Interview process, the staff has been able to select
seven candidates for this Important position from the more than 20 that applied. The
staff selections - which include current GAO officers, state officials, an academic, and
members of the private accounting sector - were not based on political or tactical
considerations, but upon a belief that any of the seven could serve effectively if
selected by the President.

51494 98-5
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Therefore, in an effort to enswe that the election process concludes promptly
and cordially, we recommend tha Vie names of the sven remAnn candidates in
aJphabetlcaj order - be sent to the Presidm
n o that he can ewcbse his cons*uto
and statutoiy prerogatve to nominate a Comptroller General. Doing so fully comports
wIth the precedent set by the fht Comtroe General Commission nd eliminates the
problem discussed above.

Snmrely,
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Copy Senow Thwnond
Senator
mpson
RepesetatveAnney
RepresentaieBurton
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January 22, 1998

The President
The White House
Washington, D.C. 20500
Dear Mr. President
As Chairman and Vice Chairran of the Comptro~ler General Commission, we
respecdluly submnithe recommendation for the position of ComptroUer General of the United
States The membership of the Com issia, which is consttuted by P.L. 96-226, includes the.
Speaker of the House ofRepreschtatives, the President pro tempore of the Senate, the majority
and minority leaders of the House of Representatives and the Senate. and the chairman and
ranking minority members of the Senate Cozumioree on Goverim eal Affairs and the House
Committee an GovernmentR lrm.
The"following individualslisted in alphabetical order, received msaority support from
the members ofthe Commission:. Sean O'Keefe of New York, W. Val Oveson of Utah, and
David M. Walker of corgia. Their resumes are enclosed for your review.
Your personal consideration of these candidates is greatly. ippreciged.
forward to hearing from you regarding your nomination. With best wishes, we are
Skcelyyours.

Vice Chairum
Enclosures

Chairman

We look
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January 28, 1998

The President
The White House
Washington, D.C. 20500
Dear Mr. President:
We have been informed that Speaker Newt Gingrich and Majority Leader Trent
Lott, chairman and vice-chairman of the Comptroller General Commission, have
transmitted to you three names for your consideration as the nominee for
Comptroller General. Unfortunately, these selections were not arrived at by a
process agreed to by the Minority members of this commission, and should be
contrasted with the situation in f981, when 8 names were sent to President Reagan
over the signature of all Commission members.
There were over 20 active candidates interested in the Comptroller General
position. Congressional staff, representing each Commission member, interviewed
12 of the candidates and recommended that seven of those interviewed remain in
the selection process. Those candidates in alphabetical order were: Linda J. BlessLng,
Gene L. Dodaro, James F. Hinchman, John R. Miller, Sean O'Keefe, W. Val Oveson,
and David M. Walker.
While staff discussions regarding the suitability of these remaining candidates were
ongoing, Speaker Gingrich and Leader Lott sent a letter to Commission members
stating that they proposed to send only three names to the White House and that
members should vote immediately for three of the remaining seven candidates.
Such a procedure would have ensured the absence of a minority voice in
recommending candidates for Comptroller General to the President, as the
Commission is composed of six Majority and only four Minority members.
We declined to join in this process and so informed the Majority. A copy of our
letter is attached. As stated therein, we proposed transmitting the names of all
seven individuals to you for your consideration. We did this so that you would
have the benefit of deciding among several qualified candidates with diverse
backgrounds and varied strengths, each having passed successfully through the
Commission's evaluative process. And, most importantly, we sought to avoid
exactly what the Republicans have now undertaken unilaterally: providing you a
short list comprised only of candidates with partisan political credentials.
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The President
January 28,1998
Page 2

We feel strongly that the General Accounting Office must be free from partisan
political management in order to provide the strongest, most factual and unbiased
advice to the Congress and to the Executive Branch. In the absence of any
recommend&,ion from the entire Commission, we encourage you to select a
competent, qualified, non-partisan candidate for the position of Comptroller

General of the United States.
Sincerely.

To r

Richard A. Gephardt
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THE WHITE HOUSE :
WASH I NGTON

March 27, 1998

Dear Mr. Leader:
I am in receipt of correspondence recommending Sean O'Keefe,
W. Val Oveson, and David M. Walker to be Comptroller General
Pursuant to the provisions of 31 U.S.C.
of the United States.
703, I hereby request that the commission recommend additional
individuals.
I know you agree that the position of Comptroller General
I assure you'that I am committed
is important to us all.
to working with you and the entire commission to select a
qualified candidate for this position as soon as possible.
Thank you for your attention to this-matter.
Sincerely,

The Honorable Trent Lott
Majority LeaAer
United States Senate
Washington, D.C,. 20510
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September 3. 1998

The President
The White Houje
Washington. D.C. 20500
Dear Mr. President'
Thank you for your letter of March 27. 1998 rquesting additional names for
your consldcration for the position of Comptroller Gcneral of the United States.
As Chairman and Vice Chairman of the Comptroler General Commilson. we
would lic to reiterate the Commisson's majority support for Stan O'Knefe of New
York, W. Va!.Oveson of Utah, and David M. Walker of Georgia.
Other Individuals who wer considered carefully, and regarded by several]
members of the Commlssion to poaess the nccea3say qualifications to perform the
duties of the Comptroller Genrsi, arc in alphabetical order: Linda J. Blessing of
ArizonA. Gene L. Doda of.Washlngton. D.C., James F. Iinchrnan of Washington.
D.C.. and John I.. Miller of New York. Their resumes are enclosed for your review,
We appreciate your attention to this matter. and look forward to a prompt
resolution to the selcUon process. With best wishes, we arc
Sincerely yours.

Newt GIngrich
Vice Chairman
]Enclosucts

Cirent atn
Chairman
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October 2, 1998

The President
The White House
Washington, D.C; 20500

Dear Mr. President:
As Chairman and Vice Chairman of the Commission to select the Comptroller
General and the Deputy Comptroller of the United States, we respectfully submit the
Commission's recommendation for the position of Deputy Comptroller.
Listed in alphabetical order, these individuals are: Linda J. Blessing of Arizona,
Gene L. Dodaro of the District of Columbia, James F. Hinmchran of the District of
Columbia, John R. Miller of New York, Sean O'Keefe of New York, and W. Val Oveson
of Utah. Their resumes are enclosed for your review.
Your personal consideration of these candidates is greatly appreciated. With best
wishes, we are
Sincerely yours,

Newt Cingrich

Vice Chainnan
Enclosures

TreatLott
Chairman
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ARTHUR
ANDERSEN
October15, 1998

Arthur Andersen LLP

Senator Fred Thompson, Chairman

Suite 1800
5 Peachtree Street NE
Atlanta GA 30303-1731

Committee on Governmental Affairs

4 2211511

Senate Governmental Affairs Committee
Senate Dirksen Office Building, SD 340
Washington, D.C.
Dear Senator Thompson:

As per the Committee's request, I have executed the following notarized statement covering my
responses to the questions posed by Senators Roth, Brownback and you. Please le me know if
you have any questions or desire any additional information.
I, David L. Walker, being of duly sworn, hereby state that I have prepared and signed
the questions and responses referenced above (see attacl*nt) and that the information
provided therein, is to the best of my knowledge, cure*, rate
and complete.
David M. Wa

r

Sworn and subscribed before me on this 15th day of October 1998.

Notary Public0
NOWY ON.eny County.

Thank you for your interest and efforts in connection with my nomination.
S' ry,

David M. W

er

Enclosures
cc: / Johanna L Hardy

-m
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Post-hearing Questions from Senator Fred Thompson Chairman
Governmental Affairs Committee for David K. Walker
to be Comptroller General of the United States
October 14, 1996
What makes GAO unique among resources available to support Congressional
oversight and decision-making isits ability to obtain factual information from
Executive Branch agencies through its broad statutory rights to access to their books
and records. While agencies usually cooperate with GAO, access to records problems
sometimes develop. The reluctance of GAO leadership to assert and press Its access
rights to these situations is well known within the GAO. Unfortunately, itIsalso
well known to executive agencies. Thus, accss problems tend to result, at best, in
lengthy delays and, at worst, In GAO issuing products based on incomplete
information. Because GAO tends to downplay access problems, Congressional
requesters may be unaware of the problems and their consequence
A.

Do you agree that GAO needs to pursue its access needs assertively
and vigorously?
I believe that the GAO needs to have a candid yet constructive approach
in discharging its oversight and audit responsibilities relating to the
executive branch. As a result, GAO should provide a reasonable amount
of time for executive branch agencies to respond to GAO requests for
information. These timefranes will vary based on the type of the GAO
activity, the time sensitivity of the project and the nature and extent of
any related information request& Should the executive branch agencies
not respond within reasonable and agreed upon timeframes then GAO
-needs to take appropriate steps to escalate the issue within GAO and/or
the executive branch agency on a timely basis. If these efforts are not
successful, GAO should use its statutory authority to obtain any
inforriation that it deems critical in connection with its review.
Importantly, the GAO does not have subpoena power under current law.
In the final analysis, GAO should be as assertive and vigorous as
necessary to get the job done. It should also be consistent regarding how
it approaches and handles these situations. To do otherwise could cause
executive branch agencies to become lax or non-responsive to GAO
requests.

b.

What can be done to provide
access problem develop?

oe support to the GAO staff when

GAO should have established guidelines for dtmining when to
escalate such issues within GAO and/or the executive branch agency. In
addition, Co
1esoa requesters should be appraised of serk
difficulties in obtaining access to reasonable requests for information.
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C.

Can we have your commitment to signal your strong support of access
enforcement to the GAO staff?
Yes. I will not hesitate to be assertive when the circumstances dictate.

d.

Can we have your commitment to inform Congressional requesters
when access problems develop on jobs for them, and to keep them
fully informed about such problems?
Yes, consistent with the principles noted in my response under I(b)
above.

2.

The Committee has been told many times that the internal GAO "culture" strongly
discourages innovation and assertiveness on the part of the staff doing their work.
This is said to have led to GAO becoming increasingly risk-averse in recent years.
What sort of a "culture' will you seek to instill in GAO?
I expect for the two primary iyatchwords for GAO during my tenure to be integrity and
accountability. All of GAO's activities must be conducted in a professional, objective,
fact-based and strictly non-partisan manner. In addition, GAO should employ a
results-oriented approach to the maximum extent possible. Doing so will require GAO's
culture, priorities, principles, processes, performance measurement/reward and
accountability mechanisms to be aligned with these important principles. This can and
will be done; however, it does involve a significant "change management" effort that
will require some time to fully implement and an ongoing review and continuous
improvement effort to keep it in place.
In summary, during my confirmation hearing I pledged to act with energy, innovation
and integrity throughout my tenure at GAO. To do so, GAO's culture must be aligned
accordingly. I am confident that by working in a constructive and partnership approach
with GAO's top management, it can be. After all, culture changes in any organization
must come from the top.

3.

Congress has many potential sources to call on for information in addition to GAO.
These include the Congressional Research Service, agency inspectors general, and
"think tanks" outside of government, just to name a few. These sources have
different strengths and limitations, and it is often unclear who a Congressional
requestor should turn to for help.
a.

Do you have any thoughts on what types of work are best suited to
GAO as opposed to one of these other organizations?
My preliminary thoughts would be that the GAO should be the
Congress' primary source for information that may require access to
confidential government data or which may require subpoena power.
GAO should also be the Congress' primary source for projects that
demand objective analysis and require multi-disciplinary competencies

C\DATA\gpootewif&doc (walrdm)
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to successfully undertake the project In addition, GAO should not be
used for partisan political initiatives. Certain outside organizations (e.g.,
"think tanks) may be qualified to undertake various projects but they
may not be objective and independent either in fact or perception. These
organizations may be more appropriate for addressing more "politically
charged" or "potentially partisan" issues.
In the final analysis, irrespective of the type of project, the GAO should
help the Congress get the facts, understand the options, review the
relative pros and cons and comprehend the relative sense of urgency in
connection with a wide range of operational and program related issues.
However, any such GAO projects must be consistent with the agency's
jurisdiction, role and competencies.
b.

Do you think it would be practical for GAO to work with the CRS and
perhaps IGs and others in order to come up with suggestions for
Congress on which source is best for certain types of work?
Yes. I would be pleased for GAO to lead such an intra-govermental
review effort. I believe that appropriate steps need to be taken to
co-ordinate the efforts of these and other government entities. The
results of this review should be made available to the Congress and other
appropriate parties in useable forms. In addition, this review should
include bi-cameral and bi-partisan input, as appropriate. The results of
the review would likely include which entities would take the lead on
various types of projects. It would also likely include circumstances
under which some joint projects may be appropriate.

4.

The federal government must be open to new ways of operating - such as contracting
out and perhaps privatizing more work that is now performed in-house. In the past,
GAO has been reluctant to get into work involving potential privatization and
competition between in-house performance and contracting out.
,1.

Do you believe GAO should be more active in pursuing these issues?

Contracting-out, privatization and other initiatives (e.g., public-private
partnerships) represent global trends that should be considered in
appropriate circumstances. Obviously, there are certain types of
fun.tions and activities that must be performed by government. There
are others that can and should be contracted out after appropriate steps
are taken to avoid conflicts and protect confidentiality. In addition, there
are other cases where public-private or even public-public partnerships
would be both prudent and appropriate. These should be explored and
considered on an individual facts and circumstances basis within the
federal government, including in connection with GAO's own activities.
Importantly, GAO has already contracted out certain activities (e.g.,
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building support services, selected audit services, specialty consulting
services).
b.

What steps would you suggest to do so?
I would want to review the work that GAO has completed and has in

progress in this area before recommending any specific steps. As a
result, I would endeavor to review GAO's current and past activities in
this area once I join the agency. This includes GAO's consideration of
these activities for selected types of federal governmental activities as
well as for some of its own activities.
5.

GAO must maintain constructive working relations with the executive branch.
However, as a legislative branch agency, GAO exists to serve the Congress - not the
executive branch. Over the years, GAO has done work and issued products directly
for executive branch officials. GAO also occasionally works informally with
executive branch officials on some initiatives, and it has even met with executive
branch officials who wished to air their concerns about work Congress asked the
GAO to do. Do these activities concern you? Does GAO need to work with the
executive branch more at arms length?
GAO works for the Congress and the American people. Specifically, GAO is in the
legislative branch of government and, as such, the Congress is its primary client. At the
same time, the American people are GAO's beneficial client.
GAO should have a candid and constructive relationship with the executive branch. In
addition, GAO must maintain an appropriate degree of independence and objectivity in
conducting oversight work. At the same time, there can be instances where the
legislative and executive branch may have a mutuality of interests (e.g., improving the
efficiency, effectiveness, accountability and integrity of government; attacking waste,
fraud and abuse). In these rare instances, it may well be appropriate to undertake
certain projects that are requested by executive branch officials. However, in doing so,
GAO should assure itself that the project is on a topic where it should take the lead
versus another government entity (e.g., IGs). In addition, some reports to executive
branch officials may be directly in support of GAO efforts (e.g., summaries of past and
pending GAO recommendationrto new executive branch agency heads). At the same
time, GAO should generally make Congressional requests its highest priority.
I believe that GAO should provide an opportunity for individuals to air any concerns
they may have as to how GAO conducts its reviews and, under certain circumstances,
what areas it may be reviewing (e.g., self-initiated reviews). At the same time, the GAO
has a specific role to play and must maintain a professional, objective, fact-ba&.d and
strictly non-partisan approach in connection with all of its activities. This includes
maintaining an appropriate degree of professional skepticism in connection with
executive branch engagements and remembering that GAO is in the legislative branch

of government.
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Is GAO adequately monitoring the progress or lack or agency progress being made to
solve the Y2K computer problem with minimal disruptions?

6.

The GAO has an ongoing effort to monitor the executive branch's efforts in connection
with the Y2K computer problem. The primary responsibility for the Y2K effort lies with
the executive branch. The GAO is coordinating its oversight activities with the Senate
Special Committee on the Y2K Technology Problem and the House Y2K Task Force.
GAO also has a working relationship with Mr. John Koskinen, the Administration' s
Y2K point person.
The Y2K issue represents a major global challenge for both the public and private
sectors. While it is never to late to start Y2K initiatives, it is too late for some to be
completed. As a result, it is essential that the government's efforts be focused on
"mission critical" systems, including having contingency plans for all such systems.
7.

In response to another NAPA recommendation, GAO developed a "strategic plan."
This document, entitled "Following the Federal Dollar," was issued in April 1997.
WhJle it is a useful start, the GAO strategic plan appears to lack specific performance
goals. Furthermore, its performance measures are primarily process rather than
results oriented.
a.

Could GAO develop specific goals and measures tied directly to
improvements in government operations, such as resolving one or more
federal high-risk problems?
GAO currently has a range of performance measures that it uses to assess the
quality (e.g., timeliness) and effectiveness (e.g., dollars saved) of its activities.
The Comptroller General must be personally involved in GAO's strategic
planning efforts, especially in connection with important issues such as the
agency's operating principles, priorities, processes, protocols, performance
measures and resource needs/allocations. Importantly, the GAO is about to
update its current strategic plan. As a result, it is critical that the Comptroller
General appointment be made before the Congress recesses in order to assure
that the appointee can participate in this important process.

b.

Should GAO be made subject to the Government Performance and Results
Act (with an appropriate exception from OMB review)?
I need to study this issue further before making a specific recommendation. In
general, as noted in my confirmation statement, I believe in the principle of
"leading by example." I also believe that GAO should be a "world class"
organization in all critical areas, including those addressed by GPRA.

c.

What else can be done to make GAO more results-oriented?
The GAO's culture must be focused on a results-oriented approach. While
results are of critical importance, results should include qualitative as well as
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quantitative measures. In addition, GAO's performance measurement and
reward systems should give appropriate weight to such results. This may
require for the Congress to give GAO some additional flexibility in the area of
human capital policies in order to maximize the agency's performance in this
area.
8.

The NAPA report observed that 'GAO work processes tend to proceed in uniform,
hierarchical patterns with inadequate definition at the outset of the objectives,
Methods, and type of work, and cumbersome review processes at the end.* It made
several recommendations to address these problems, and GAO made changes to
some of its work processes in response to them. However, some observers believe
that GAO's report review processes remain cumbersome and too lengthy.
a.

What can be done to streamline the way GAO does business and make the
report review process more efficient and timely?
I understand that Acting Comptroller General Jim Hinchman has already taken
some steps to address this issue. I need to review what has been done to date
and the related results before I can provide any additional specific
recommendations. However, as I have stated previously, I will take appropriate
steps to review and periodically monitor GAO's work processes in an effort to
continually enhance their efficiency and effectiveness.

b.

One criticism we have heard is that most of the review time for products once
they leave the issue area focuses on "tone" rather than the accuracy or
substance of the product. Do you think this is a problem?
I need to review GAO's current policies and practices before making detailed
comments. As a general principle, GAO must have adequate but not excessive
review mechanisms to assure the quality of its work products. In my view,
product quality should focus more on substance, including accuracy, rather than
form. In addition, substance issues must be addressed by persons with the
requisite subject matter expertise, either internally through a quality review
process or externally through a peer review process. Form can, however, affect
product quality. For example, is the report clear, candid, concise and
constructive? These issues must also be addressed in a reasonable, yet timely,
manner.
As noted in 8 (a) above, I will review GAOs current processes to determine
whether any additional steps should be taken once I join the agency. In
addition, Ilwill assure that mechanisms are in place to continually enhance
GACYs products and processes.

9.

There appears to be quite a contrast between GAO testimony and briefings, on the
one hand, and traditional 'blue cover' GAO reports on the other. The former tend to
be timely, hard hitting, and straightforward. The latter take much more time, are
often lon& and not as hard hitting,
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A.

Do you think GAO should be more flexible in how It reports on Its findings?
I believe that GAO needs to review this area in light of the changing needs of the
Congress and GACYs available resources. It is my understanding that GAO has
already begun to place greater emphasis on testimony and briefings as opposed
to the traditional "blue cover" reports. I will review this area as part of GAO's
strategic planning and product/process enhancement initiatives.

b.

Should it rely less on "blue cover" reports?
See response to 9(a) above.

C.

Is there a way of making the blue cover reports more like the less formal
products?
I believe there are ways to streamline the existing "blue cover" reports that need
to be explored. This needs to be done in connection with GAO's ongoing
product/process improvement efforts, including appropriate enhancements to
its current Congressional outreach and customer satisfaction efforts.

10.

Regarding GAO's structure,
a.

Do you have any plans to change GAO's current organizational structure?
I do not have any such plans at this time. It would be premature and
inappropriate to have any such plans at this stage. I need to obtain a better
understanding of the existing organization, GAO's people, other resources (e.g.,
technology), strengths and areas for possible improvement before even
considering any significant organizational changes. I also need to obtain a better
understanding of the needs and desires of GAO's client (i.e., the Congress).

b.

How will the increasing use of the Internet to do research and distribute your
products change the nature of GAO and its work products in the future?
The Internet will have a profound effect on how all knowledge-based enterprises
conduct their activities, including the GAO. Specifically, GAO should make
appropriate use of the Internet for research, communication and other purposes
(e.g., product review and distribution). In doing so, appropriate steps need to be
taken to assure the accuracy of any related critical data used by GAO and the
confidentiality of sensitive information transmitted by GAO. GAO does have a
web page, however, more can and should be done in this area. The ultimate
implications of additional utilization of the Internet and other electronic means
of research and communication by GAO will evolve over time (e.g., less printed
materials, less travel, more knowledge exchange, improved and enhanced client
semice).
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c.

What are the extent of GAO's Y2K problems?
GAO has 28 'mission critical" systems. Nine of these 28 are already Y2K
compliant. I have been advised that GAO plans to have the other 19 compliant
by 3/31/99. Importantly, while GAO plans for all of its 'mission critical"
systems to be compliant, it must have contingency plans for every such system.
It is my understanding that GAO is developing such plans at the present time.
Importantly, I do not believe that GAO has adequate protection against certain
external Y2K-related failures should they occur (e.g., prolonged power failure).
In addition, I am not sure what steps GAO has taken to address key data
exchange issues in connection with the Y2K challenge.

d.

Do you believe that GAO has the'appropriate number of top level managers?
Iam not in a position to comment on this at the present time. As noted in my
response to question 10(a) above, I need to review GAO's organization, people,
resources, processes and other issues before I reach a considered opinion on this
question.

e.

What is the skill mix that GAO needs to continue to produce high quality
work in the twenty-first century?
This issue needs to be addressed as an integral part of GACYs strategic planning
process. As noted during my confirmation hearings, I do have some concerns
regarding GAO's current skills and experience gaps. For example, GAO's
approximate four year hiring freeze, which was imposed as a way to cope with
the significant reductions in its-budget, have left the agency with an inadequate
number of professionals at the 0-4 years of experience level. As has been
demonstrated by the related implications on "Big 5"accounting and consulting
firms, this will become a critical issue in future years if it is not addressed. In
addition, the average age of GAO's workforce and the number of key managers
eligible for retirement have both increased significantly during the past five
years. GAO is also facing additional challenges in connection with attracting
and retaining professionals with certain critical skills (e.g., information
technology). As an expert on human capital issues, Iplan to raise the
importance and visibility of this function within GAO and, hopefully, the federal
government as a whole.
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Hearing Questions for David M. Walker
Senator WilliamJ . Roth, Jr.
October 14,1996
The Comptroller General term is 15 years. Given this long-term appointment and
yotr impact on GAO and potentially the government in general, what are your top 2
or 3 priorities that you intend to focus on during your tenure?
Given the 15 year tenure of the Comptroller General position, I expect to have 2-3 top
subject (e.g., programs) priorities during each of the 3-5 year sub-time frames during my
tenure (e.g., years 1-5; 6-10; 11-15). These subject priorities will be based on the current
and expected needs of the Congress, the government, and the nation.
While individual subject-related initiatives (e.g., programs) will vary over time, I plan to
have a consistent focus on certain generic issues. Specifically, as I stated during my
confirmation hearing, I have three primary goals for the GAO during my tenure. First, I
believe that the GAO should be a "world class" organization that "leads by example" and
serves as a "best practices" model for all of government in every major operational area
(e.g., strategic planning, financial affairs, technology, human capital practices, customer
service). Second, I believe that GAO has a major role to play in helping to continuously
improve the efficiency, effectiveness, accountability and integrity of the federal
government. Finally, I believe that GAO's actions and activities can and should be
designed to improve the public's respect for and confidence in their government.
Achieving these objectives will require that numerous steps be taken over a number of
years. Hopefully, the length of the term coupled with my energy level and health will
allow me to look back in 15 years and say that these three key goals were accomplished.
2.

As you know, private sector companies have been transformed with all of the new
technology advances in recent years. What lesson should government agencies from
the private sector with regard to their successful restructuring efforts and
technological advances? What government-wide changes would you recommend?
I am well aware of the private sector's efforts in this area and have been personally
involved in several such initiatives. In addition, I also played a leading role in a major
re-structuring and technology enhancement initiative when I was at the Department of
Labor. I believe that GAO should take the lead in capturing and sharing these and other
selected "public and private sector best practices". We can all learn from the positive
and negative experiences of others if we share the knowledge. Importantly, GAO has
already done some work in the "best practices" area and more is warranted. In addition,
new technologies provide us with ever increasing means to do so. In this regard, it is
already clear to me that the federal government, including the GAO, must enhance its
technological capabilities and update existing human capital policies and practices in
order to maximize overall efficiency and effectiveness.
As noted in my response to question 10(a) above, I need to review GAOs organization,
people, technology, resources and other issues before I can form specific and considered
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opinions regarding what additional steps GAO should take in this area. It will,
however, be an area that I will explore in conjunction with GAO's strategic planning,
product/process improvement and budget initiatives.
3.

As Chairman of the Governmental Affairs Committee in 1995, 1 held numerous
hearings on the recommendations of the National Academy of Public Administration
for an improved GAO. Have you seen this study and do you believe that its findings
were valid and worthy of implementation?
I have read the NAPA study and the transcripts of the related Congressional hearings.
The GAO has already adopted several NAPA recommendations and is in the process of
adopting others. I plan to review GAO's decisions end activities in connection with all
major NAPA recommendations in order to ascertain what additional actions are
warranted.

4.

Do you have any plans to restructure the existing management structure? Do you
plan to continue to the regional closings that were begun under the direction of CG
Bowsher?
I do not have any such plans at this time. It would be premature and inappropriate to
have any such plans at this stage. I need to obtain a better understanding of the existing
organization, GAO's people, other resources, strengths and areas for possible
improvement before even considering any significant organizational changes. I also
need to obtain a better understanding of the needs and desires of GAO's client (i.e., the
Congress) and the overall adequacy of the GAO's existing resources.

5.

One of the biggest criticisms of GAO has been that as an institution it consistently
tells Congress what it want to hear with regard to programs that are being
investigated and audited. In my view GAO's independent judgement and
recommendations must be unbiased. What do you plan to do to reinforce this
original charter of nonpartisan analysis?
The GAO must apply a professional, objective, fact-based and strictly non-partisan
approach to all of its oversight and audit activities. As such, it should present the facts
based on the results of its work irrespective of any specific requestor's pre-dispositions.
Simply stated, GAO should take a "think straight and talk straight" approach. This will
be easy for me since it is the motto of my current firm, Arthur Andersen LLP.

6.

GAO is charged with responding to Congressional Committees as they engage in
oversight of federal agencies. GAO currently conducts comprehensive reviews on an
on-going basis. My concern is that GAO must be able to conduct investigations and
oversight reviews in a more timely manner that would be of greater use to
Congressional Committees. Do you agree that timeliness of reports is one area that
should be looked at upon your arrival at GAO?
Completing reviews and issuing reports on a timely basis is fundamental to rendering
quality client service. Some late reports may have little value, especially if the report.
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relates to a matter that may require legislation within a specified imeframe. While
GAO has taken some steps to try to streamline and speed-up its reports, more can be
done in this area. This is an area that requires periodic review and continual
monitoring. It also needs to be incorporated as an integral part of GACYs client
satisfaction and performance asurewt/reward system
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tPoaring Qe-iosfrom
Senator Sam Drowuback to
David K Walker, Nominee for
Comptroller General, U.S. General
Accounting Office (GAO)
October14,1996
GAO has examined various government reform proposals that include international,
national, and state and local government examples for outsouring, public-private
partnerships and privatization. What role do you believe that these approaches
should play in reforming the Federal government? Please explain.
Outsourcin& public-private partnerships and privatization represent global trends that
should-be considered in appropriate circumstances. Obviously, there are certain types
of functions and activities that must be performed by government. There are others that
can and should be contracted out provided appropriate steps to avoid conflicts and
protect confidentiality have been taken. In addition, there are other cases where public
or even public-public partnerships would be both prudent and appropriate. These
should be explored and considered on an individual facts and circumstances basis
within the federal government, including the GAO. In addition, GAO should take steps
to collect and share related best practices.
2.

During your confirmation hearing before the Senate Governmental Affairs
Committee, you testified about some of the challenges facing the GAO. What are you
plans for making GAO more responsive to the Congress?
I plan to focus my immediate attention on reviewing GAO's past, current and planned
client service efforts. This includes reviewing its mission, strategy, policies, priorities,
processes and protocols. I would also like to convene an "Accountability Summit" with
selected bi-partisan and bi-cameral leaders early in my tenure to help assure that we are
properly focused on serving the Congress on a timely basis and in a high quality
manner. This Summit would also be designed to assure that the GAO's actions and
activities are all conducted in a professional, objective, fact-based and strictly
non-partisan manner. This includes taking steps to assure that GAO's policies,
procedures and protocols are fair, unbiased, prevent manipulation (e.g., for partisan
political purposes), and can stand the test of time (e.g., changes in control). Finally, it
also means assuring that GAO has adequate resources to meet Congress' legitimate
needs and the reasonable expectations of the American people.
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QUESTIONS FOR DAVID M. WALKER
FROM SENATOR CARL LEVIN
OCTOBER 8,1998
FINAL VERSION
Please identify each Member of Congress and employee of the Executive Branch with
whom you discussed the possibility of submitting your name as a possible nominee
to the position of Comptroller General before you actually submitted your name.
I met personally with Senator Connie Mack (R-FL), Senator Bob Graham (D-FL),
Congressman Earl Pomeroy (D-ND) and Congressman John Linder (R-GA). I also met
with the Chiefs of Staff or other key staff for several other Senators and
Congresspersons from both parties. Importantly, I did not meet with any Commission
members or their staff until after I decided to submit my name for consideration. I
considered such preliminary contact with the Commission members or their staff to be
inappropriate.
I met or discussed the possibility of submitting my name with Stanford Ross, Chairman
of the Social Security Advisory Board; Olena Berg, Former Assistant Secretary of Labor
for Pension and Welfare Benefit Programs; Marty Slate (deceased), Former Executive
Director of the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation; Ian Dingwall, Chief Accountant
of the Department of Labor - PWBA; and, Alan Lebowitz, Deputy Assistant Secretary of
Labor for Pension and Welfare Benefit Programs.
I also discussed this matter with several officials with the American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants, several members of Andersen Worldwide's and Arthur Andersen's
top management and selected outside parties, including the two living former
Comptrollers General.
2.

Were you interviewed by every member of the Commission? If not, please explain
why.
I was interviewed by the Chairman of the Commission, Senator Trent Lott. He was the
only Commissioner who requested to interview me. It is my understanding that he
interviewed several other candidates.
Importantly, while I was not interviewed by any other Commission member, I was
interviewed by key staff for all of the Commission members (i.e., on a group basis). In
addition, my interview by Senator Lott was the first time that I had ever met or spoken
to him.

3.

When you met with the Commission members, was your party affiliation ever
discussed? If so, please explain. Was the work of the GAO ever discussed in a
partisan context? If so, please explain.
Senator Lott noted that I was most recently a registered Republican (i.e., I had converted
to independent status prior to our meeting) and that I had been a registered Democrat
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earlier in life. Senator Lott stressed that the GAO was supposed to be strictly
non-partisan and that he was looking for the best qualified pemn He also stated that

both publc and private sector exeience would be highly desirable.
4.

When you met with the White House, was your party affiliation ever discussed? If
so, please explain. Was the work of the GAO ever discussed with you in a partisan
context? If so, please explain.
The White House officials noted that while my most recent political affiliation was as a
Republican, that would not be a factor. They were looking for the best qualified person.
I noted that I had discontinued all political contributions to any party or candidate in
late 1997 (Le. late November 1997) when it became evident that I was a serious

candidate for Comptroller GeneraL In addition, Ihave not voted in any party primary
elections since that date. Istreamed the Importance for a professional, objective and
strictly non-partisan approach at GAO and my track record for taking such an approach
in connection with my past government and public policy activities. I also noted my
decision to remain an independent in fet and appearance as long as I was a candidate
and throughout my tenure as Comptroller General, should I be dominated by the
President and confirmed by the Senate.
5.

You were an Assistant Secretary of Labor and head of the Pension Benefit Guaranty
Corpoation. What were some of your greatest accomplishments in those positions?
What were some of you greatest disappointments? Did you come in contact with the
GAO while you were at the Labor Department? What was your impmsion of GAO
at the time?
At the PBGC, I was able to negotiate a number of majo and favorable settlements of
employer liability cases for the PDGC I negotiated a disputed terminatin of a major
steel company plan to the satisfaction of the PBGC and the United Steelworr of
America. I took steps that resulted in a significant decrema in the agecs termination
pressing backlogs and improvement of its benefit daims payment system. I began
steps that were necessary to assure that the P8C would receive an u
opinion
from the GAO on its financial statements. I contributed to the streamlining and

acceleration of th appeals process and the improvement of P Cs information
theology
bti
also contributed to eablisin an interim Administration
policy on

to establish a veryprjofe

of overunded plan termination case

In addition, I was able

effectiveteam based and results oriented approach

with the caree officials within PBGC and helped to integrate their efforts
At the DOL, I played a major role in the pass
of the Pension Protection Act of 197
and the Reiree Health Benefit Security Act of l9S. Iwas able to help sure the

promulgation of a variety of important regulate"iosad itrrttos(eg.,Plan asset
reguatinsparicipnt-iretedInves iu96 regulation, socialinvesting guidance,
corporate governance guiance).Igrestructured the Pension and Welfare Benefits
Administration to make it mere effirlt andIeffective I helped define and iVlement
the agenysftint msson staemen which still hangs on the walls at the D L today. I
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created the Office of the Chief Accountant and encouraged-its related outreach efforts.
This program was subsequently awarded a"Hammer Award" by Vice President Gore. I
spearheaded the agency's efforts to create a new "Enforcement Strategy Document" and
convinced OMB to allocate significant funds (estimated $40 million) to upgrade the
agency's information technology, especially in the enforcement area. I helped to take
the DOL from number three to number one in the area of retirement security research
and policy development within the Executive Branch. I also took steps to significantly
enhance the agency's external outreach efforts, including outside of Washington.
Finally, I also established a very professional, effective, team based and results oriented
approach with the career staff at DOL I still have a number of very good friends at the
DOL.
My biggest disappointment at the PBGC was that I was unable to get the agency to the
point of being eligible for a "dean opinion" audit during my tenure. Candidly, this was
not feasible given my brief tenure and the state of the PBGC's records. However, I do
believe that I made a positive and lasting difference. With regards to DOL, my biggest
regret was not being able to achieve a reasonable and more timely comprehensive
legislative solution to the issue of overfunded plan terminations. I came very dose to
doing so in December 1987 by working on a bi-partisan basis with several Committees;
however, the deal fell apart at the last minute and only incremental changes were made.
These changes did, however, set the stage and precedent for additional changes after
my return to the private sector.
6.

Are you a registered member of a political party? If so, please-identify the party and
provide such information for the past 10 years. You have contributed or been a
member of various organizations associated with the Republican National
Committee -namely, the Campaign Council, the Presidential Task Force, the
Senatorial Committee, and the Congressional Committee. Did you receive any
benefits as a member of these organizations? Did you take advantage of those
benefits, such as dinners or luncheons with Members of Congress or Executive
Branch officials?
I am not currently registered as a member of any political party. - As noted above, I
ceased all contributions to any individual political party or candidates in late November
1997. In addition, I have not voted in any primary elections since that point in time.
I was a registered Republican from about 1976-1997. Previously, Iwas a registered
Democrat. Prior to late November 1997, 1 periodically made contributions to selected
quality candidates from both major political parties.
I do not know what, if any, benefits all of these organizations offer. I did not, however,
take advantage of any benefits offered by any of these organizations while I was a
member.

7.

What do you think the top 3 issu,!s of government management will be in the next 10
years? What should GAO do to bo able to respond to them?
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Need to study this issue further once I join the GAO (ie., if I am confirmed). I would
want to obtain the views of various GAO professionals, the Congress, other government
officials and external experts before drawing any final conclusions on this matter. On a
preliminary basis, it is clear that effectively implementing GPRA, upgrading the
government's information technology, including addressing the Y2K issue, and
updating the federal government's human capital policies represent three major
challenges which need to be addressed. These may not, however, be the three single
biggest challenges. Ineed time to form a considered opinion on this question.
8.

GAO has a whole book of unexecuted recommendations. These are recommendations that have been made by the GAO over the course of years which have not
been acted upon. GAO puts those recommendations in one spot and you can leaf
through them and see what the GAO said should be done versus what is still going
on. What do you ttdnk should be done with respect to those recommendations and
future recommendations to get more attention paid to them? Is it practical or
possible to think that GAO can be more effective in getting its recommendations
enacted?
GAO needs to have a policy and procedure for periodically reviewing any open
recommendations. This process should be automated to the maximum extent possible.
This review should not just include whether the recommendation has been
implemented but also whether it still makes sense. If not, then it should be dropped
from the process. There needs to be appropriate communication and accountability
mechanisms in place in connection with the reporting, evaluation and monitoring of
such recommendations. Finally, this area should be appropriately incorporated in
GAO's performance measurement and reward systems, consistent with applicable
federal personnel policies.

9.

If confirmed, do you expect to complete the 15 year term? Are there any conditions
you foresee under which you would not complete the 15 year term?
Yes. The only situation in which I could possibly see me not serving 15 years is if my
health fails me. I am currently in excellent health and my family has a history of long
life spans. God willing, I will too.

10.

The GAO is currently in the process of developing its strategic plan for the three-year
perioL Do you think this is an effective method for allocating resources and
establishing priorities in a dynamic environment such as that involving the
Congress? Would you recommend any changes to this process?
The Comptroller General needs to be closely involved with this effort. This is one of
many reasons why it is important for a Comptroller General to be confirmed before the
Senate adjourns.
My preliminary views are that GAO needs to have a more extensive and timely
outreach effort in connection with its strategic planning process, especially in
connection with input from the Congress. After all, the Congress is the GAO's primary
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client I also believe that GAO needs to work with the Congress to review existing
mandatory projects for need and cost/benefit After the mandatory items have been
rationallied, GAO should have a well defined, consistently applied and well
documeniled approach for allocating the balance of its resources. Obviously, top
priority should be accorded to important and time sensitive Congressional requests. In
addition, GAO must have some discretionary resources for self-initiated projects and
unexpected demands. From a practical standpoint, given the dynamic environment, it
is probably more realistic to focus the strategic planning effort on rationalizing (e.g.,
avoiding duplication and promoting integration and teaming) and prioritizing
Congressional requests and related resource needs while determining subject areas and
their relative priorities in connection with any resources that the GAO has for
"self-initiated" projects.
11.

We all know that GAO is supposed to operate on a bi-partisan basis. Given that the
Chairmanships in both the House and the Senate are held by members of the
Republican party, how do you expect to handle requests from both the Chairman and
Ranking Minority Members of the various committees in order to ensure that the
interests of both parties are met?
I believe that the GAO must be professionQ, objective and strictly non-partisan. I also
believe that GAO serves both houses of the Congress and both sides of the aisle. The
Congress is our primary client However, the American people are the GAO's beneficial
client. As a result, I would endeavor to work with the Congressional leadership on a
bi-camersJnd bi-partisAn basis tc, establish some clearly defined protocols which can
be consiot.,itly avilhad in a manner that will be fair and which can stand the "test of
time" (eP..., Changes in control). These protocols should provide for resources and
mechanistis to deal with the minority, irrespective of which party that may be. I
believe that GAO is in the best position to try to do this and I am committed to giving it
my best efforts.

12.

Recently the GAO was invited to testify before a subcommittee on which I am the
ranking member. GAO staff informed my staff that it was unable to provide any
information with respect to testimony unless the chairman of the sub-committee gave
the GAO approval to do so. That meant that the minority members of the
subcommittee had no information about upcoming testimony and work of the GAO
on a matter of importance to the subcommittee. What is your opinion of this practice
and how would you handle such situations in the future?
As noted above, I believe that we need to work together to establish a set of protocols
that are clearly defined, can be consistently applied, are fair based on the overall
premise of "good government." In addition to the principles noted in my response in 11
above, any such protocols must guard against the principle of "adverse selection" when
the control of any particular house does change.

13.

How do you envision the relationship and responsibilities of GAO to (a) the
President, (b) the Congress, and (c) other executive branch agencies? Please explain
what you mean by creating a "partnershipwith the Congress." Do you think
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Congress, and particularly the Congressional leadership, should determine whether a
requested or self-initiated study should go forward?
The GAO is in the legislative branch of government. As such, the Congress is GAO's
primary client and the American people represent its beneficial client. As a result, the
GAO and the Congress should work together to determine relative priorities and
approaches which are in the overall interests of the American people. The GAO should
aIso work with appropriate officials in the Executive Branch (e.g., CFOs, ClOs, IGs,
OMB) on issues of mutual interest and concern. In addition, the GAO should conduct
all of it's oversight and investigatory activities in a candid, constructive and fair manner.
Importantly, GAO must maintain an independent, professional, objective and strictly
non-partisan approach in all of its activities. With regard to self-initiated projects, GAO
should be able to exercise its judgement and discretion in this area provided its efforts
are within its overall competence and jurisdiction.
14.

Do you have any plans to reorganize or restructure the GAO at this time?
I do not have any such plans. It would be premature, presumptive and inappropriate to
have any such plans at this stage. I need to obtain a better understanding of the existing
organization, GAO's people, other resources, strengths and areas for possible
improvement before even considering any significant organizational changes. I also
need to obtain a better understanding of the need and desires of GAO's client (i.e., the
Congress).

15.

What percentage of GAO's work do you think should be self initiated, and what do
you think is the greatest value of self-initiated work?
It is too early to come up with a specific proposal. This must be done after appropriate
due diligence on my part and with consultation with Congressional leadership on a
bi-cameral and bi-partisan basis. It clearly needs to be higher than the current 4% figure
but is likely lower than the historical 25-30% level. In addition, any discretionary
resources should be focused on the greatest areas of immediate risk and opportunity, as
well as, mid to longer-range needs which might not otherwise be the subject of
Congressional requests.

16.

Many of the problems that affect the efficiency and productivity of one agency are
often relevant to other agencies. Do you have any ideas or plans for trying to make
the lessons in one agency or one program useful to other agencies and other
programs? Please elaborate.
I am a strong believer in the concept of "best practices". My current firm, Arthur
Andersen, is the inventor of the "global best practices" concept. I believe that GAO
should have a major role to play in identifying and distributing such best practices
within the government. I also believe that any such best practices should consider
applicable private sector and state and local government practices. In addition, they
should be global in scope, as applicable.
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17.

What Is you understanding of the reasons for recent Congressionalconcern with the
GAO's performance?
Based on my discussion and outreach efforts to date, the primary concerns I have heard
expressed about the GAO deal with the timeliness, objectivity and fairness of some of its
reports. In addition, I have heard a few questions as to whether GAO had the requisite
skills to address certain areas and whether it should undertake certain types of projects
(Le. highly politically-charged issues). These concerns were expressed by members and
key staff ona bicameral and bi-partisan basis. At the same time, I have also heard an
almost unanimous affirmation of the importance of the GAO and the professionalism
and dedication of its staff. If confirmed, I will take timely and definitive steps to reach
out to GAOs clients (e.g., the Congress) and build upon the GAC0s strengths while
addressing areas forimprovement

18.

In what substantive areas do you believe GAO has been weak or deficient?
I need more time to make a considered judgment in this matter. However, my
preliminary thoughts are that the GAO needs to work to redefine its appropriate role,
competencies, processes and priorities for the 21s, century. It needs to do so after
conducting an appropriate outreach effort both within and outside of government
GAO also needs to significantly enhance its technological capabilities while filling key
skills and experience gaps. GAO also needs to take steps to define and implement the
type of planning process and priority systems noted in my previous responses.

19.

What s your view of GAO's work In the area of defense, particularly Its view of the
B-1 bomber program and the cost of maintaining the triad?
I need to review and study GAO's past reports in this area and speak with appropriate
members of Congress and other outside experts before I can provide many specific
comments. I know that GAO has done some good work in the area of *best practices' in
the defense procurement area. I know that GAO has also done some work in the
defense restructuring (e.g., bases closings and defense systems cost and effectiveness
area).

20.

What Is your view of the GAO's work in health care Issues?
I need to review and study the GAO's reports on this subject and speak with
appropriate members of Congress and other outside experts before Ican provide many
specific comments. I do know that GAO did some controversial %vorkin connection
with comprehensive health care reform several years ago.

21.

Do you believe GAO should point out policy options in its reports to Congress if
alternatives to current policy are likely to produce better, more efficient, government?
What Is GAO's role with respect to policy as opposed to implementation?
I believe that GAO has a more activist and expansive role to play in operational areas. I
believe that GAO must exercise care and caution in dealing with policy issues. At the
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same time, I do believe that GAO can play a constructive role in connection with
selected policy or program areas. GAO should, however, avoid any attempt to be
manipulated for partisan political purposes. In addition, when GAO does undertake
policy related projects, it should be focused on helping to get the facts, lay out the
options, note the related pros and cons and comment on the relative need for action.
The Congress needs to decide on an appropriate policy based on a review, consideration
and debate of this and other information.
22.

Is the question of statistical sampling for the Census an Issue that the GAO could
legitimately study?
This is a highly politically charged area in which the GAO should exercise extreme
caution. There are some areas where the GAO could play a constructive role. I do,
however, need to familiarize myself with the relevant key questions and any work that
GAO has done in this area to-date before I can provide more definitive comments on
this subject.

23.

What Is your view of the role of the Deputy CG?
Ideally, the DCG would function as the Chief Operating Officer (COO) of the GAO and
a key member of the leadership team. The actual role will depend on the background,
competencies, abilities and attributes of a specific person. Hopefully, we can work
together to fill the Deputy position with a qualified professional, who has
complimentary skills to the Comptroller General and is compatible therewith.
Importantly, this individual must be fully committed to a professional, objective, team
based and strictly non-partisan approach. Once the Comptroller General position is
filled, and assuming that Iam that person, I would like to work with the other
Congressional Commission members to fillthis job with an appropriate person and in a
timely manner. In doing so, I would be fully committed to avoiding the types of
concerns that have been raised regarding the Comptroller General candidate selection
process.

I, David. M. Walker, being duly sworn, hereby state that I have prepared and signed the
foregoing questions and responses and tha e information provided herein is, to the best of
my knowledge, current, accurate and comIe
IA

David M. Walker
Sworn and subscribed before me on this 9 day of October 1998.

Notary Public
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